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Reynolds, Brook and Gourley (1957) derived a value o f 5 x 10" 
e.a.u. f o r the charge separated per c r y s t a l c o l l i s i o n when a 
simulated h a i l s t o n e r o t a t e d i n a cloud. conai s t i n g o f ic e c r / a t a l s 
together vath supercooled water d r o p l e t s of soma 5 ^ size. 
Prom t h i s 63tiraate they concluded t h a t .the e l e c t i l f l c b t i i j n o f 
thunderoiouds could be explained i n terms of the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n o f 
h a i l by impacting i c e c x y s t a l s . Lathtm and Mason (l>61 B) performed 
s i m i l a r ex,.'erimeats i n the abseiice o f water drowiets and obtained t.n 
estimate which was y orders of mu-gni tude less than Reynolds' vulue. 
ihey also measured the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n o f an iced probe by supercooled 
water d r o p l e t s s h a t t e r i n g on i t und derived a value o f 4 x 10~^ e.s.u. 
f o r the metin charge separated per d r o p l e t diameter range 40 S 1 0 0 ^ . 
They concluded from these experiments t h a t the charge se,.Hrated by 
i c e c i ^ ' s t a l impacts was not s u f f i c i e n t to explain thunderstorm 
e l e c t r i f i c t i t l o n . They proposed instead t h a t the d r o p l e t s h a t t e r i n g 
mechaniam of f e r e d a s a t i s f e i c t o i y explanation of the m.<*gnitude o f the 
charge separated i n thunderclouds. I t vhs the purpose of t h i s theals 
t o i n v e s t i g a t e the r e s u l t s o f these two a u t h o r i t i e s snd i n p a r t i c u l a r 
to seek an explanation f o r tho large- discrepancy between t h e i r r e s u l t s 
on i c e cr^^'stal irapactions. 
• I n t h i s l a b o r s t o i y s i m i l a r expericents to. Reynolds , Srcok and 
Gourley were perfomed, iiad i t was concluded t h a t the r e s u l t s could 
bo explained q u a l i t a t i v e l y i n terms o f the temperature gradient theory, 
but q u a n t i t a t i v e l y the charge separated was l a r g e r than predicted by 
the theory. 
Experiments s l m i i j i r to those o f latham and Mason on c r y s U i l 
impacts vfere performed. The q u u n t i t y of charge separated per 
c r y s t a l colli,';!on and how i t de^.ended on the sign and magnitude 
o f the neasured temperature d i f f e r e n c e between the iced probe 
and the c i y s t a l s , the presence of i m p u r i t i e s i n the probe, and the 
impact v e l o c i t y o f the i c e c r y s t a l s was detersnined. An estimate 
of 2.5 X 10"^ e.s.u. was obtained f o r an Impact v e l o c i t y o f 20 m sec"^ 
and measured temperature d i f f e r e n c e of 10° C. This vua 50 trimes 
g r e a t e r than the value found by lathaic and -^Sasou but i t was shown 
t h e t the tv/o values could be reconciled. I t was shown t h a t they 
could also be reconciled w i t h the previous value of 5 x 10~^ e.s.u. 
I t was f u r t h e r observed t h a t the charge separated per c r y s t a l c o l l i s i o n 
Incre&sed markedly as the impact v e l o c i t y increased. 
Apparatus was b u i l t which enabled stable stTearr.s o f uniformly 
sized uncharged water d r o p l e t s i n the radius range 50 - I 5 0^ to 
be produced. Smaller d r o p l e t s down to 30 JA radius were produced 
i n unstable streams. Dro^jletswere made to encounter a r o t a t i n g iced 
robe connected t o electrometer. ] t was found t h a t appreciable 
q u a n t i t i e s o f charge wore separated only f o r the l a r g e r d r o p l e t s . 
I f the d r o p l e t s were above about 0° G they charged the probe p o s i t i v e l y 
and i f they Uere supercooled they charged i t n e g a t i v e l y . The 
q u a n t i t y o f negative charge separated decreased as the decree of 
supercooling increased. The nsaxiraum mean charge separated f o r a I50 
radius d r o p l e t was lO"-^ e.s.u. and f o r b. ^^ radius d r o p l e t was 
4 X 10"'^ e.s.u. I t was concluded t h a t the charge was separated by the 
d r o p l e t s splashing. 
Droplets which were i n the process of f r e e z i n g were allowed t o 
encounter the probe. The d r o p l e t s always charged the probe neg a t i v e l y 
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and mean charges o f up t o 2 x 10 e.s.u. per I50 ^ radius d r o p l e t 
were separated. Tho charge separated appeared t o be p r o p o r t i o n a l t o 
the cube o f the d r o p l e t r i i d i u s . i ilthough the r e s u l t s were not d i r e c t l y 
comparable w i t h the r e s u l t s of Latham and Mason, i t was considered t h a t 
a S i m i l a r charge separation mechanism was operative, and t h a t i t could 
be explained more r e a d i l y by the Workman - Reynolds e f f e c t than by 
the temperature grad i e n t theory. 
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GHAPTER 1 
THE THUNDERSTQSf!,. 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
I n j i t t e i a p t i n g t o give an account of the various aspects o f 
the thunderstoiTO, one i s cautious i n presenting a general p i c t u r e 
o f a t y p i c a l thiinderstorm. This i s because the seale of the storms 
v a r i e s over such a wide range, and i n ^.tteapting t o explain thunder-
storm e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n , the t h e o r i s t aust be sure t h a t the parameter 
he has chosen n o t only e : ^ l a l n s the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n o f a t y p i c a l 
thunderstorm, b u t are also a p p l i c a b l e t o the extreme cases as w e l l . 
Also, there are clouds which e x h i b i t thunderstora a c t i v i t y , and 
y e t i n some respects do not comply w i t h the general meteorological 
p i c t u r e . . 
2. METEOK>LOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ASPBCTS OF A TYPICAL THOHDERSTORH. 
Byers and Braham (1949), using radar techniques, established 
the c e l l u l a r s t r u c t u r e o f thunderclouds. A thundercloud can be 
considered t o c o n s i s t of one or more ac t i v e c e l l s which may range 
from 0.5 t o 10 km i n h o r i z o n t a l extent. Kuttner (1950) has 
suggested the existence o f even smaller sub-cells which are only 
100 m. i n diameter. The c e l l represents the region i n the cloii d 
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i n which p r e c i p i t a t i o n and l i g h t n i n g a c t i v i t y occur. Each c e l l 
has a l i f e c y c l e , and i s detected during the mature stage o f the 
cycle which l a s t s I5 t o 20 minutes. During t h i s period there i s 
a strong c e n t r a l u p d r a f t o f a i r . i n the c e l l , which may t y p i c a l l y 
be 10 m aec."""^, but which may be as high as 50 E sec.~^, and 
sometimes d i s p l a y i n g a p u l s e - l i k e nature (Workman and i o l z - e r , 1942). 
The columnar updraught i s surrounded by a region o f strong down-
draught. L i g h t n i n g a c t i v i t y and intense p r e c i p i t a t i o n also occur 
during the mature stage. H a i l f a l l s from the regions Mthere the 
updraught i s too weak t o support i t , and may reach the ground e i t h e r 
i n s o l i d form o r as r a i n . I n t r o p i c a l thunderstorms very l a r g e 
h a i l s t o n e s can be produced by r e c i r c u l a t i o n , but elsewhere the 
most usual form i s as s a a l l h a i l and s o f t h a i l , which have rounded 
or c o n i c a l shapes and measure from 4 t o 6 mm. across. PK"eclpitation 
i n the form of h a i l i s u s u a l l y intense, and rates may be as high 
as 5 cm. hr.'"''" . (Latham and Ma-^on, I96I B). During the l a t t e r 
p a r t o f the storm, h a i l may give way to snow. 
Also c h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f the t y p i c a l thundercloud are i t s great 
v e r t i c a l depth and the very wide temperature range which i t spans. 
The bases are u s u a l l y wanner than 0° C. and the tops may extend to 
the -40° C. isotheiTB, and occ a s i o n a l l y beyond i n t o the tropopause. 
The v e r t i c a l depth i s U J t o lOj^^jj, . The cloud top i s characterised 
by an anvil-shaped mass o f ice c r y s t a l s which has the d i f f u s e o u t l i n e 
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o f c i r r u s cloud. A nuaber o f cases have been reported, however, 
o f l i g h t n i n g a c t i v i t y from clouds having a d i f f e r e n t physical 
appearance and dimensions t o t h i s p i c t u r e , and which have tops 
warmer than 0° C. (Moore, I965) • Although the evidence f o r such 
occurrences i s as y e t n o t w e l l d e t a i l e d , the large nuaber o f 
instances o f warm cloud l i g h t n i n g i s s u f f i c i e n t i n d i c a t i o n t h a t 
i t r e a l l y happens. 
The p a r t i c u l a r sizes and concentrations of the cloud p a r t i c l e s 
found i n thunderclouds are present only i n thunderclouds, and they 
have been i n v o l v e d i n various t h e o r i e s t o explain the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 
o f the cloud, Jones (19^) measured the size spectra of i c e 
c r y s t a l s I n such clouds and found t h a t the most nuKerous were 
between 80 and 175 j\ 1^  diameter, and o f concentration 10^ m . 
C r y s t a l sizes were Measured up t o 5 ram , but the concentration f e l l 
o f f r a p i d l y w i t h i n c r e a s i n g s i z e , and the l a r g e s t c r y s t a l s were only 
to be found near t o the 0*^  C isotherm. I n f o r m a t i o n concarning the 
size spectra o f d r o p l e t s appears t o be l e s s well docuaented, ^.robably 
because o f the greater d i f f i c u l t i e s i nvolved i n sampling, but i n 
general, the larg«r cloud d r o p l e t s are more numerous than i n other 
types o f cloud. Latham and Mason (I96I B) quote t h a t d r o p l e t s 
o f diameters g r e a t e r than 50^ present i n ccmcentraticns o f 
6 3 
a t l e a s t 10 m" . 
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3. ELigCTRlCAL ASPECTS OF THE TYPICitL THOMDSiLGLQBD. 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t t o determine the charge d i s t r i b u t i o n i n a 
thuixdereloud beca-ase e l e c t r o s t a t i c msasureiadnts a t the ground do 
no t present a unie^ue p i c t u r e . However, the r e s u l t s o f aany workers 
eaploying maay d i f f e r e n t techniques (see Mason, Physics o f Clouds, 
Pages 372-5) have shovm t h a t the charge d i s t r i b u t i o n i n a t y p i c a l 
thunderclsad can be represented as a siaple e l e c t r i c d i p o l e w i t h 
the p o s i t i v e charge uppermost. Often a region of s a a l l e r p o s i t i v e 
charge i s s i t a a t e d below the main negative charge, and i s u s u a l l y 
also belaw the 0*^  C, laotherin. I t has ye t t o be shorn d e f i n i t e l y 
whether the lower p o s i t i v e charge i s comaon t o a l l thunderclouds. 
The maignitudes o f the charges n e u t r a l i s e d by a l i g h t a l a g discharge 
wer9 c a l c u l a t e d from the charge i n e l e c t r i c moment caused by the 
discharge. The charge i n e l e c t r i c Bomeat was deduced fro® ^ i e l d 
iaeasurements a t the ground. The average e l e c t r i c aoaaat destroyed 
per l i g h t n i n g f l a s h was shown by Pierce (1955) "to be 100 G ka. 
For a charge separation of 5 l^ ®* ^ his meant t h a t the aagaituda o f 
the aegragated charges i s 20 C. The regioa between tke segregated 
charges may contain approxijEately 1000 C. @f unsegregated p o s i t i v e 
and negative charges. The presence o f charge o f t h i s magnitude i s 
necessary i f the charging c u r r e n t i n the cloud i s t o be explained 
i n t e r n s of the g r a v i t a t l c a a l separation of p r e c i p i t a t i o n elements. 
The expression r e l a t i n g the charge being separated a f t e r a f l a s h 
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t o the r e l a t i v e v e l o c i t y V o f the charge c a r r i e r s has been worked 
outas^O^O/v.C. 
When a l i g h t n i n g discharge occurs, the f i e l d i n s i d e the cloud 
f a l l s t o aero and immediately begins t o redevelop, increasing 
exponeixtially w i t h a time constant o f about 7 seconds. Mormell 
(1953) showed t h a t t h i s could be explained i n terms o f a constant 
charging c u r r e n t i n conjunction w i t h a d i s s i p a t i n g current p r o p o r t i o n a l 
to the charge separated. I t i s the constant c u r r e n t which -Uieories 
attempt t o account f o r . Wormell c a l c u l a t e d i t s value t o be 3 A. 
This i s the value f o r a t y p i c a l thunderstorm, and t o i n d i c a t e how 
other thunderstorms can deviate from t h i s , the observations o f 
Vonnegut and Moore (195^) oan he mentioned. They observed stonns 
i n which there were 10 to 20 discharges per second. This meant t h a t 
there must have been a charging c u r r e n t o f about 100 A. 
I n a d d i t i o n t o the i n t e r n a l currents there are external currents. 
There i s a p o i n t discharge c u r r e n t o f p o s i t i v e ions t o the base o f 
the cloud. Chalmers (1953) has ca l c u l a t e d t h i s t o be less than 0.5 A. 
There i s also a negative conduction current t o the top of the cloud 
from the ionosphere. Gish and Walt (1950) obtained an average value 
o f 0.5.A. and S t e r g i s , Rein and Kangas (1957) measured the c u r r e n t 
t o be 1.3 A. 
I t has been s t a t e d above t h a t the e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y i n a 
th i i n d e r s t o m c e l l occurs i n the same p a r t of the l i f e - c y c l e as 
v i o l e n t convection and the growth of p r e c i p i t a t i o n p a r t i c l e s 
l a r g e enough t o give radar r e t u r n s . I t i s o f great importance 
t h a t t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n should be expressed more p r e c i s e l y and i n 
f a c t the e a r l i e r radar r e s u l t s o f Viorkman and Reynolds (1949) had 
i n d i c a t e d t h a t the e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y d i d not begin u n t i l several 
©inutes had elapsed since the f i r s t radar r e t u r n s , from which i t was 
deduced t h a t charge was being segregated by f a l l i n g p r e c i p i t a t i o n . 
However, Moqre (I965) has now observed t h a t p r e c i p i t a t i o n a^rpears 
t o f o l l o w & l i g h t n i n g f l a s h r a t h e r than to precede i t , and t h i s 
r e s u l t would seea t o a f f e c t opinions about the teaporal r e l a t i o n -
ship between the growth o f h a i l and the onset o f l i g h t n i n g a c t i v i t y . 
However, t h i s i s an issue which will not be f i n a l l y s e t t l e d without 
many more observations. 
4. THDNDERSTORM THEOIUF^. 
The f o l l o w i n g l i s t gives the names of those who have proposed 
t h e o r i e s o f cloud and thundercloud e l e c t r i f i c a t i o a during t h i s 
century. 
Gerdien 1905 Rossaann 1948 
SiHpson 1909 Workflian & 
Reynolds 1948 
E l s t e r & G e i t e l 1913 Wall 1948 
Wilson 1929 Vonnegut I955 
Gunn 1935 ¥ilson I956 
Simpson & S^^rase 
Fi n d e i sen 
Frenkel 
Dinger & Gunn 
Grenet 
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1937 
1940 
1944 
1946 
1947 
Reynolds, Brook & 
Gourley-. 1957 
Latham & Mason I 9 6 I 
Sartor I 9 6 I 
Magono & Takahashi 1965 
Reiter I 9 6 5 
This l i s t i s eloquent o f the aany ways i n which e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 
phenomena i n i c e and water are manifest. The eventual success of 
a' thunderstorfn theory, must depend on i t s being able t o e x p l a i n a l l 
aspects o f a l l thunderstorms. For t h i s a very i n t i m a t e knowledge 
of the correspondence between meteorological, physical and e l e c t r i c a l 
phenomena i s re q u i r e d . Many o f the above the o r i e s are no longer 
accepted beeause they were based on ideas which experiments l a t e r 
showed t o be e i t h e r i n c o r r e c t or to give i n s u f f i c i e n t e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n . 
However a l a r g e number of them, i n c l u d i n g sosae of the e a r l i e s t thaories 
have not y e t been f u l l y evaluated. I t i s q u i t e clear t h a t several 
o f these mechanisms w i l l cause e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n i n clouds but i t may 
be t h a t there i s o n l y one mechanism, which aay not yet have been 
proposed, which w i l l s a t i s f a c t o r i l y explain thunderstorms on any 
scale. 
Charge production mechanisms can be d i v i d e d i n t o three categories 
depending on the o r i g i n o f the p o s i t i v e and negative charges: 
(1) C l a s s i c a l , i n which charge i s separated by the i n t e r a c t i o n 
o f i n i t i a l l y n e u t r a l cloud p a r t i c l e s . 
-0-
. ( i l ) I n f l u e n c e , i n which positive and negative charges are 
already a v a i l a b l e as atmospheric ions. 
( i l l ) Convection, i n which the o r i g i n of the charges i s outside 
the cloud. I t i s also possible to have a combination of these 
processes. The charge may be segregated by either e l e c t r i c a l , 
Gonvective or gravitational forces and recently Chalmers (19^5) has 
suggested segregation by a c e r t r l f u g a l force.' Most current theories 
favour classical separation and gravitational segregation, i n which 
charges are separated by the interaction between cloud par t i c l e s 
o f d i f f e r e n t sises and which are segregated because of the d i f f e r e n t 
fall-speeds of the pa r t i c l e s . I n the following pages are described 
some o f the theories which have been subjects of considerable 
in t e r e s t and great controversy i n recent years. 
(a) Wilson's Theory (1929) 
The ideas embodied i n the theories of C.T.R. Wilson are very 
powerful. I n the e a r l i e r (1929) theory i t l a suggested that the 
weak atBOSpheric e l e c t r i c f i e l d i s capable of steering and building 
up e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of the vast, unwieldy thundercloud. i t i s an 
influence theoiy and l i k e other influence theories i t has f a l l e n 
i n t o disregard, mainly because i t f a i l s to account f o r the required 
r a t e of charge production i n a thundercloud i n teras of the 
available data. The p r i n c i p l e o f the eethod i s that f a l l i n g water 
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drops , p o l a r i s e d i n th® Atmospheric e l e c t r i c f i e l d so t h a t t h e i r 
lower surfaces have a p o s i t i v e charge, w i l l i e p e l p o s i t i v e ions &nd 
s e l e c t i v e l y capture negat ive iona and on f a l l i n g towards the bottom 
o f the c loud w i l l thereby enhance the e x i s t i n g e l e c t r i c f i e l d , which 
i n t u r n v d l l cause f u r t h e r f a l l i n g dro^s t o acquire g rea te r charges, 
and so the e l e c t r i c f i e l d w i l l be b u i l t up i n t h i s manner. The 
t heo ry o f th® i o n capture process has been worked out by Vfhipple £.nd 
Chalmers (1944) , tuid Chalmers (194?) has shown t h a t the process appl ies 
very s i m i l a r l y to f a l l i n g i c e p a r t i c l e s . There are , however, 
l i m i t a t i o n s t o the t heo ry . For drops t o acqui re a ne t nega t ive charge, 
they must b© moving f a s t e r than the downward moving p o s i t i v e i o n s , and 
t h i s i s no longer t rue i n f i e l d s o f about 5OO Vcm."^. I n s p i t e o f 
t h i s there could s t i l l be s e l e c t i v e i o n capture i f the ions were 
a t tached t o c loud d r o p l e t s , a l though the q u a n t i t y o f charge segregated 
u l t i m a t e l y depends on the q u a n t i t y o f charge present on ions throughout 
the whole c loud , and even i f a l l the ions were i n t e r cep t ed be fo re 
reeoBbination could occur, i t was shown by Konce l l (1955) t h a t the 
charge separa t ion would be o n l y 6 C ka.~^ compared w i t h the 
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r e q u i r e d r a t e o f 50 C ka h r . I t was a l so shown by Mason (1953) 
t h a t unless the c o n d u c t i v i t y d f the a i r i s unusua l ly h i g h , f a l l i n g 
c loud p a r t i c l e s w i l l acqui re o n l y a small f r a c t i o n o f t h e i r maximum 
charge d u r i n g the l i f e t i m e o f the average thunders tom c e l l . The 
c o n d u c t i v i t y o f the a i r i n s i d e thunderclouds has apparent ly not been 
measured. I f i t were found t h a t the c o n d u c t i v i t y was unusua l ly h i g h , 
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then the o r i g i n o f the e h a r g « s would have to be i n some o ther 
proeess such as p o i n t d i scharge . However i t i s n o t c u r r e n t l y 
thought t h a t the c o n d u c t i v i t y i n thunderclouds i s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
h igh f o r the Wilson process t o be considered as the p r i n c i p a l 
charge segregat ion ffiechaniam al though i t may w e l l be o f importance 
i n de t ena ln lng the s ign and magnitude o f the charge c a r r i e d by 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n which has f a l l e n through the reg ion o f dense space 
charge below the thundercloud base. 
(b) The Dinger- Gunn S f f e e t (1946) 
As descr ibed on Psge , the experiments o f Dinger and Gunn 
(194)5) on the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n produced by the a e l t i n g o f swuples 
o f i c e showed x,hat f o r each gram o f i c e mel ted , a saople acquired 
& p o s i t i v e charge o f 1.25 e . s .S . , and the a i r eui equal negat ive 
charge. Thus, q u a l i t a t i v e l y , the charge separated by a e l t i n g h a i l 
i s o f the wrong s ign t o account f o r the observed p o l a r i t y ©f thunder-
c louds . Whereas i t would be d i f f i c u l t t o estliaate the charging 
cui ' rent produced by m e l t i n g h a i l i n a thundercloud, a s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d 
c a l c u l a t i o n shows t h a t the aaxifflum concen t ra t ion o f charge i n a c loud 
-5 
c o n t a i f i i n g 2 gra m o f s o l i d p r e c i p i t a t i o n pai^ t ic les would be on ly 
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0.8 C. km \ Kuch smal le r than the r equ i r ed concent ra t ion o f 20 G ka . 
Al though the r e s u l t s are both q u a l i t a t i v e l y and q u a n t i t a t i v e l y 
unE5ft t isfactory i n account ing f o r thunderstorm e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n i t has 
been suggested t h a t the charge acquired by me l t i ng h a i l con t r ibu te s 
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t o the lower p o s i t i v e ch&rge i n thunderclouds. 
( c ) The Workman-Reynolds E f f e c t (1948) 
Costa M b e i r o (1945) d iscovered t h a t l a rge p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e s 
were se t up across the i ce -wa te r boundary o f f r e e z i n g d i l u t e aqueous 
s o l u t i o n s . Workman and Reynolds made more extensive s tudies o f the 
e f f e c t , and app l i ed i t to atmospheric e l e c t r i c i t y . They Bea{5ured 
the f r e e z i n g p o t e n t i a l s f o r very pure water and f o r d i l u t e s o l u t i o n s 
c o n t a i n i n g a v a r i e t y o f added i m p u r i t i e s . They found t ha t p o t e n t i a l 
d i f f e i ' e n c e s o f a few hundred v o l t s could be a t t a i n » d , the s ign o f 
sh lch depended on tha na ture o f the added i m p u r i t y . The p o t e n t i a l s 
were ve ry s e n s i t i v e to small jimounts o f i m p u r i t y , and i t was d i f f i c u l t 
t o ge t r ep roduc ib l e r e s u l t s f o r very pure water . Whether there i s 
a f r eez i j ag p o t e n t i a l f o r the pures t water has n o t been s e t t l e d . The 
aechanism o f the e f f e c t has no t been f u l l y descr ibed , but i t i s 
thought t o be due t o ions v/hose s t r u c t u r e s are isomorphoiis w i t h the 
Hg 0^ i o n being p r e f e r e n t i a l l y incorpora ted i n t o the i c e su r face . 
Workman and Reynolds a p p l i e d t h e i r r e s u l t s to a theory o f thundercloud 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n i n vfhieh they envisaged the wet h a i l s t o n e as the 
charge genera tor : i f a h a i l s t o r i e c o l l e c t s supercooled water d r o p l e t s 
c o n t a i n i n g the usual c loud contaminants a t a r a t e such as to o a i n t a i n 
a l i c u i d f l L a on i t s s u r f a c e , then i t i s suggested t h a t t h i s l i q u i d 
f i l m w i l l becoae p o s i t i v e l y charged w i t h respect to the i c e . As the 
h a i l s t o n e tends t o grow beyond i t s stable, s i ze , small p o s i t i v e l y charged 
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d r o p l e t s w i l l be t o r n o f f i.nd c a r r i e d away i n the u p d r a f t . The 
h a i l s t o n e acquires a nega t ive charge which increases to a value such 
t h a t f u r t h e r d r o p l e t s t o r n o f f a lso ca r ry a neg i i t ive charge. Since 
the h a i l s t o n e has been f a l l i n g con t inuous ly the p o s i t i v e and negat ive 
d r o p l e t s have been s p a t i a l l y separated. 
There have been a nuaber o f o b j e c t i o n s t o t h i s theory . 
Reynolds e t a l (1957) showed t h a t there was no e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 
caused by the r im ing o f s imula ted ha i l s tones i n a cloud o f supercooled 
Water d r o p l e t s o f 5 ^ d i a n e t e r . Latham & Hason (1961 fl) observed 
no e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n when the h a i l s t o n e was wet f o r d r o p l e t s i n the 
diameter range 30-120 yn . Apar t f r o m these r e s u l t s , the sechanisni 
i s very s e n s i t i v e t o the na ture and concent ra t ion o f contaminants, 
and the success o f the theory would seem to depend on i d e a l concentra t ions 
o f s p e c i f i c l a p u r i t i e s being present i n the atmosphere. A l s o , t h i s 
g l a z i n g process , i f i t occurs , w i l l o n l y be opera t ive i n a narrow 
tesaperature region near the f r e e z i n g l e v e l i n the thunderc loud. 
Attempts t o I n h i b i t the development o f e l e c t r i c a l e f f e c t s i n cumulonimbus 
clouds by adding va r ious i m p u r i t i e s were b r i e f l y mentioned by Viorkman 
and Reynolds (1950), b u t no conclusions favourable t o the theory have 
since appeared i n pub l i shed m a t e r i a l . 
(d) Convection Theor ies . 
The suggestion t h a t convect ion was responsible f o r c loud 
e l e e t r i f i c a t i o n was proposed by Grenet (194?) , and supported i n 
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g rea t e r d e t a i l by Vonnegut (1955)' Vonnegut put fo rward several 
arguments aga ins t p r e c i p i t a t i o n being the p r i n c i p a l charge generat ing 
aechanisra. The raain ones are t h a t du r ing thunderstortas there i s no 
r e l a t i o n between the i n t e n s i t y o f p r e c i p i t a t i o n and the i n t e n s i t y o f 
e l e e t r l f i c a t i o n , the measured charge on p r e c i p i t a t i o n f rom thunderclouds 
i s very smal l and u s u a l l y o f the wrong s i g n , and t h a t the v i o l e n t 
updraught would i n t e r f e r e w i t h any o r d e r l y charge segregatdon. 
i n Vonnegut 's theory charges are t ranspor ted by currents o f a i r a t 
severa l t imes the speed o f g r a v i t a t i o n a l segregat ion, the source o f 
T ^ L s e t r i c i t y being outs ide the c loud . A process i s envisaged i n 
which a r e l a t i v e l y small concen t ra t ion o f p o s i t i v e charge I s c a r r i e d 
i n the u p d r a f t t o the t op o f the c loud where i t causes a cu r r en t o f 
nega t ive ions t o f l o w f rom the ionosphere. These negat ive ions are 
c a r r i e d i n the downdraf t t o the bo t tom.o f the cloud where they are 
l e f t . Th i s lower nega t ive charge causes a p o i n t discharge cu r ren t 
o f p o s i t i v e i ons f rom the ground, which i s c a r r i e d i n the u p d r a f t t o 
enhance the upper p o s i t i v e charge. 
y i l s o n (1956) pi'oposed a theory which combined h i s e a r l i e r 
i n f l u e n c e theory w i t h convect ion theory. I t was considered t h a t a 
f i e l d which had been b u i l t up by the , . in f luence aechuiisffl would cause 
nega t ive i o n s to be a t t r a c t e d f rom above the cloud and p o s i t i v e ions 
f r o m below. P o s i t i v e i ons e n t e r i n g the cloud buse becoae atta.ched 
t o c loud d r o p l e t s u i d are c a r r i e d i n the u p d r a f t t o the main p o s i t i v e 
chaise . Downward moving negat ive ions become autuched t o p r e c i p i t a t i o n 
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elements.and are thus bi'ought down i n t h i s laanner t o form the lower 
nega t ive charge. 
These t h e o r i e s have been slow to win support , mainly because o f 
the l a c k o f convinc ing experimental evldencte. I t i s probably more 
d i f f i c u l t t o o b t a i n r e s u l t s f o r convect ion t h e o r i e s than f o r p r e c i p i t a t i o n 
t h e o r i e s , because l a b o r a t o r y experiments f o r t h « f o r a e r are no t f e a s i b l e . 
I n gene ra l , n o t s u f f i c i e n t i n f o r m a t i o n has been obtained about the 
a i r movements i n thunderclouds, and these theo r i e s are a t t empt ing to 
e x p l a i n charge segregat ion i n terms o f the a i r movejaents, and a l so 
w i t h o u t i n d i c a t i n g bow ions o f d i f f e r e n t signs are apparent ly t r e a t e d 
i n a , p r e f e r e n t i a l manner. A f u r t h e r o b j e c t i o n to Vonnegut's theory 
1.S t h a t the charging cu r r en t i n s i d e the thundercloud has been shown 
t o be g rea te r than the sum o f the ex te rna l c u r r e n t s , which i s no t 
what would be expected i f the source o f Uie charging cur ren t were 
ou t s ide the ;.cloud, 
(e) The Theory o f Reynolds. Brook and^.Q'Urley 
From l a b o r a t o r y Heasurements Reynolds, Brooke antj§;Qu 'ri.^y(i95yj 
es t imated t h a t when i c e c r y s t a l s c o l l i d e d w i t h ha i l s tones i n the 
presence o f c loud d r o p l e t s , the mean charge separated by a rebounding 
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i c e c r y s t a l was 5 x 10 e . s . u . , l e a v i n g the h a i l s t o n e n e g a t i v e l y 
charged. A p p l y i n g t h i s r e s u l t t o a model thundercloud con ta in ing a 
4 —5 
c r y s t a l concen t ra t ion o f 10 m ~ and a l i q u i d water conceu t r&t io^ 
„ T they showed t h a t h a i l i n concentra t ions o f 10 gm. m ©I 1 ga, m ' 
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f a l l i n g a t 10 sa. sec."''" r e l a t i v e t o the i ce cryatc^ls was capiible 
o f producing a 20 G. discharge i n a c e l l 1 km. i n diameter i n about 
3 
14 minutes . I n a thundercloud o f volume 50 k® s u f f i c i e n t charge 
would be separated t o account f o r the r e p e t i t i o n o f l i g h t n i n g discharges . 
The expe r i aen ta l techniques gave substant ia l - e r r o r s , and i t was 
c l e a r t h a t the r e s u l t s would on ly be accepted i f they were conf i rmed 
by o t h e r a u t h o r i t i e s . Latham and Mason (l9bl B) performed s i a i l a r 
exper iments , aj^d concluded t h a t the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n o f ha i l s tones by 
i c e c r y s t a l f ' w a s f ive orders o f aagni tude less than the r e s u l t s o f 
ReynoidS;^^ Brook and Sour2Le/y, c l e a r l y i n d i c a t i n g t h a t the Eftchanism was 
i n s u f f ^ ' d t e n t t o e x p l a i n thunderstorm e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n . This work i s 
descr'ib^,d i n laore d e t a i l i n Chapter 2. 
( f ) M e Theory o f Latham and Mason. 
/ ' 
/Lfi^ithim and Mason (I96I B) es t imated the charge separated by 
/ > • 
supercooled water d r o p l e t s s h a t t e r i n g on h a i l s t o n e s , and concluded 
t h a t the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n , o f t h u i i # r c l o u d s could be explained by the 
s p l i n t e r i n g o f d r o p l e t s i n the d i a s e t e r rang© 40-100^•on h & i l s t o n e s . 
I t was e s t i a a t e d t h a t t h i s process would separate charge a t the r a t e 
—3 —1 
o f 1 G km a i n , which i s s u f f i c i e n t f o r the average thunderstorm 
a l though i t does ne t account f o r ve ry v i o l e n t thunderatcnas i n 
which the r a t e o f charge separa t ion may be 100 times h igher . This 
i s a raatter whicht cannot r e a d i l y be resolved by sicaling up e i t h e r 
the d r o p l e t concen t ra t ion o r t h e . h a i l s t o n e concen t r a t ion . 
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(g ) S a r t o r ' s Theory 
S a r t o r (I96I) proposed an i n d u c t i v e thunderstorm theory , i n 
which c loud p a r t i c l e s , e i t h e r icQ c r y s t a l s o r water d r o p l e t s , are 
p o l a r i s e d i n the atmospheric e l e c t r i c f i e l d , and when they touch 
w i t h o u t coa lesc ing , or p&ss w i t h i n u shor t d i s tance o f each o t h e r , 
charge i s separated, and then segrej^^ated by g r a v i t y . This theory 
i s a more general fo rm o f the t h e o i i e s o f E l s t e r and G e i t e l (1915) 
who considered the charge separa t ion between p o l a r i s e d water drops 
which c o l l i d e d but d i d n o t coalesce, and o f M u l l e r - H i l l e b r a n d (1954) 
who qo^sidered the charge aecara t ion between i c e c r y s t a l s and 
h a i l s t o n e s p o l a r i s e d i n an e l e c t r i c f i e l d . I t i s also s i m i l a r t o 
Wi5-3pii's i n f l u e n c e theory (1929). Sar tor showed t h u t the l a r g e r 
pol t^r ieed c loud p a r t i c l e s eould acqui re a nega t ive charge, and i f 
they grew by absorbing smal ler charged cloud p a r t i c l e s , both t h e i r 
charge"and t h e i r f a l l - s p e e d would be enhanced, thus causing a 
r a p i d increase i n the f i e l d . I t was considered t h a t i c e p a r t i c l e s 
were more e f f i c i e n t than d r o p l e t s i n separat ing charge because o f 
t h e i r r a p i d ra tes o f growth which outweighed t h e i r reduced f a l l 
v e l o c i t i e s . S a r t o r a l so showed t h a t t h i s mechanism would cause 
the e l e c t r i c f i e l d t o b u i l d up e x p o n e n t i i . l l y , and ca lcu la ted the 
r a t e o f increase f o r var ious d r o p l e t separat ion e f f i c i e n c i e s . 
The d r o p l e t separa t ion e f f i c i e n c y i s the f r a c t i o n o f d r o p l e t s which 
do no t coalesce a f t e r c o l l i d i n g . I t was found t h a t f o r e separat ion 
e f f i c i e n c y o f O . i the e l e c t r i c f i e l d i n a thundercloud would increase 
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1000- f o l d i n about 10 s i n u t e s . I n recent msaaureaents on the 
charge separa t ion between model i c e c r y s t a l s which do no t touch , 
Latham, Mystrom and S a r t o r (I965 ;•) have shown t h a t the charge t r a n s f e r 
between separated c loud p a r t i c l e s i n an e l e e t E i c f i e l d i s probably 
much more i a jpor t an t f o r i c e c r y s t a l s than f o r water d r o p l e t s , because 
apprec iab le q u a n t i t i e s o f charge can be t r a n s f e r r e d between l e e c r y s t a l s 
separated by d is tances comparable w i t h t h e i r dimensions. 
S a r t o r ' s theory o f charge separa t ion i s a power fu l one, bu t 
specu l a t i on on i t s relevance to thundercloud e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n B u s t 
awa i t f u r t h e r r e s u l t s on the i n t e r a c t i o n s between water d r o p l e t s and 
l e e c r y s t a l s i n e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . These are needed i f an accura.te 
q u a t n t i t a t i v e p i c t u r e i s to be ob ta ined . 
(h) R e l t e r ' s Theory. 
R e l t e r (I965) has d iscovered a mechanism which , i t i s c laimed, 
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w i l l separate charge i n a thundercloud a t a r a t e o f I5 C km min. 
He has proposed t h i s as a s u b s i d i a r y charge separat ion meehsnlsm, 
a l though the r a t e o f charge p roduc t ion i s i5 t imes as h igh as the 
value which Latham and Mason (I96l B) considered as being adequate . 
H e i t e r has shown t h a t apprec iab le q u a n t i t i e s o f n i t r a t e i ons are 
produced i n c louds , ma in ly by s i l e n t e l e c t r i c a l discharges, and t h a t 
the g r ea t e r the degree o f atmospheric i n s t a b i l i t y , the g r e a t e r the 
number o f n i t r a t e ions produced. Labora tory experiments showed 
t h a t when i c e p a r t i c l e s grown by sub l ima t ion broke away f r o m a 
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c o l d i c e s u r f a c e , they c a r r i o d away 10-50 t imes as much charge 
when they wore a l lowed to grov; i n an atmosphere con ta in ing n i t r o i i s 
gases as when the atmosphere was o rd ina ry a i r . These r e s u l t s were 
a p p l i e d t o the thunderc loud , and i t was suggested t h u t some atmospheric 
feedback process was o p e r a t i v e , i n which the charge separat ion 
mechanism was the f r agmenta t ion o f c r y s t a l dendr i tes and needles end 
s p l i n t e r s f r o m the sur face o f ha i l s t ones i n a n i t roMs ttmos^rhere. 
I t was suggested t h a t these charged p a r t i c l e s could be segregated i n 
some way which would increase the f i e l d and a l so the n i t r a t e i o n 
con ten t , which would i n t u r n Increase the charge separated i n the 
f r a g n e n t a t l o n processes. 
A number o f quest ions a.rise f rom t h i s theory . Al though i t 
expla ins t fact the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n i s more in tense i n a thundercloud 
than i n o t h e r types o f c loud because the degree o f atmospheric 
i n s t a b i l i t y i s g rea te r , I t does n o t e x p l a i n why, once the charge 
segregat ion has begun i n any small c loud , the process does n o t 
cont inue w i t h o u t l i m i t u n t i l the f i e l d i s l a r g e enough f o r a 
l i g h t n i n g d ischarge . I t does no t e x p l a i n how the charges become 
segregated so as t o enhance the f i e l d . Nor i s any evidence given 
o f how much s p l i n t e r i n g o f i c e p a r t i c l e s occurs i n thunderclouds. 
There i s a l s o the ques t ion o f to what ex ten t the l a b o r a t o r y r e s u l t s 
on s p l i n t e r i n g ere comparable w i t h atmospheric s p l i n t e r i n g processes. 
These are issues which war r tmt f u r t h e r i n v e s t i g a t i o n . 
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CRAPTER 2. 
THE ELECTRIFICATION OF HAIL 
1 . INTROODCTIOH. 
I n view o f the importance a t tached to the r o l e o f p r e c i p i t a t i o n , 
p a r t i c u l a r l y s o l i d p r e c i p i t a t i o n , i n many thunderstorm t h e o r i e s , 
many workers have been i n v o l v e d i n e s t ima t ing the magnitudes o f the 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n o f h a i l by the va r ious processes described below. 
I t w i l l be seen t h a t i n so»e s tud i e s there have been l a rge discrepancies 
between the r e s u l t s o f d i f f e r e n t a u t h o r i t i e s , and i t i s the purpose 
o f t h i s t he s i s t o i n v e s t i g a t e these disci-^pancies. I n a d d i t i o n to 
the l a b o r a t o r y measurements i t i s de s i r ab l e t h a t the charges on 
n a t u r a l h a i l s t o n e s i n thunderclouds should a l so be measured i n order 
t o determine i n a more d i r e c t manner the r o l e o f s o l i d p r e c i p i t a t i o n . 
O n f o r t v i n a t e l y , the re are t o date o n l y a few measuresents on the charge 
c a r r i e d by h a i l . 
2. THE ELECTRlFlCAnON PH)DUCED OR WH.T1NG. 
The e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n produced on mel t ing i s impor tant f o r i c e 
c r y s t a l s and snow p a r t i c l e s as w e l l as f o r h a i l p a r t i c l e s . I n 
s p i t e o f the g rea t amount o f work which has been done on t h i s sub jec t 
I n recen t years , the re are bas ic quest ions s t i l l unanswered. 
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Dinger and Gunn ( 1 9 4 6 ) showed t h a t when a sample o f pure i c e 
was mel ted i n a stream o f a i r , the water r e t a ined a p o s i t i v e charge 
o f 1 . 2 5 ' e . s . u . gin"'^ o f water mel ted . The amount o f charge 
separated was very s e n s i t i v e to the presence o f i m p u r i t i e s , small 
q u a n t i t i e s o f which n e u t r a l i s e d the charg ing . The presence o f 
d i s o l v e d gases was e s s e n t i a l f o r any s i g n i f i c a n t charge p r o d u c t i o n . 
Dinger and Gunn concluded t h a t e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n was caused by a i r 
bubbles , which were re leased from the m e l t i n g i c e , b u r s t i n g a t the 
water s u r f a c e . 
Matthews and Mason ( 1 9 6 3 ) repeated the experiments o f Dinger 
and Gunn, b u t d i d n o t d e t e c t any appreciable charging. Dinger ( 1 9 6 4 ) 
suggested th&t t h i s might be because the process was very s e n s i t i v e 
to the presence o f carbon d i o x i d e , and l a rge q u a n t i t i e s o f the gas 
were presen t du r ing the Matthews and Mason experiments. 
K i k u c h i ( 1 9 6 5 ) performed some experiments on the m e l t i n g o f 
n a t u r a l snow c r y s t a l s and pure i c e saaples con ta in ing va ry ing 
q u a n t i t i e s o f a i r bubbles . I t was shown t h a t when the snow 
c i y s t a l s melted the water d r o p l e t s formed became p o s i t i v e l y charged. 
When an i c e sample was melted i t was shown t h a t the aaount o f 
p o s i t i v e charge r e t a ined by the sample was p r o p o r t i o n a l t o the 
t o t a l voluBse o f a i r bubbles over a ve ry wide range. I t was concluded 
t h a t the bubbles were responsib le f o r the observed charg ing . 
The s tudy o f the m e l t i n g o f n a t u r a l and a r t i f i e i a d snow c r y s t a l s 
by Magono and Kikuch i ( 1 9 6 3 , I 9 6 5 ) has es tab l i shed t h a t these 
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p a r t i e l e s became p o s i t i v e l y charged when they a e l t e d , and t h a t 
the g r ea t e r the dimensions and more complex the shape o f « c r y s t a l , 
the h i g h e r the charge i t r e t a i n e d . . The produc t ion o f charge was 
r e l a t e d t o the e r u p t i o n o f a i r bubbles released f rom the m e l t i n g i c e . 
On average, a snow c r y s t a l m e l t i n g t o a d r o p l e t o f diameter I50 yi* 
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acqui red an average charge as h i g h as 2 x 10 e . s . u . I f t h i s 
r e s u l t i s u a i i v e r s a l l y a p p l i c a b l e to snow, theia the process may w e l l 
be a p o w e r f u l generator o f negat ive space charge i n snow storms. 
These r e s u l t s were ob ta ined predominant ly f o r n a t u r a l snow c r y s t a l s . 
I t might be o f value f o r s i m i l a r labox^atory experiments, but w i t h 
a r t i f i c i a l snow c r y s t a l s , t o be performed. Then the e f f e c t o f 
bubble concen t ra t ion and i m p u r i t i e s cou ld be observed. The r e s u l t s 
would a t l e a s t shew whether r e s u l t s obtained f rom l a b o r a t o r y 
experiments on m e l t i n g can be app l i ed w i t h r e l i a b i l i t y t o the 
c o n d i t i o n s i n the atmosphere. 
MacOready and P r o u d f i t (1965) performed some l a b o r a t o r y 
experiments f o r eoagarison w i t h t h e i r measurements i n n a t u r a l 
c o n d i t i o n s . I ce cubes and i c e spheres were melted i n an sdr stream, 
and the s ign and magnitude o f the charge which was separated 
supported the r e s u l t s o f Dinger and Gunn, except t ha t i t was 
considered t h a t the charging was n o t as s e n s i t i v e to the presence 
o f i m p u r i t i e s as was found by Dinger and Gunn. Sa turaJ ly- formed 
h a i l s t o n e s were melted i n the l a b o r a t o r y and were found t o acquire 
, „ . ^ r 7 ~ ^ . l t was observed tha t p o s i t i v e charges o f up t o 0.3 e . s . u . gm 
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t h e maximum r a t e o f charging was towards the end o f m e l t i n g . 
The f i e l d measurements o f flacCready and p r o u d f i t cons is ted 
o f measuring the charges on hadlstones i n s i d e and below thu©d©i'-
clouds which were e n t i r e l y supercooled, and i n which the c loud 
d r o p l e t s i n the r eg ion considered d i d n o t exceed 2 0 r a d i u s . 
I t was f o u n d t h a t a t - 5 t o - 8 ° C the h a i l s t o n e s had l a r g e p o s i t i v e 
charges, many o f them approaching the l i o l t i n g value which can be 
h e l d be fo r e breakdown occurs ( 2 - 5 e . s . u . ) . Measurements i n d i c a t e d 
t h a t when h a i l s t o n e s f e l l below the base o f the c loud , t h e i r p o s i t i v e 
charges were reduced u n t i l they became zero a t 4 5 to 1 0 ° C. On 
f a l l i n g f u r t h e r the h & l l s t o n e s becaaie n e g a t i v e l y charged, a c q u i r i n g 
charges o f s i m i l a r magnitudes t o the o r i g i n a l p o s i t i v e charges. 
Th i s nega t ive charging was i n t e r p r e t e d as being the r e s u l t o f the 
m e l t i n g o f the h a i l s t o n e s , a l though the s ign o f the charging was 
opposite, t o what w o u l d have been expected f r o m the r e s u l t s o f previous 
v;orkers and f r o m t h e i r own. Latham and Stow (1965(C}showed t h a t i t 
was p o s s i b l e f o r the r e d u c t i o n o f the mean p o s i t i v e charge a t 
temperatures below 0 ° C t o be expla ined i n terms o f the evaporat ion 
o f the h a i l s t o n e . 
I n summary,TBe^tsu^aaents on a e i t i n g enow c r y s t a l s h a r e n o t 
caused the o r i g i n a l conclus ions o f Dinger and Gunn to be Btodlfled 
s i g n i f i c a i i t l y . Although i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o coBpare q u a n t i t a t i v e l y 
the r e s u l t s f r o a m e l t i n g pieces o f i c e witia me l t i ng snow c r y s t a l s , 
the q u a l i t a t i v e p i c t u r e remains t h e same. However, i t i s d i f f e r e n t 
i n the case o f h a i l p a r t i c l e s . The raeasuremaiats o f MacCready and 
P r o u d f i t on i n d i v i d u a l h a i l p a r t i c l e s f a l l i n g below cloud bases have 
shown t h a t a l though the charge on a me l t i ng h a i l s t o n e i s o f the same 
order o f magnitude as p r e d i c t e d by Dinger and Gunn, i t i s o f the 
oppos i te s i g n . Th i s r e s u l t r equ i res more s u b s t a n t i a t i o n b e f o r e i t 
can be accepted as being the general r u l e . 
3. ELECTRIFICATION ASSOCIATED klTH TEMF£RATgRE G R A D J M T S IN ICE. 
(a ) I n v e s t i j ^ a t i o n s o f the Temperature Gradient L f f e c t . 
Findeisea (1940) grew a very f i n e rimed depos i t on an i c e d 
sur face maintained a t -60° C, When fragnients o f i c e broke away, 
the i c e d surface was l e f t w i t h a p o s i t i v e charge. I n a l a t e r 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n (1943) 11 was shown t h a t the i c e fragments which broke 
o f f c a r r i e d a negat ive charge. Th i s was probably the f i r s t experimental 
evidence o f a charge separa t ion i n i c e which could be explained by the 
e f f e c t s o f temperature g rad ien t s i n i c e . 
Reynolds Brook and Gourley (1957) s t roked two i c « - c o a t e d metal 
rods t oge the r a symmet r i ca l ly , so t h a t one rod was being rubbed over 
a sma l l e r surface area than the o the r . I t >rais observed t h a t the 
foiTOer always » c q u i r e d $ negat ive charge, and the o ther rod acquired 
an equal and opposi te charge. This wds ascr ibed t o the former red 
being made warmer by the rubb ing . 
i 
Brook (1959) made t r a n s i e n t contacts between two i c e specimens 
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a t d i f f e r e n t temperatures, and oDserved t h a t the colder i c e specimen 
always acqu i red a p o s i t i v e charge, and the warmer a negat ive charge. 
—4 
I t was a l so observed t h a t when i c e made f rom 10 H sodluM c h l o r i d e 
TOS b rought i n t o contact w i t h pure i c e a t the saae temperature, the 
contaffl inated i c e became n e g a t i v e l y charged. Brook suggested t h a t 
the c o n d u c t i v i t y o f the i c e depended on temperature and the concent ra t ion 
o f i m p u r i t y , and t h a t charge was separated between two pieces o f i c e 
o f d i f f e r e n t c o n d u c t i v i t y by p ro ton d i f f u s i o n and a p y r o e l e c t r i c e f f e c t . 
Latham and Mason ( I 9 6 I A) developed a theory o f p ro ton d i f f u s i o n 
to e x p l a i n the appearance o f a p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e across the ends 
o f an i c e specimen subjec ted to a steady temperature d i f f e r e n c e . 
They obta ined the f o l l o w i n g express ion f o r the p o t e n t i a l d i f f e n a n c e : 
V = 1.36 AT mV where 4 T i s the temperature d i f f e r e n c e between the 
ends. Exper imental v e i d f i c a t l o n o f t h i s expression was ve iy good, 
and the o n l y departures f r o m l i n e a r i t y could be expledned by the 
v a r i a t i o n o f the c o n d u c t i v i t y o f ic© w i t h temperature. The 
presence o f i m p u r i t i e s . i n the i c e had a s l i g h t e f f e c t on the measured 
p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e s . The e f f e c t o f sodium c h l o r i d e was t o reduce 
the p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e and o f h y d r o f l u o r i c a c i d t o increase i t . 
I t was a l so a h c ^ t h e o r e t i c a l l y and exper imenta l ly t ha t when t r a n s i e n t 
con tac t was made between two i c e specimens having d i f f e r e n t temperatures, 
the charge separated was time-dependent, the naximura separat ion 
be ing a f t e r a contac t t ime o f about 0 .01 seconds. 
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There have been many publications i n recent years whieh v a r i f y 
that a temperature gradient i n tm ice specimen causes a aspsration 
of charge. Perhaps the most unambiguous indicat ion of t h i s was 
by Latham (1964) i n which an ice crys ta l was suspended on a f i b r e 
i n a d i f f u s i o n chamber and a separation of charge was observed without 
having the ice i n contact v i t h niotal l ie or Insulat ing surfaces other 
than the suspension, and thereby e l iminat ing , as f a r as peasible, 
sources of spurious e f f e c t s . 
(b) Col l is ions between Ice Crystals and l a i l s tones . 
Reynolds Brook and Goumley (1957) performed sooe experiaents 
which enabled them to estimate the amount of charge acquired by 
a hailstone f a l l i n g through a cloud of supercooled water droplets and 
ice c rys t a l s . The work was done i n a large cold chamber measuring 
3 x 4 x 9 f t . and operating a t a temperature of -25° C. 'l%e chamber 
contained a water vapour source which produced a cloud of supercooled 
droplets o f about 5yi* v^ize. This cloud could be seeded by various 
methods, g iv ing crystals of up to 100^diameter. A rod was f i x e d 
to a r o t a t i ng shaf t . On each end of th® rod was « 4 O M diameter 
ice-coated sphere connected to an electrometer. The spheres moved 
through the eloud at a ve loc i ty equivalent to the speed of f a l l o f 
hailstones o f s iwi l a r slse i n the atmosphere. This speed was 8 - 1 0 
in sec"^. Large pos i t ive and negative rates of charging of the 
simulated hailstones were observed. The re la t ive proportions of 
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i c e crys ta ls and water cf-^oplets were varied, and i t was observed 
that pos i t ive charging ef the hstilstone was associated v i t h a high 
concentration of crystals conpared with droplets, and vlea ^tersa f o r 
negative charging. When the cloud consisted of droplets only or 
crysta ls only there was l i t t l e or no.charging. ¥hen the cloud 
conditions were set to give pos i t ive charging, negative charging could 
be achieved e i ther by heating the spheres v i t h an in f r a - r ed lamp or 
by adding sodium chloride smoke to the cloud. Hegative charging of 
the probe was explained as a temperc^ture difference phenomefnon i n 
which the hailstone surface was made warmer because of the l a t an t heat 
released by droplets freesing on i t and which becoae charged negatively 
• 
when colder ice crysta ls rebounded froro i t . By measuring a charging 
-T 7 -3 
rate of 2 e.s .u. sec " f o r a c rys ta l concentration of 10 a an 
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estimate of 5 x 10 e.s.u. f o r the charge separated per c rys ta l 
c o l l i s i o n was obtained. The estimate forined the basis 4"or the 
thunderstom theory which has been described. 
Latham and Mason (196lB*l. measured the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of an iced 
probe by the passage of a stream of ice crystals i n the absence of 
l i q u i d water. The probe consisted of an insulated a e t t l cylinder 
covered wi th a t h i n coating of ice and mounted on a copper rod. 
The surface temperature of the probe was raised by a small i n t e r n a l 
e l e c t r i c heater, and lowered by placing a cylinder containing so l id 
carbon dioxide a t various positions on t^e copper rod. This gave 
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temperatures down to about -30° C. A stream o f 2 0 ^ size crystals 
a t -20° C was drat«i p -s t the ;robe f o r a f i x e d time, and the 
quanti ty of charge acquired by the probe was meiisursd by placing 
the probe i n an induct ion can attached to cji electrometer. The 
resul ts showed a l i nea r relat ionship between the charge 3ei:ar&ted 
fend the terapeiuture di f ference between the ice crystals and the 
probe. For a temperatui'e d i f ference o f 5 ° ^  the average charge 
separated per o i y s t a l c o l l i s i o n wus 5 x 10 e.s.u. which d i f f e r s 
by a f a c t o r o f 10-^  from the value found by %!ynolds Brook and 
Gourley. The probe ice was next contaminated with water containing 
3.6 mgm ( ~^ of sodium chloride which i s the concentration normally 
found i n clouds. I t was found that the e f f e c t on charging was 
equivalent to heating the probe by a fu r ther 2° C. 
MagJ^ EOand Takahashi (1963) passed a stream of supercooled 
water droplets of approximate diameter 5 ^ containing ice par t ic les 
a few Bi i l l i r ae t r e s i n diameter past on iced probe, the temperature 
o f which could be varied, and observed how the charge acquired by 
the probe depended on riming by the droplets and co l l i s ions by the 
ice pa r t i c l e s . Other paraseters which were investigated were the 
temperature d i f fe rence between the probe and the a i r streasi, and 
the structure and ageing of the probe surface. On the whole t he i r 
resul ts agreed wi th the qua l i t a t i ve ' f i nd ings of Reynolds, Brook and 
ggurley-. They considered that the most s i gn i f i can t o f t he i r 
\ 
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discoveries was that the cost iiaportant influence on the amount 
o f charge separated by a rebounding ice pa r t i c l e was the state of 
the surface of the hailstone - an ice surface subjected to certain 
conditions of riffl ing and ice p a r t i c l e bombardment acquired a f i n e 
s t rac ture , and t h i s led to charging greater by factors of up to 6 
than w i th a glased ice surface. Two possible explanations of th i s 
phenomenon are that the charge enhancesent i s caused by the c o l l i d i n g 
ice p a r t i c l e , or a l t e rna t ive ly that the ice pa r t i c l e sinks i n to the 
s o f t ice surface which enables charge transfer across a larger area 
of contact. Both of these explaaations would seen to depend on the 
momBntum o f the impacting p a r t i c l e , so that f o r natural clouds, i n 
shich the ice crystals have been measured as being much soa l lc r than 
i n these experiments, i t i s possible that the e f f e c t of surface 
structure w i l l not be so prono\mced. 80 explanation was forthcoming 
a t the time of the experiments of Lathaa and Mason to explain the 
very large discrepancy between t h e i r results and those of Reynolds 
Brook and Gourley, and the work f o r th i s thesis was begun i n October 
1965 wi th the in ten t ion of explaining th is discrepancy. Latham (1965) 
has recently attempted to explain the differences betwean t h e i r results 
wi th reference to the results of Magono and Takahashi and also his 
own more receat resu l t s . A discussion of th i s paper i s deferred 
u n t i l Chapter 5. 
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4. C0LIIS10.MS Bmmm S L T K R G O O L E D ^kfER DROPLETS A : ;D HAlI3t08ES. _ 
A nuEber o f workers have measured the charge produced when 
supercooled water droplets encountered an iced surface, and there 
has been general agreeinent that the surface acquired a negative charge. 
The exception to th i s are the results of Findeisen (1940) who 
found that when water droplets were sprayed on to a cold surface, 
i i i a surface acquired a pos i t ive charge as soon as the droplets began 
to freeze. I f the surface became smooth and glassy the pos i t ive 
charge was reduced to zero and becise somewhat negative. Natural 
supercooled cloud di-oplets gave charging of the sase magnitude as 
the spray drople ts . Findeisen concluded that the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 
was caused by the quick fx'eezing of waterdroplets, and that the 
fas te r the freezing the greater was the charging. 
Kramer (1948) repeated f indeisen ' s work i n great d e t a i l and 
showed that the rime deposit acquired a negative charge, the magnitude 
of which was proport ional to the impact ve loc i ty of the droplets . 
Meinhold (1951) deduced the rate of charging of an a i r c r a f t 
f l y i n g through supercooled cumulus congestus cloud by aeasuring the 
f i e l d strength at the surface of the a i r c r a f t . Th* a i r c r a f t 
acquired a large negative po t en t i a l which was lisaited by spray 
discharging, and the corresponding rate of charging was 5 x 10~ C 
cm"^ sec""'". The disadvantage of th i s expericent was i n not being 
able to aeasure the droplet sizes, but the e l e c t r i c a l e f fec t s were 
c 
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s u f f i c i e n t l y strong to encourage other worksrs to perform laboratory 
experiments over a wide rcjige of droplet sises. 
Welckraann and aufm Kampe (1950) sprayed supercooled water 
droplets on to an iced rod, and obtained a rate of ehargifig vfeich 
agreed we l l w i t h Meinhold's value. Droplets were i n the diameter 
range 5 to 100 ^ . No, precautions were taken to produce uncharged 
drople ts , and the authors suggested that the results aay have been 
a f fec ted by the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of the spray. 
Reynolds, 5rook and Gouriey (1957) showed that when a siaulated 
hailstone laoved a t 30 a sec"'^  through a cloud of supercooled water 
droplets condensed f r o a the vapour, there was negl ig ib le charging. 
I n t h i s instance the droplet diameters were probably less than 5yi* . 
More recently Lathaffl and Mason ( I96 I B) aeasured the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 
i^ssociated wi th the growth of a simulated h a i l p e l l e t by the accretion 
of supercooled water droplets . i i spray of droplets was produced by 
an atomiser,, and i t w&s possible to select from th i s a narrow spectrum 
of di'oplets of the requii'ed size. The droplets were allowed to f a l l 
through a cold rooa i n which they became supercooled, and were drawn 
past a siaulated hailstone which was attached bo an electrometer having 
a time constant o f 200 sec. Por droplets i n the diaaeter range 40 to 
100 ^ impinging a t ve loc i t ies of 5 to 15 I B ~ ~ S © C ' * ^ , i t was found 
tha t when dr-oplets iapinged on the probe they produced ice sp l in te rs , 
and imparted an appreciable negative charge to the probe, the amount 
of which was preport icnal to the number of sp l in te rs produced. 
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Gn average each droplet produced 12 spl inters and caused a chaise 
separation of 4 x 10~^ e.s .u. Latham and Mason showed that by 
applying t h e i r results to a typ ica l thundercloud, th is process would 
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cause a charge separation of at least 1 C kia ain . They concluded 
from th i s tha t tiie process was s u f f i c i e n t l y powerful to be the p r inc ipa l 
ciasiiTge generating nechanisiD i n a thunderstorm. 
These resul ts have raised a number of questions, aaeng them th» 
question of whether the droplets >*ere i n i t i a l l y charged and what e f f e c t 
t h i s would have had on the i-esults. I t has also been suggested that 
'the droplets might huve shattered i n the a i r stream before encountering 
the probe, i n which esse the charge may have beon produced by ice 
sp l in te r s c o l l i d i n g wi th the probe. There i s also the question of 
whether s i g n i f i c a n t e l e c t r i c a l e f fec t s r e a l l y are res t r ic ted to th i s 
pa r t i cu l a r spectrum of droplet sizes, or whether i t only appeared to 
be so becavise of experimental l i m i t a t i o n s . 
5. LlIi'CTRJFICATION Bl EVAPOKj^ TICK OF ICE. 
When a specimen of ice evaporates i n a current of dry a i r , i t s . 
surface temperature i s lower than i t s i n t e r i o r ; thus there i s a 
temperature gradient i n the surface layer of the specimen. Applying 
the temper&ture gradient theory t h i s would cause an ionic concentration 
gradient wi th the outer surface having a pos i t ive charge. When the 
outer sari'ace i s evaporated i n the a i r stream, some posi t ive charge 
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i s removed and the specimen i s l e f t , with a aagative charge. 
Latham and. Stow (1965}A)ffieasured the e l ec t r i c current produced 
when an Iced copper sphere o f diameter 3.4 cm was exposed to a 
stream of c h i l l e d niti 'ogen. The sphere was maintained at -20*^ C 
0 
and the temperature of the nitrogen stream was varied between 0 C 
and f40^ C. I t was found that f o r nitrogen temperatures between 
0 ° C s.nd -10*^ C the sphere became charged pos i t ive ly and that f o r 
temperatures below -10° C the sphere was always charged negatively. 
I n a separate experiment the va r ia t ion of the temperature gradient 
i n the ice surface wi th the temperature d i f ference between the 
nitrogen and the ice i n t e r i o r was found. Osing these resul ts i t 
was shown that the e l ec t r i c current due to evappration liicreased 
smoothly wi th the temperature gradient i n the Ice surface. 
The maximum rate of charging of the ice sphere, was found to 
-4 - 1 
be 4 X 10 e.s.u. sec. . For a 4 mm diaaeter hailstone the rate 
o f charging would be approximately two orders of magnitude less 
than t h i s . I f hailstones were i-esponsible f o r generating e l e c t r i c i t y 
—3 
i n thunders to i-ms they must be charged at a rate of at least 10 
e.s .u. sec"'^, which i s therefore much greater than the rate of 
charging caused by evaporation. The evaporation process, however, 
Eiay be of importance i n the production of pos i t ive space charge fey 
cold dry winds blowing over the surface of snow, or by hailstones 
or snow crystals f a l l i n g through cold dry a i r . 
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6. OTHER EILCTRIFICATIOM PROCESSES. 
The Workman - Rejmolds e f f e c t has already been described i n 
Chapter 1 . The suggested eechanism i s that a wet hailstone develops 
a potent ia l d i f ference across the ice-water boundary because of the 
presence of contaminants and as i t col lects water droplets and grows 
beyond i t s c r i t i c a l size I t throws o f f charged water droplets . I t 
has been mentioned that t h i s process i s extreaely sensitive to tlrie 
presence of impur i t i e s , and because of th is i t i s d i f f i c u l t to deduce 
i t s e f f e c t i n the a-Unosphere from laboratory aeasurements. However, 
Latham and Mason (196I B) ware unable 'bo detect any charging from 
the c o l l i s i o n s of supercooled water droplets on a wet hailstone 
surface. 
The Vi lson process of selectr ive ion capture (1929) veiy probably 
has a great influence on the charge carried on hailstones i n regions 
where the polar conductivi ty of the a i r i s very high, pa r t i cu l a r l y 
i n the region below the cloud where the space -charge dsnsity due 
to point discharge ions i s very high. ^ 
7. COHPAfJSON OF FIELD WEaSURliWEKTS. 
f i e l d measurements of the charge on h a i l w i l l only be of 
s ignif icance to thunderstorm e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n i f the measurements are 
made i n the r i g h t place under the r i g h t conditions. The few. results 
which hcive been obtained d i f f e r from each other and t h i s i s probably 
because they were obtained under d i f f e r e n t conditions. Kuttner (1950) 
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made measurenents inside thunderclouds on the Zugspitze. The charge 
carr ied down by h a i l was measured and found to be overwhelmingly 
pos i t ive . Moore (I965) reported that the po l a r i t y of the charge on 
f a l l i n g h a l l col lected at the ground varied from minute to minute, 
and was usual ly of the same p o l a r i t y as the point discharge ions 
being created by the high potent ia l gradient. MacCready end Proudfl t 
(1965) made measurements of tho charges on indiv idual hailstones which 
d i f f e r e d from laboratory measurements. I t w i l l be recalled that they 
observed pos i t ive charges of a few e.s.u. at tempt;ratures we l l below 
the f reezing poin t , and these charges decreased as the f reezing point 
was approached, becoming zoro at +5 to +10° C. i \ t tenpert^tures 
warmer than th i s the par t ic les became negatively charged. ibe 
pos i t ive charges observed by MacCready and Proudf i t are not inconsistent 
wi th Kut tner ' s r esu l t s , although the negative charges obseirved above 
the f reezing point cannot be readi ly explained. The resul ts of Moore 
can be explained by the Wilson process of ion capture, but whether the 
presence of ions had aiiy inf luence on the resul ts of MacCready and 
Proudf l t cannot be judged since parameters such as space charge density 
end po ten t ia l gradient were not included i n the measurements. 
Sup;ort f o r any thunderstorm theory i n v;hich p rec ip i t a t ion i s 
considered as the p r i nc ip i i l charge separation process must depend on 
r e l i ab l e f i e l d measurements cn the charges carried by p rec ip i t a t i on , 
and i f there are several charge separation processes at work, these 
must be separately determined and evaluated. I t would seem that 
-1% 
snch processes have d i f f e r e n t r e l a t ive e f f e c t s i n d i f f e r e n t places, 
and from the point of view of thunderstorm e l e c t r i c i t y , the ground 
measurementai may only be of signif icance i n determing the net charge 
brought to the ground on h a i l and may be not at a l l related to the 
charge carr ied by h a i l which i s situated well inside thunderclouds. 
-3.6. 
CH.VPTER 3. 
• SOME lliEORY GGKCaiKKiG THE EI ECTIH FICATI CN OF It^_Xfftrj?iiT£R^ 
1 . IKTRCDUCTION. 
E l e c t r i f i c i t i c n of v.Htar Uid I C Q i s achieved i n several ways, 
and i t I s t h i s f a c t which has led to the proposal of so many theories 
of cloud e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n . 
I t i s the purpose o f t h i s chapter to explain the e l e c t r i c a l 
properties o f Ice i n terms of i t s structure, and f o r coBparison, 
de ta i l s w i l l bo given o f the corresponding behaviour of water. 
2. ELECTRIFICATIOH PBOCESSES IN ICC AIvD WATER. 
(a) Charge Separation i n I c e . 
The verious Hjechonisas f o r separating e l ec t r i c charge when 
solids have been touched or rubbed together have been summiirised 
by Hennty (1955). Loeb (1958) has discussed many of them i n greater 
d e t a i l . The de ta i l s o f moot of them are of no d i rec t relevance to 
the study of ioo , cs they are the resul t of e l ec t ro ly t i c e f f ec t s and 
contact potent ia ls between d i s s imi la r materials. Of a i l the mechanisms 
l i s t e d , the throe most l i k e l y to cause e l e c t r i f i c o t i c n i n ice are 
pieaoeleotr lc and pyroelectr ic e f f e c t s , and processes involv ing ionic 
d i f f u s i o n . 
Pieaoelectr lc e f fec t s aro observed when externally applied stresses 
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cause crysta ls to become polar ised. The most recently published 
measurements of p i ezoe l ec t r i c i t y i n ice appear to be those o f 
Telchmann and Schmidt ( I 9 6 5 ) , aJid they found the piezoelectr ic 
coe f f i c i en t s to be zero wi th in the accuracy of measurement. 
Pyroelectr ic e f f ec t s have been 6D3srved only i n crj ' s t a l s which 
exh ib i t piarsroelectricity, and i s detected as a charge separation 
caused by l o c a l heating. I t i s uncertain whether a true pyroelectr ic 
e f f e c t exis ts i n the ahssnce o f si-ress. Mason and Owston (1952) 
could not detect any pyroelect r ic e f f ec t i n veiy large ice crystals . 
A temperaturfe gradient e f f e c t was suggested by Henry to explain 
the resu l t that when i d e n t i c a l insula t ing materials were rubbed 
together asymmetrically they acquired equal and opi.osite charges. 
Since there were no f ree electron energy states to implement electronic 
charge t ransfer as i n a metal, i t was suggested that the temperature 
gradient produced by tlie rubbing caused the migration of charged 
pa r t i c l e s down the gradient. Such a process has been shown to 
explain the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of i ce . I t depends upon there being a 
d i f fe rence i n e l e c t r i c a l conductivi ty between the two samples, which 
can be achieved by asymmetric rubbing, d i r ec t heating, or the addition 
of lEpuri t i e s . 
(b) Charjge Separation i n Water. 
The p r i n c i p a l ways o f separating charge wi th l iqu ids are spraying, 
splashing and bubbling. • I n contrast to ice , these phenomena are 
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Fig. 1 The Structure of. Ice . 
p r i m a r i l y the resu l t of the presence of impuri t ies i n the l i q u i d , 
and the existence of an e l e c t r i c a l double layer a t the l i q u i d J a i r 
i n t e r f ace . A detai led account of the e lee t r i f i co i t ion i n l iqu ids 
has been given by Loeb (Sta t ic E l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 1958) . 
3. THE STia3CTURE OF ICE AND WATER. 
(a) The Structure of I ce . 
lee has crys ta l forms which depend on temperature and pressure. 
0nder conditions normally found i n the atmosphere the hexagonal type 
i s formed, and i t was f o r t h i s that Bemal and Fowler (1933) proposed 
the fo l l owing three ru l e s : -
1. Hydrogen atoms l i e at equil ibrium positions along l ines 
j o i n i n g neighbouring oxygen atoms. 
2. There i s only one hydrogen atom on each such linkage, 
forming hydrogen bonds. 
3. Each oxygen atoms has two hydrogen atoms at some short 
separation, thus preserving the structure of water molecules. 
The d e t a i l of the Bernal-Fowier model was aodlf ied by Pauling, 
(see Pauling, 1963). I n order to explain the existence of a f i n i t e 
aero-point entropy i t was necessary that hydrogen nuclei could move 
to the other equil ibrium positions on the l ines jo in ing the oxygen 
atoms. This model i s we l l supported by experimental evidence. 
X-ray and neutron d i f f r j v C t i o n work have shown that each oxygen atom 
i s separated from neighbouring oxygen atexBS by 2.76 A and that the 
hydrogen atoms l i e oa the l ines j o in ing oxygen atoms at a distance 
of about 1 S from them. There are two possible positions on each 
bond f o r the hydrogen, and the t ine average structure consists of 
h a l f o f a hydrogen atom i n each pos i t ion . This i s now the universal ly 
accepted p ic ture of the ice structure. This i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n f i g . l . 
(b) The Structure of Water. 
There has been l i t t l e modif icat ion to the s t ructural model 
o r i g i n a l l y proposed l i y Bemal and fowler i n 1935. They suggested 
that between 4** 0 and 200° C, l i q u i d water has a te t rahedral ly hydrogen-
bonded structure wi th a l a t t i c e s imi lar to the quartz form os s i l i c a 
and that below 4° C the l a t t i c e i s similar, to the t r i d y a i t e form of 
s i l i c a . This i s not a r i g i d structure because the hydrogen -
bonding i s a s t a t i s t i c a l process, and most of the molecules i n l i q u i d 
water are I n a f r ee unbonded state. The degree of hydrogen-bonding 
Increases as the f reezing-point i s approached. 
.4. CHARSE TPJiNSPORT IM WATER AKD ICE. 
(a) Charge Transport i n VJater. 
Since there are no f ree electrons i n water i t i s necessary to 
l o o t to the ions to explain the conduct ivi ty . Water molecules 
dissocifeite according to the reac t ion: -
2 H, 0 ^ H, O"*" + OH' 
H 
Fig. 2.1 
\ Fig. 2.2 
Fig.2 Charge Transport in. Water 
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ThQ fflobilitdes of these ion-ststea have beon colcultted:-
Hg O'*' = 36.2 X 10"^ cm^ ' V"-"- sec""^  . 
OH' = 19.8 X 10''^  . cm^ V'-'- sse"-'-. 
which are high compared with 7 - 8 x lo"'* cm^ V"'^  aec"'^  f o r chlorine 
and Amsbniuffl ions, thus i ^ p l y i ^ i g some special transport sechanisia. 
This i s explained by the tunnelling of a proton through a potential 
energy b a r r i e r , becoming hydrogens-bonded to another water molecule. 
Fig. 2.1 shovs how a proton juoaps from an o"*^  Icn to an 0 molecule, 
leaving behind an 0 molecule and forming an H„ o"*^  ion. Fig.2.2 
shows how a proton jumps from £Ui 0 molecule to an OH" ion leaving 
behing an 0H~ ion and forming an H,, 0 molecule. • In t h i s «ann»r the 
ion-state passes very rapidly along a chain of molecules. The rate 
at which ion-states diffuse through the l i q u i d i s governed by the 
s t a t i s t i c a l p r o b a b i l i t y of hydrogen-bond foraation. 
(b) Charge Transport i n lee. 
When a apecliren of ice i s . connected i n t o a c i r c u i t and an 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d applied to i t , i t i s found to have a measurable 
conductivity. ,The laanner i n which e l e c t r i c charge can diffuse 
through the l a t t i c e i s explained by postulating two types of l a t t i c e 
.defects. These are ion-states, by analogy with water, and l a t t i c e 
defects which were postulated by Bjerrum (1951) i n order to allow ion-
states t o diffuse through the same molecule more than once. 
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The ion-states o"*^  and 0H~ are generated by the translational 
motion of a proton along a hydrogen bond to a neighbouring molecule, 
thu3 constituting a v i o l a t i o n of the t h i r d Bemal-Fowler rule. 
Fig 3.1 shows how d i f f u s i o n through the l a t t i c e occurs. Proceeding 
from stage A to stage C, the o"*" ion-state i n molecule <* of stage 
A has migrated to molecule 9^ of stage C. i i similar process occurs 
fo r the 0H~ ion-state. I t v d l l be observed that i n the course of 
t h i s d i f f u s i o n molecule ^ has become oriented i n t o a position such 
that no more ion-states from can diffuse through i t . Thus i f these 
ion-states were the only ones responsible f o r conduction, i t would 
be expected that i n the presence of on external e l e c t r i c f i e l d , the 
d.c. conductivity would vary with time as the molecules became oriented 
to i n h i b i t d i f f u s i o n . As no such variation has been observed, Bjerrum 
postulated a Eschanism f o r reorienting the molecules. The molecules 
can be reoriented i n various ways, but the one suggested by Bjerrum 
v i l l be described here. I t was suggested that l a t t i c e defects are 
generated by a thermally excited proton rotating about i t s oxygen atom 
to another equilibrium position on a neighbouring bond. Thus, referring 
to Fig 3.2, a i^otaticn of the proton from position 1 to 2 has generated 
a doubly occupied bond (D - defect) and a vacant bond (L - defect). 
Galling normal bonds N, t h i s can be expresse*t as the reversible reaction 
2N V D + L. I t can be seen i n Fig 3.2 that Djernua defects 
constitute a v i o l a t i o n of the second Bemal-Fowler rule. I n 3 and 
C of Fig 3.2 the D - defect has diffused through the chain by subsequent 
rotations of protons i n molecules ^ and ^ from positions 1 
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to 2.' The L - defects diffuse by a similar process. I n addition 
to the-diffusion of the defects, molecule I has been reoriented to 
i t s o r i g i n a l position as i n Fig. 3.1 k vihich i c favourable f o r the 
d i f f u s i o n of a further ion-state from to . Since t h i s molecular 
reorlehts.tien takes place i n a time which i s short compared with the 
rate of a r r i v a l of protons at <^, the diffusion process i s governed 
by the rate of proton tunnelling along hydrogen bonds, which i s very 
high and thus expleins why the mobility of protons i n ice I s much 
higher thm i n water. 
Table 1 gives a comparison between the two types of l a t t i c e 
defbct. I t CMi be seen that Qjerrum defects are much more numerous, 
but t h e i r mobility r t ^ t i o i s close to unity. The exact mobility 
r a t i o s of both Bjerrum defects and Ion-states have not yet been 
detennined experimentally. The approximate value f o r the ion-states 
has been found by Eigen and de Maeyer (195^). 
Table 1. Gogpurison of Bjerrum defects and Ion-states f o r Pure Ice 
at -10?C. 
Energy of formation 
Concentration of defects 
Transition probability 
M o b i l i t y (CH^  V"^  sec""^) 
Mo b i l i t y r a t i o 
A ctivation energy of 
d i f f u s i o n . 
0.66 - 0.04 eV 
7 X 10^5 j,^-5 
2 X lO^ -"- sec"-^  
2 X lo"^ 
O.L35 - 0.01 eV ! 
1.2 - 0.1 eV 
8 X 10^° cm"*^  
6 X 10-^ ^ sec"^ 
« 7.5 X 10"^ 
10 to 100 
0( tunnelling) 
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5- THE TMPER&TORB GRADIENT IllEOBI FOR ICE. 
The e f f e c t of tetsparature gradients In ice i s sifflils-r to the 
Thomson t ha rao iB lec t r ic effect i n metals except that i n ice the charg* 
Carriers are the l a t t i c e defects which diffuse undsr the influence of 
concentration, potential and teaperature gradients. The theory of 
the thermoelectric properties of ice has been worked out by Latham 
and Mason (I96I A), and by Jaccard (1963, tjG^) who used an approach 
which took i n t o account properties of the crystal l a t t i c e and allowed 
for the faet that the effective charges transported by each defect 
wei^ e not u n i t charges. Jaccard's calculations included the effects 
of a l l four l a t t i c e defects, whereas Latham and Mason had assumed 
that the effects of the Bjsrrum defects were equal and opposite and 
bad considered that the ion-states were solely responsible f o r the 
thermoaleetrie effects. Jaccard derived an expression f o r the 
hoaogeneaas thermoelectric power and by assuming a reasonable value 
of 1.2 f o r the mobility r a t i o of Bjerrum defects, showed that i t 
agreed with Latham and Mason's value for the thermoelectric power. 
A part from the thermoelectric power and the surface density of charge 
under & unifora temperature gradient, the other quantity irhieh i s 
important i n t h i s study i s the quantity of charge separated by transient 
contact between two pieces of ice. There quantities were deduced by 
Latham and Hason, and the physical principles are outlined below. 
(a) Onifom Teaiper&ture Gradient. 
I t i s shown i n Table 1 that the mobility of the H . „ . . 
' g 0 1on-state 
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i s at least ten tines gre^-ter than the n o b i l i t i e s of the other defects. 
^Iso the concentrations of o"*^  and OH" rise quite rapidly with 
temperature, as i s shown i n the law of mass action equation; 
c^ c^ ^- a. (- ^ AT) 
where ^ i s the activation enei-gy f o r dissocit^tion and 0( i s the 
dissociation constant. I'hen e temperature gradient i s established 
across an ice specimen i t produces conccntr;--tion griidients of Icn-states 
and Bjerrum defects. . Since there i s a tendency f o r the concentrations 
to become equtilised, there w i l l be an i n i t i a l d i f f u s i o n of a l l defects 
from the region of higher concentrction and temperature. The o"*^  
ion-states diffuse fuster to the colder end, i-nd thereby cause a 
separation of charge, t h i s sets up an internal e l e c t r i c f i e l d which 
opposes the d i f f u s i o n of more positive charge, and assists the di f f u s i o n 
of negative chtirge towc.rds the colder end. Lattice defects are being 
generated continuously at the wt^rmer end i.nd are di f f u s i n g continuously 
to the colder end. The positive charge at the colder end builds up 
u n t i l a steady state i s re^iched i n which the internal f i e l d i s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
large to cause a current which i s equal and o?,:osi be to the one caused 
by the concentration gradient. Thus a potential difference has been 
established across the specimen with no current flowing. Although 
the i n t e r n a l f i e l d i s caused by ti spatial d i s t r i b u t i o n of charge, 
Latham and Mason considered that to a f i r s t approximitioUj the Ee^-arated 
charges could be regarded as being e n t i r e l y confined to the ends of 
the specimen. This gave a uniform intemi.1 f i e l d ^fhich could be 
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v r i t t o n as dV = ' 4 '{7 uherc i s the surface density 
of charge iind £. i s the s t a t i c p e r m i t t i v i t y of ice. The expressions 
f o r the d i f f u s i o n currents of the Hg 0**^  and OH" ion-states are:-
. i'^ = - e dc_|_ - 1 D ^. e c_j^  dT - e c^ ^  dV 
d T 2 ^ d^ d T 
i = + D e d c + 1 D e c d T - e c ^ dV 
d T ^ T ^ ^ ^ 
where dc and dT are the concentration and temperature gradients, 
dx dx 
and D i s the di f f u s i o n c o o f f i c i e n t . Similar expressions f o r the 
di f f u s i o n currents of the Bjerium defects could also have been included 
i n the calculation^ but as they have smaller and almost equal mobilities 
i t was j u s t i f i a b l e to leave them out. I n the steady state 1^ + i = 0 , 
and by rearranging the equations the following expression f o r C was 
obtained: 
8fte \ f^lj^- +1 y \ kT / 
On substitution, ^ - 4.95 x lO"^ dT e.s.u. cm"*"' 
dx 
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(b) Transient Contacts. 
When two pieces of ico at temperatures T^  and T^  are brought 
i n t o contact, the .temperature gradient a f t e r a time t at t h e i r plat;e 
of contact i 3 ( T ^ - T^) where K i s the thernal d i f f u s i v i t y of ice. 
(IT Kt ) ^ 
This equuticn shows that imnediately a f t e r contact the temperature 
gradient i s very high and ao the net current across the boundaiy i s 
high. The rate at which charge separation occurs i s governed by the 
rate of di f f u s i o n o f charge against the increasing f i e l d . The temperature 
gradient i s rapidly decreasing and soon i t s mcgnitude corresponds to 
the separated charge. At t h i s point the charge separation has reached 
a maximuia, and thereafter the charge separation decreases i n accordance 
with the decreasing temperature gradient. 
Latham and Masoa used the same equations as before and by making 
certain assumptirns, showed that the maximum charge was sepurated i n 
—3 
a time B.5 x 10" sec, and that the maximum surface density of charge 
separated was given by: 
^ max = 3.05 x 10"^ (T^ - T^) e.s.u. CQ"^  
The deduced time variation of the charge separated i s shown i n 
Fig. 4. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
MEASUREME'raS WITH A ROTATING PKOBE. 
Introduction. 
The aim of the work desci'ibed i n this chapter was to investigate 
whether the m.ngnitudes and general pattern of the charging observed 
by Reynolds Brook and Gourley (1957) could be reproduced. 
Two simulated hailstones v;ere rotated at 10 a sec"^ i n a 
cloud which ccnsisted f i r s t of supercooled water droplets only, end 
then of ice crystals together with supercooled water droplets. 
By varying the r e l a t i v e quantities of ice crystals and water droplets 
and t h e i r r e l a t i v e temperatures, a qua l i t a t i v e picture of the parameters 
affe c t i n g charging was b u i l t up. 
By making certain modifications to the apparatus, quantitative 
results were obtained. 
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1. The Apparatus. 
(a ) The Refrigerator. 
The work was performed using a refrigerator of internal 
dimensions 14? x 75 x 57 cm. A space measuring 59 x 39 x 57 cm. 
was. partitioned o f f from t h i s to enclose the compressor u n i t . 
Thus the p a r t i t i o n formed a shelf at one end of the refrigerator 
^as shown i n Fig. I l v . j Access was gained to the refrigerator by 
three detachable hinged l i d s measuring 35 x 56 cm. placed on the top. 
The walls of the cold compartment were painted matt black so that 
cloud pa r t i c l e s were observed against a dark background. 
W hen the compressor was operating i t caused the re f r i g e r a t o r 
to vibrate a great deal. I n order to prevent the vibrations from 
Increasing the noise level of the sensitive instruments, either 
d i r e c t l y or by piezoelectric effects i n the cables , a bridge spanning 
the r e f r i g e r a t o r was constructed from Handy Angle sections. 
Instruments placed on the bridge were then completely isolated from 
mechanical vibrations. Two brass plates, f i t t e d with c o l l a r s , 
were attached to one side of the bridge span. These held the 
v e r t i c a l rods to which i;ere to be attached the riming device and 
the themocouple. I n order to keep the re f r i g e r a t o r closed to 
the outside a i r , and yet enable instruments to be suspended i n i t 
from outside, h a l f of one of the hinged l i d s was removed and replaced 
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by a wooden fraoe which was divided i n t o two halves. There were 
holes i n on© half through wJiich the rods could pass, and the other 
h a l f was a perspex window. 
(b) The Botatlng Probe. 
The ro t a t i n g probe i s shown i n Fig. The riming element 
consisted of two 4 mm. diameter phospor-bronze balls mounted sit 
opposite ends of a 4.5 cm. long 12 mm. diameter perspex rod which 
was fixed perpendicularly through the end of a 5*5 cm. long 19 mm. 
diameter perspex rod. The balls were connected i n t e r n a l l y by 
thick copper Vfires bo ii brass pin sunk i n the base of the larger rod. 
The l a t t e r was attached at i t s other end to a d.c. el e c t r i c motor, 
fhe brass pin dipped into sercury contained i n the specially shaped 
perspex cup. The purpose of the sha^e was to ainialse the p b s s i b l l l t y 
of a conducting f i l m forming on the perspex between tha H«reury and 
eurth. Th« perspex cup was f i r m l y fixed to a 12 m. square cross-
section bar attached to the motor housing, A collar was attached to 
the top of the motor housing to enable i t to be joined to one of the 
vtsrtlcal rods. 
(c) The E l e c t r i c a l Circuita. 
The t««perature of the refrigerator, which could be controlled 
down to -20° C, was aeasured by a thermocouple. This was made 
using lengths of 30 S.K.C. copper and eureka wire which were containad 
i n p.v.c. sleeves. The wormer junction was fixed i n t o & brass block 
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whieh was placed Inside a small Thermos flask f i l l e d with d i s t i l l e d 
water and crushed loe, thereby maintaining a constant teaperature 
of 0° C. A resistance bo'K and Scalamp galvanoseter were connected 
i n series between the two junctions. The thermocouple was calibrated 
(and the resistance box adjusted to give a s e n s i t i v i t y of 1.5° C cm.~^ . 
The c a l i b r a t i o n was checked on subsequent occasions and readings were 
always found to be consistent to within - 0.1 C, 
I t was of great importance to have a good earth connection. 
TheV earth point consisted of a 10 S.W.G. coppsr wire leading to a 
copper plate embedded i n the ground. A l l instruaents were earthed 
to t h i s wire instead of to the mains earth. The steel bridge and 
the r e f r i g e r a t o r casing were also earthed to i t . 
The e l e c t r i c motor, which was powered from a 24 v d.c. supply, 
was put i n series with a small rheostat. Ske rota tic® of the probe 
was observed with a stroboscopic lamp, and the speed was adjusted by 
the rheostat u n t i l the b a l l s , whose separation was 5 ea, had a tangential 
v e l o c i t y of 10 m. sec.""''* which, when the b a l l s were coated with i c e , 
was equal to the f # l l speed of hailstones of equal size i n the 
atmosphere. 
(d) Charfge Measurement. 
I t was decided to measure the rate of charging of the probe, 
by allowing the charge acquired by i t to leak away thp©ugh a high 
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reslstance, aad to measure the potential difference across the 
resistance with an electroaieter of very high resistance. 
E l e c t r i c a l contact was made with the mercury through a brass b o l t 
to which was soldered the inner conductor of a non-microphonic coaxial 
cable. The earthed outer conductor was connected to the motor casing. 
to 12. 
Four high resistaneev^ whose values ranged from 10 to 10 ohms 
were enclosed i n a metal bosc which acted as an electrostatic screen. 
They were arranged such that any one could be connected across the 
electrometer input c i r c u i t while the rest were earthed. 
The electrometer was a Vibron Model 53 B vibrating reed electro-
meter, which had f i v e switched rsuages, the minimum input voltage f o r 
a f u l l scale deflection being 10 mV. The resistamce t© be used was 
connected between the High and Low terminals, the Low terminal also 
being coEmected to Earth. The inner conducter of the coaxial cable 
was connected via the resistance to High, knd the outer was eennected 
to Low. The arrangesent i s shown i n Fig. i.. 
When the apparatus was set up i n i t s working position, the length 
of cable from the mercury well to the electrometer was approximately 
JO 
2 m. I t was seen that using the 10 ohm. resistance, the relaxation 
time of the electrometer readings was about 2 seconds, t h i s being the 
time constant of the external c i r c u i t . 
(e) Water Vapour Source 
Water vapour was supplied from a pyrex beaker mounted i n a 
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metal frame to -which waa attached a l i d whieh could be operatad 
from outside. Th® beaker was f i l l e d with hot water %*ich was 
maintalaed aear i t s b o i l i n g point by a small isKarsion heater 
consisting of a 12 ohm. c o i l off resistance vd.re enclosed i n a glass 
tube, and being supplied with ^ -30 V froa a Variac transformer. 
( f ) Opes^tion of the Rotating Probe. 
When the probe vras eonnected to the eleetrosneter and held 
outside tJhe r e f r i g e r a t o r , i t was observed that i t was very sensitive 
to the motion of charged bodies near i t , which caused large deflections. 
When the probe was placed inside the i-sfrigerator, ih9 r e f r i g e r a t o r 
casing screened i t very e f f e c t i v e l y fron charged bodies outside the 
r e f r i g e r a t o r . the maxlffiun fluctuations of the needle were then 
+ 0.1 using the 10 oha. resistance. When the probe was set 
i n action the fluctuations increased to i 0.5 m?. 
I t was found to be necessary to keep the coaxial cable absolutely 
s t i l l ,to prevent the production of large spurious deflections. Non-
ffiicrophonic cable i s supposed to be better than oiniinary cable i n 
t h i s respect, but no difference between the two was observed i n 
practice. 
A f t e r the riming davice had been -kept inside the r e f r i g e r a t o r 
f o r a long time, a layer of black powder formed on the mercury surface. 
This caused the uoise 3-#ji'elto be Increased by a factor of about two. 
i 
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The only way to counter t h i s e f f e c t was to replace the mercury 
regularly. 
A larger noise l e v e l occurred when the riming element 
had not been centred accurately on the motor spindle, i n which case 
the needle t i p churned up the aercury to a greater extent. 
An ef f e c t which sometlaes, though infrequently, observed, was 
that when the probe had been rotating i n a dense cloud of droplets 
and crystals, and had been switched o f f , there was a standing 
potential of a few m i l l i v o l t s . This was eliminated by removing the 
device froH the r e f r i g e r a t o r and allowing i t to warm up to room 
temperature. 
By observing the above precautions, the noise level was kept 
down to - 0.3 mV. and i t was to be demonstrated that the e l e c t r i c a l 
effects associated with ice crystals were many orders of magnitude 
greater than the noise l e v e l . 
A.. Experimental Studies. 
(g.) £lectrlfic&tion Produced by Water Droplets Only. 
Procedure. 
The phosper-bronae balls were coated with cold demineralised 
water of mean conductivity 10 ohm cm iind smooth shells 
of ice formed on them. The ice was 1/2 to 3/4 mm. thick. 
-54- -A 
The ref r i g e r a t o r was cooled down to -18 C, 
A cloud was formed i n i t by opening the l i d on the vapour 
source f o r a specified length of time. I t took a few seconds f o r 
the cloud to become appreciably supercooled. The cloud was viewed 
by a tungsten l i g h t and minute water di-oplets were v i s i b l e to the 
naked eye. 
The probe was set i n aotion and with the electroaeter on i t s 
most sensitive rang© the deflection was noted at 50 second intervals. 
The results are shown i n Table 2. After a nuaber of readings had 
been taken the probe was stopped and inspected. 
Results. 
TABLE S. 
Results f o r the Accretion of Supercooled Water 
Droplets, Only. 
Time (sec) 
Reading (mV) -0.3 
50 
-0.1 
60 
+0. 3 
90 
+0.3 
120 
+0.4 
Upon inspecting the probe i t was seen that each sisiulated 
hailstone had a covering of hard opaque ice on i t s forward face. 
This ice was formed by the impaction and free25ing of water droplets. 
Discussion. 
The sizes of the cloud droplets were not measured d i r e c t l y 
here but were estimated by aaking a visual comparison with the sizes 
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of ice crystals whose diameters were measured at a l a t e r time. 
The estimated diameter of the droplets was 5-5 ^  . 
I t seemed that the droplets had frozen without splintering, 
because i f splinters had been produced, they would have grown i n 
the cloud at the expense of the water droplets and therefore they 
would have been observed. I t also seemed unlikely that droplets 
of t h i s size had splashed. 
Since the rates of charging shown i n Table 2 are exactly the 
same as the noise le v e l of the instrument, i t was not certain whether 
t h i s riming process caused any charging at a l l , and that i f the 
droplets had caused any separation of charge, then i n view of the 
very high concentration of water droplets i n the cloud, the mean 
charge separated per droplet must have been very small. 
(^ i) E l e c t r i f i e & t i o n Produced by Water Drojlets uid lee Crystals 
Together. 
Procedure. 
The probe was set i n motion and the cloud was seeded by dropping 
i n small fragments of so l i d carbon dioxide which l e f t behind them 
of minute ice crystals which grew very rapidly. 
With the electrometer on i t s least sensitive range, which was 
1000 mV , i t was immediately apparent that there was very strong 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of the probe, and often the needle went off-scale. 
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Although the nesdle- was fluctuating considerably, readings 
were taken every few seconds u n t i l i t was seen that tiiere were few 
crystals l e f t . A f t e r repeating the procedure a few times, a 
characteristic charging pattern could be i d e n t i f i e d . 
By a l t e r i n g the thermal condition of the cloud, d i f f e r e n t 
charging patteiTis were obtained. 
( i ) I s t Pattem. 
The f i r s t series of readings was taken with water vapour 
being continuously supplied to the cloud. Considering the size 
of the i-efrigerntor t h i s meant that the degree of supercooling of 
the water droplets could not become verj' large, and that there was 
continuous aixing-in of wuira freshly produced vapour with the colder 
supercooled water droplets. 
Results. 
Fig. li shows a t y p i c a l charging record. I t shows iaaediate 
very strong positive charging, which af t e r a minute or so becaae 
reduced to a low value, followed l a t e r by a great enhancement of 
the positive charging to a value approaching the i n i t i a l charging 
raaximua. Then, a f t e r 4 > 5 rainutes, the charging f e l l smoothly 
towards izero. 
( i i ) £ad pattern. 
The water droplet concentration was much lower i n the second 
method. A fixed amount of water vapour was faiSned i n the refrigerator 
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and allov;ed to supercool to a very low temperature (-18° C). 
I 
The cloud was nucleated, and thoroughly Stirred before setting the 
probe i n motion. The electrometer reading was taken every few 
seconds, and the procedure repeated to confirm that t h i s was another 
characteristic charging pattern. / 
r. 
/ 
Results, 
The charging pattern which i s shown i n Fig. 8 contrasts strongly 
with the previous one. The rute of charging was less than before 
and the probe was charged negatively. Also there were less fluctuations 
than i n the f i r s t case. 
( i i i ) General Pattern. 
The above two patterns represented extreme cases. I n general 
the degree of supercooling was not as much as In the l a t t e r case, 
and consequently charging of both signs was observed. 
The general pattern when a fixed amount of vapour was nucleated 
a f t e r being cooled f o r only a .ihort tlno, was that there was an 
immediate strong positive charging of the probe, followed shortly 
by a more persistent, somovhat less intense negative charging which 
sometimes want positive again l a t e r , but generally remained nogative, 
diminishing smoothly towards zero as the ceS^entratlons of both 
droplets eiid crystals became very low. 
, -53- ; , 
( i v ) Further Observations.' 
The r e l a t i v e concentrations of droplets and crystals I n the 
cloud were set to give negative charging of the probe. Further 
q u a l i t a t i v e measurements were then made by Introducing i n turn a 
fixed volume of warm humid a i r , warm dry a i r , and cold a i r containing 
some supercooled water droplets i n t o the v i c i n i t y of the probe, and 
the resultant effects that these had on the sign and magnitude of 
the charging were observed. 
Warm humid a i r was foraed by blowing a i r from a cylinder 
through a fla s k containing hot water at about 60° C. Cold a i r 
containing water droplets was formed by passing the warm humid a i r 
through a brass tube 1 m i n length, 5 cm. i n diameter placed on 
the f l o o r of the refrigerator.' The flow rate was low enough f o r 
the a i r to cool down to the temperature of the refrigerator a i r , 
but the concentration of water droplets present i n the a i r flow 
was only small. Warm diy a i r was formed by blowing a i r from a 
cylinder through a hot glass tube. 
I t was d i f f i c u l t to put the results on a quantitative basis 
because of the d i f f i c u l t y of measuring small concentrations of 
water droplets and of estimating the local thejnoal effects of 
adding a stream of warm a i r to a volume of cold a i r . The most 
marked effects were noticed with warm humid a i r , and t h i s was 
probably due to i t s greater heat capacity. The results are 
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summarlsed i n Table below:-
TABLE 3. 
The Effect on Charging of Adding A i r i n Various Conditions. 
Before adding a i r , the probe was being charged negatively. 
Type of A i r Resultant Effect. 
Warm and humid There was immediate strong positive 
charging, followed a f t e r a few seconds 
by negative charging more intense than 
the o r i g i n a l negative charging by 
factors of up to about 5. This then 
f e l l to the o r i g i n a l value. 
Warm and dry There was imaiediate positive charging, 
less intense than with htimld a i r , 
which reverted slowly to the o r i g i n a l 
negative charging without any 
enhancement of negative charging. ' 
Cold and containing ; 
supercooled water 
droplets. 
' •' ' • I 
There was an enhancement of the 
negative charging by about 50SS 
v^ich reverted slowly to the former 
rate of charging,. 
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(v) Other Observations. 
A . Effect of Nucleating Agent. 
There was the p o s s i b i l i t y that the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n phenomena 
were caused by some contaminating effect of the small quantities 
of carbon dioxide which were introduced to seed the cloud. I t 
was therefore desirable to observe the effect of using another 
nucleating agent. The compartment was r e f i l l e d with fresh a i r . 
A cloud was formed and seeded by a metal rod which had been cooled 
i n l i q u i d nitrogen. Charge measurements were made. 
I t was seen that the charging pattern and the magnitude of 
the charging were the same as before, and i t was concluded that the 
e l e c t r i f i e a t i o n phenomena di d not appear to depend on the nature of 
the nucleating agent. 
B. Effect of Infra-red Radiation. 
A n infra-red lamp was brought up close to the probe i n an 
attempt t o heat i t r e l a t i v e to the cloud particles. 
This procedure did not produce any detectable change i n the 
readings. 
I t was concluded, however, that t h i s result was not s i g n i f i c a n t , 
since i t was not known whether the probe was being heated by the 
lamp . 
: ;\ • -61-
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G. Effeet of Refrigerator Teaperature. . ' 
A l l the previous observations had been carried out when the 
• I o refrigjerator temperature was i n i t i a l l y between -I5 and -20 G. 
S(ome, further measurements were made);wlth the refrigerator 
temperature i n i t i a l l y at -8 C., so that the temperature of a 
supercooled cloud was about -5° C. The cloud was seeded and charge 
measurements were made. 
I t was seen that the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n was considerably reduced 
and that the rate of charging was approximately an order of magnitude 
less than before. The general pattern of the charging was the same 
as before. 
Summary of the Results. 
I t was demonstrated that when a cloud of supercooled water 
droplets was nucleated at -15° C., so much positive and negative 
charging was produced that the electrometer needle soaetiaes went 
off-scele. This corresponded to a rate of charging of a t least 
0.3 e.s.u. sec.""^ . The charging was much less i f the experiment 
was repeated at -5° C. 
Various characteristic charging patterns were obtained which 
depended on the re l a t i v e concentrations of ice crystals and water 
droplets and also t h e i r respective temperatures. 
i'lg. 9. The Rotating ?rcbe f r Charge :,nd •rewperature ?'eb.surer; ant. 
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Positive charging of the probe was' associated with high 
densities of wara water vapour and droplets poppared with the 
concentrations of ice crystals, and negative'charging was associated 
with low concentrations of cold water droplets. When the probe 
was being negatively charged i t was shown that positive charging 
was caused vixen either wars moist a i r or warm dry a i r was introduced 
i\ 
and that the negative cha rging was enhanced,when cold moist a i r was I j • 
introduced i n t o the v i c i n i t y of the probes. ' ' 
4'• Correlation of Rate of ChareinR with Temperature Difference. 
Modifications to Apparatus. 
The riming device was modified to enable the teaperature of 
the probe to be measured. The modified form i s shown i n Fig. 
I n t h i s version only one of the phosphor-bronze balls was 
connected to the electrometer. A thermojunction was enbedded i n 
the other b a l l and the wires from t h i s were connected to copper 
slip- r i n g s positioned at the top of the perspex rotor. Contact 
was made between the s l i p -rings and the rest of the theraocouple 
c i r c u i t carbon brushes. The slip-rings were surrounded by 
an aluminium box attached to the bottom of the motor housing. 
I n practice t h i s proved to be a convenient method of measuring 
the temperature of a rotating body, except that i n t h i s case the 
thermocouple had a long response time. The thermocouple calibration 
remained constant throughout. 
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I l i was observed thai when the device had been kept in the 
vi^rigQT&toT for a very long time, the theraocouple reading 
started f luctuating. This was caused by a non-conducting f i l m 
:formin^ on the s l ip -rings, and could only be eliminated by reaoving 
the deyice froa the refrigerator and allowing i t to warm up to 
room temperature. 
The probe was to be pre-heated or pre-cooled before exposing 
i t to the cloud of ice crystals. This was achieved by constructing 
a compartment measuring 28 x 28 x 55 cm., open to the a i r , into 
which the riming device could be raised through & trap-door. 
In this co»partinent the probe could be heated by the infra-red lamp, 
or cooled by placing i t i n a box containing a jacket of solid carbon 
dioxide. In this way the probe temperature could be varied between 
-5 and -30° C. The experimental arrangement i s shown in F ig . id . 
Experimental Procedure. 
in.the f i r s t set of readings the probe was preheated and i n 
the second set i t was precooled. 
A cloud of crystals and water droplets was fonned by allowing 
a f ixed amount of vapour i n the refrigerator to cool down to about 
-15° C. After being nucleated the cloud was thoroughly st irred. 
After waiting fo r about a minute the water droplet concentration 
-was relat ively small, and the ice crystals had become large, 
although there were fewer of them than immediately af ter nuclea t ion. 
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The teaperatures of the refrigerator and the rotating probe 
were measured. The aiming device was lowered quickly into the 
cloud and tk© i n i t i a l deflection of the electroaeter was noted. 
The io tor was switched o f f , and a Formvar coated slide was placed 
on the f loo r of the refrigerator. The conc*nti'ation of crystals 
i n the cloud at that time was deduced from the nuaber of crystals 
caught on the slide, making the assumption that a l l the crystals 
i n the cloud would f a l l unifoitoly on to the f loor of the refrigerator. 
A 11 the charge Beasurements were adjusted so that they referred 
to a stsindaisl crystal concentration and these values were plotted 
against the measured tempei-ature differences. The results are 
shown in Tables 4 and 5, and are plotted in Fig. H . The twaperature 
difference was defined as positive when the probe was colder than 
the refrigei-ator a i r . 
TABLE 4. • 
The Elec t r i f ica t ion of the Probe by Ice Crystals for Negative 
Temperature Difference. 
Probe 
Temp. 
° C. 
Refrlg. 
Temp. 
° C . 
Temp. 
D i f f . 
° C . 
No. of 
crystals 
on 700yu 
square 
S-
Electro-
meter 
Deflec-
tion(mV) 
V 
Deflection I 
referred 
to crystal 
cone" 
of 8 X 10^ 
-3 m 
-4.9 -15.0 _io. i 130 -600 - 920 
-6.5 -16.1 -9.6 60 -200 - 670 
-6.5 -14.4 -7.9 240 -400 - 3S0 
-8.0 -14.5 -6.3 125 -200 - 125 
-4.9 -15.9 -11.0 31 • -no - 710 
-5.5 -16.2 -10.7 26 -100 - 770 
-4.9 -15.9 -11.0 24 - 20 - 170 
-6.2 -16.0 . - 9.8 53 - 70 - 260 
-5.8 -15.7 - 9.9 40 - 50 - 250 
-7.4 -13.5 - 6.1 500 -150 - 60 
-6.2 -14.1 - 7.9 170 -340 - 400 
-7.4 -13.8 -6.4 130 -260 - 400 
-6.2 -18.0 -11.8 140 -200 - 500 
-4.0 . 
• 
-18.9 -14.9 100 -320 - 640 
-5.2 I -16.3 -11.1 110 -450 - 800 
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TABLE 4. (Continued) 
Probe 
Temp. 
° C. 
Refrig. 
Temp. 
Temp. ~ 
D i f f . 
° C. 
Wo.of 
crystals 
on 700 
square 
N 
Electro-
meter 
Deflec-
tion(mV) 
V 
Deflection 
referred 
to crystal 
cone" 
of 8 X 10^ 
-3 
ID 
-4.3 -17.7 -13.4 130 -600 - 920 
-4.0 -18.1 -14.1 100 -600 -1200 
-8.0 . -20.2 -12.2 220 -300 - 270 
-8.0 -21.0 -15.0 180 -900 -1000 
-4.9 -20.2 -15.3 140 -600 - 500 
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TABLE 5. 
The Elect r i f ica t ion of the Probe byjlee Crystals fo r Positive 
Temperature Differences. 
Probe 
Temp. 
° C. 
Refrig, 
'< Temp. 
'[ ° c . 
1 1 
i Temp. 
D i f f , 
° C. 
„ . , . 
No.of 
: crystals 
1 
j on 700^ 
! square 
1 » 
1 
[ Electro-
1 meter 
Deflec-
tion{iaV) 
V 
Deflection 
referred 
to crystal 
cone" 
8 
of 7 X 10° 
-3 
m 
-1$.3 -13.3 +S.0 
1 
100 +250 +500 
-14.2 -11.7 +2.5 120 +100 +170 
-17.3 -14.0 +3.3 200 +300 +300 
-17.3 -12.7 +4.6 120 +150 +250 
-19.0 -12.0 +7.0 140 +200 +300 
-19.0 -13.8 +5.2 140 +100 +140 
-24.5 -21.3 +3.2 180 +500 +550 
-18.7 -11.7 +7.0 140 +420 +600 
-17.0 -12.0 +5.0 180 +500 +550 
—17.7 -14.1 +3.6 140 +300 +420 
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Discussion of f i g . 1 | . 
• \ 
One fe^iture of the results stands out clearly in Fig (;|; that 
when the iced probe was warmer than the Ice crystals i t always became 
charged negatively, and when i t was colder than the ciystals i t 
always became charged positively. This is i n agreement with the 
teaperature gradient theory. However, in Fig. 11 the poi^its are 
so widely scattered that the manner in which the charging varies with 
the temperature difference camiot be reasonably deduced. The two 
reasons for the large scatter are the error in the estimaticm of the 
temperature difference, and the error in the estimation of the crystal 
concentration. 
I t was stated that when the probe was lowered into the elond, 
the i n i t i a l rate of charging was measured. However i t was noticed 
that the charging, whether negative or positive, was sustained fo r 
appreciable lengths of t ine, diminishing l i t t l e over periods of the 
order of ten seconds. Since, af ter times of this order, any imposed 
temperature difference w i l l have become very small, i t may be surmised 
that the probe surface temperature approached the a i r teaperature too 
rapidly f o r the measured rate of charging to be related to the i n i t i a l 
temperature difference, and that i n fact this rate of charging was 
related to a very small temperature difference. 
The method of estimating crystal concentrations was to assuae 
that a l l the crystals i n the cloud would f a l l out and form a uniform 
lityer on the f loor of the refrigerator, so that a slide placed on 
•A 
the f loo r woujd collect a number of crystals representative of the 
concentration i n the cloud at the time when the slide was exposed. 
However, i t took several minutes fo r a l l the crystals to f a l l out, 
end long before this the solvent on the slide had evaporated, so 
• that many crystals f e l l on to the slide without making an i apress i cMi . 
This leads to an underestimate of the crystal concentration and hence 
to an overestimate of the charge separated per crystal col l is ion. 
This error aay not be such a serious one, because the rate of f a l l -ou t 
was a maximum during the time that the slide was wet. 
Calculation. 
The ciystal concentr&ticns were calculated by- counting the 
number of crystals N which f e l l on an area 700square , and by 
multiplying this by the appropriate factor:-
3 
Volume of refrigerator = 0.4 m 
Floor area of refrigerator = 0.7 m'^  
6 3 
Hence concentration of crystals = S.') N x 10 m." 
3 —1 
Volume of a i r swept out by probe = 200 cm. sec.~ 
An electrometer reading of V mi l l ivo l t s corresponds to a rate 
-4 -1 1° of charging 3 V x 10 e.s.u. sec. , using the 10 ohm resistance. 
Hence, the charge separitted per crystal i s 4.2 V x 10~^ e.s.u. 
N 
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Referring to Fig. 11^ , since the temperature difference 
may well have been grossly overestimated, there ©ould be l i t t l e 
value i n relating the charge separated per crystal collision to 
some particular temperature difference. 
Instead, the values of '^/H were calculated for each reading 
in Tables 3 and 4, and the average was taken. 
{. 
Result. 
Average value of Vn i s 2.4 i 0.8. 
Hence, the charge separated per crystal collision i s (1.0 - 0.3) 
X 10 e.s.u. 
5. St3MHARY 
Ai-. Explanations. 
_ I 
I t was observed that when the iced probe was rotated in a 
cloud of lee crystals and supercooled y&ter droplets a great deal of 
positive and negative charging was produced. I t was concluded 
that the e lec t r i f ica t ion of the simulated hailstones could be explained 
in terms of their collisions with rebounding ice crystals in the 
presence of supercooled water droplets. I t was seen that there 
was negligible charging i n the presence of water droplets only, and 
that the magnitude of the e lec t r i f ica t ion caused by crystal collisions 
depended on the concentration of water droplets in the cloud. 
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Tbe negative charging of the probe can be explained by the 
freezing of supercooled water droplets on the probe, and the 
subsequent warming of the probe surface relative to the a i r due 
to the release of latent heat by the freezing droplets. Applying 
the temperature gradient theory, when colder ice crystals touch 
the hailstone, protons aigrate preferentially into them, and upon 
separation the crystals carry away positive charge. 
The positive charging of the probe can be explained i n a 
similar manner. When warm water vapour i s introduced into a 
cloud of ice crystals i t loses heat by condensation and cooling of 
the water droplets. Consequently the a i r beeeaies locally wanned, 
and so do the ice crystals f loat ing i n i t . When these ice crystals 
eollide with the probe i t becomes positively charged as i t i s now 
the colder body. 
I t i s considered that whether the probe becomes positively 
of negatively charged depends on whether the effect of heating the 
crystals relative to the probe is greiter or less than the effects 
of heating the p3robe by the accretion of supercooled droplets. 
When warm moist a i r i s introduced in t r the cloud, tdae charging 
during the f i r s t phase i s positive because the predominant effect 
i s the warming of the crystals. In the middle phase the hailstone 
i s being waraed by the accretion of water droplets, and the warmer 
crystals are now being cooled because of the dissipation of the 
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waraer a i r . This results i n the e lectr i f icat ion being reduced. 
In the f^nal phase the crystals have completely cooled down again, 
but the probe i s s t i l l be|ng heated by accretion, and so i t becoDes 
negatively charged. The negative charging then persists unless 
some imore warn water vapour i s introduced. This reasoning was 
supported by the results shown in Table 3 in which the local 
addition of warm dry a i r would cause the crystals to become warmer 
than' the probe, the addition of cold a i r containing a few droplets 
would raise the temperature of the probe relative to the crystals 
and the addition of warm moist a i r would f i r s t of a l l warm the crystals 
more than the probe and then af ter a time would wars the probe more 
than the crystals. I t was also observed that with the warm moist 
a i r the changes in the e lec t r i f ica t ion were more intense than with 
the other two types of a i r . This would be expected i f the magnitude 
of the charging depended on the magnitude of the teaperature difference, 
because the higher heat content of the warm moist a i r caused larger 
temperature differences than the other two types of a i r . 
B. Compaidson with the Results of Reynolds. Brook ana Qfiailey 
Reynolds et a l observed that for negative charging of the 
probe, the cloud should contain a high concentration of water 
droplets relative to the concentration of crystals, and fo r positive 
charging of the probe, the water droplet concentration should be low. 
The results obtained i n this laboratory showed th&t when the concentration 
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of water dropletv^ was high the probe was charged positively and 
when there were fewer droplets i t was charged negatively. Thus 
the two sets of results are apparently contradictory, although i t 
may be possible to explain the differnnees in tenns of the differences 
i n experiiaental sonditlons. I t may be recalled that the refrigerator 
used by Reynolds was much larger than the one used here, having a 
3 3 Volume of approximately 3 r. Gompa i^'sd with 0.4 m . Also their 
refrigerator worked at a lower temperature, -25° C. compared with 
-15° C. I t i s considered that these differences would have some 
effect on the thermal condition of the cloud, because in the larger 
colder I'efrigcrator, large concentrations of highly supercooled 
droplets could be produced i n a i r at a temperature close to -25° C. 
whereas i n the smaller refrigerator i t was only possible to produce 
high concentrations of droplets which were only s l ight ly supercooled 
in a i r which was only a few degrees below the freezing point. In 
the smaller refrigerator highly supercooled droplets could not be 
produced i f there was a continuous supply of vapour, but only i f 
a f ixed quantity of water vapour was introduced and allowed to cool 
over periods of the order of minutes. Thus i t i s suggested that 
in the l a t t e r case, the positive charging in high concentrations of 
droplets was caused because the crystals had been warmed by the a i r 
to a greater extent than the probe had been warmed by the accretion 
of droplets. Although the probe was also warmed by the a i r , i t s 
i n i t i a l temperature was lower, end because of i t s greater heat capacity 
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i t would take longer to warm up than the crystals. In Reynolds' case 
there would have been no problem about the temperatures of the probe, 
droplets and crystals being i n i t i a l l y different because of the greater 
cooling capacity of the refrigerator relative to the rate of supply 
of vapour, and consequently the interpretation was more straight-
forward, namely that the probe was warmed by the accretion of droplets, 
and was charged negatively by rebounding colder ice crystals. 
The difference between the two sets of results for low droplet 
concentrations Is more d i f f i c u l t to reconcile. Reynolds observed 
positive charging of the probe and did not apparently offer any 
explanation fo r th is , other than the assertion that the probe was 
colder than the crystals. In this laboratory the probe was charged 
negatively i n the presence of low concentrations of supercooled droplets, 
and this negative charging f e l l towards zero as the droplets becaime 
used up. However as the droplet concentration f e l l to aero, so did 
the crystal oonce6j:.ration, and so the two results may not be direct ly 
comparable. I t may be that the positive charging observed by 
Reynolds was caused by the probe surface being cooled by evaporation 
in dry a i r containing an appreciable concentration of ice crystals. 
So fa r , in this text, no mention has been sade of the actual 
values of the droplet concentrations. This i s because accurate 
measurements of droplet concentrbtions could not be made because 
of the small masses of l iqu id water involved and becSauss the concentration 
did not remain constant long enough fo r any estimation to have much 
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significance. However i t miiy reasonably be suppostd that the range 
of droplet concentrations was similar to that measured by Reynolds, . 
—3 
namely up to 4 gm. m~ , since the droplets were of approximately 
the same size and the temperature and pressure were also approximately 
the same. 
The quantity of charge separated per crystal collision was 
found i n this laboratory to be 10"'^  e.s.u. This figure was derived 
from conditions in which the water droplet concentration was very low. 
Previous results, as shois.'n i n Table 3, indicated that i f a greater 
concentration of water droplets had been added to the cloud, i t would 
have increased this value by ^ factor of 5- This therefore gave a 
maximum value of 5 x 10~^ e.s.u., which i s less than the value measured 
by Reynolds by a factor of 100. 
One possible reason for the discrepancy siay be in the estimation 
of the ciystal concentrations, although in Reynolds' work, as in this 
laboratory, i t was stated that the concentrations were measured in 
such a way as to give conservative estimates of the charge separated 
per crystal col l i s ion. The method by which crystal concentrations 
ware measured i n this laboratory has been described and i t i s 
considered that i t causes an overestimate of the charge separated 
by a rebounding crysta 1 by a factor of not more than 2 or 3. 
I t would be of value to have more information about the technique 
used by Reynolds to measure concentrations. 
Another reason jaay be tliat feynolds' experiments \vere conducted 
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i n a larger refrigerator working at a lower temperature, and giving 
ice crystals much lower temperatures than were possible in the 
refrigerator used in this laboratory. Also larger quantities of 
supercooled water droplets could be supplied continuously. I t i s 
suggested that these differences resulted in larger temperature 
differences which caused larger electrical effects. I t i s d i f f i c u l t , 
however, to estimate how much greater these electrical effects would., be, 
as i t i s d i f f i c u l t to determine what the surface temperature of the 
probe would be when growing by the accretion of supercooled water 
droplets. 
C. Comparison of the Results with the Temperature Gradient Theory. 
The results in this laboratory have shown qualitative agreement 
\d.th the temperature gradient theory of Latham and Hason, and the 
next step i s to show whether there i s quantitative agreement. In 
the following calculi^tion assumptions are made which w i l l be 
favourable to the theory. The mean diameter of the crystals (see 
Page. 119 ) was 40^ and the contact area was taken to be one tenth of tke. 
Cnjibajt was assumed that the temperature difference between 
the ice crystals and the probe ice was 5° C., and that the charge 
separated was the aaxlmum charge i . e . corresponding to a time of 
contact of 8.5 1 10~^  sec. From Page 46^ the maximum charge separated 
—S 
i s given by the expression: c f „ ^ = S.05 x 10~ (T^ - Tg ) e.s.u. 
cm. 
-2 
Substituting the above values i n this expression gives a charge 
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8 separation of £.5 x 10~ e.s.u. This i s more than two orders of 
magGitude less than the measured value of 5 x lO"^ e.s.u. 
This may p a r t l y be accounted f o r by the observations of Magono and 
Takfthashi (see Page 27 ) that the charge sep&rtvtion was greatly 
enhanced when the probe surface had a fin e structure, as i t had i n 
these experiiaents, whereas the teaiperature gradient theory api.lies 
to smooth ice surfaces. However, the charge enhancement observed 
by Magono and Takahaahi was not greater than by a factor of 6, and 
i f t h i s f a c t o r were taken into account, together with the under-
estlmate by a factor of 3 i n the crystal concentration, the observed 
separation of charge would s t i l l be one order of magnitude greater 
than predicted by the theory. Also, calculations had been made on 
the assumption that the charge separation' was a maximum, which was 
shown by theory to correspond to a tiae of contact of approximately 
10 sec. I f t h i s time of contact had been applicable i n these 
experiments i t would have meant that a crystal was i n contact with 
the probe while the l a t t e r Koved through a distance of 10 cm., which 
seemed to be an unreasonably high value, and i t i s suggested that a 
—3 -4 
more l i k e l y estimate of the contact time was 10 to 10 see. 
Thus, the charge separation expected from the theory would have been 
substantially less. F i n a l l y , i t could not be said with any certainty 
whether the effective temperature difference was as high as 5° C. 
D. Conclusion. 
I t was coneluded that although the experiments had shown that 
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the sign of charging of simulated hailstones by ice crystals 
depended on the sign of the temperature difference between them, 
axid that t h i s -wais i n q u a l i t a t i v e agreeinent with the temperature 
gradient theory the experiments had shown that the charge separation 
of 5 2C 10"^ e.s.u. per crystal c o l l i s i o n was greater than could be 
explained by the temperature gradient theory. These results, however, 
were inadequate i n certain respects. The e l e c t r i c a l phenomena were 
observed only i n the presence of supercooled water droplets, and i t 
might be thought that the droplets could have produced additional 
effects due to freezing potentials. Also, when the probe was being 
precooled i n s o l i d carbon dioxide, the i'efrigerator received a large 
aaount of gaseous carbon dioxide, and i t might be thought that t h i s 
had some influence on the e l e c t r i c a l effects. Finally, froa the 
point of view of attempting to correlate the r i t e of charging with 
the magnitude of the temperature difference, i t was considered that 
no accurate aeasurements of the temperature differences actually 
involved were obtained. 
With these inadequacies, i n mind, further experiments were 
performed. They are described i n the next chapter. 
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CHA?T£H '5. 
MEASU-REMENTS yi l H A STATICKAHY PROBE. 
1 . INTBODUCTION. 
A stream of ice crystals W£.s blovm past a stationary iced probe, 
the temperature of the l£«.tter being ve.ried, and the riite of charging 
of the probe was raeaaured. The variation of the rate of charging 
with the sign end magnitude of the temperature difference, the presence 
of impurity ions i n the ice on the probe, ^nd the impact velocity of 
the ice cayst&ls was determined. 
2. THK APPARATUS. 
(a) Production of Ice Crystals. 
Ice crystals were produced by blowing aoist a i r through a 
chr-tmelied, cubical box i n which were imaorsed cylinders contjiiaing 
crashed s o l i d carbon dioxide. , The box which wi.3 constructed of 
tinned sheet, '.:-d.s approximately cubical, of side approxia^tely 20 cia. 
The? i n t e r i o r of the box was f i t t e d v i t h four v e r t i c a l aluninium plates 
which made f i v e v e r t i c a l channels f o r the a i r to pass along before 
emerging from, the box. Three'brass tubes of intemt-l dis^meter 
approximately 4 cm, length l 8 cm and closed at t h e i r lower ends were 
attached to the detachable l i d of the box and suspended i n t.ltemate 
channels. The a i r i n l e t to the box was through a 4 cm diameter brass 
tube approximately 8C CM long which was attwhed to the l i d . A hole 
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was made i n the l i d and f i t t e d with a rubber bung. The purpose 
of t h i s wr.3 to d i v e r t the i t i r streaa. The a i r outlet tube was of 
4 cm i n t e r n a l diameter and length approximately 1 m. I t was fixed 
to the side of the box and sloped upwards i n order to be acconmodated 
i n the r e s t r i c t e d space of the ref r i g e r a t o r . The f a r end was bent 
i n t o the horizontal position and tapered to fonn a tube of Internal 
ditimeter 12 mm and length 5 cm. Two trap doors were constructed at 
t h i s end of the tube i n order to d i v e r t the a i r strei.a through a hole 
i n the side of the tube. 
A vacuum cle£.ner motor, encr.sed i n a brass cylinder, was used 
to extract t d r from outside the laboratory and to blow i t through the 
apparatus. The mot.or speed o.nd hence the extraction rate were 
controlled by u Variuc transformer. After leaving the fan the a i r 
passed through a Cambridge icu f i l t e r and a water vapour source which 
consisted of £ 1 glass bei.ker f i t t e d with a l i d . The a i r , which 
already contained some wuter vapour was blown over the surface of 
water i n the beaker thereby acquiring more water vapour. This moist 
a i r was pi^ssed via a flow-meter i n t o the cubical box v;hich wad Situated 
i n the ref r i g e r a t o r . The brass cylinders contained t i g h t l y packed 
s o l i d carbon dioxide, so the temperature of the a i r close to the 
cylinders v.'as low enough to ensure that many nuclei would be xormed. 
When moist a i r was blown past the f i r s t cylinder aany very small ice 
crystals were formed, which proceeded to grow at the expense of the 
water vapour. The air.containing growing ciystals was forced past 
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the other two cylinders, and on phasing out of the box i t contained 
a great number of r e l a t i v e l y large ico ciystala. fonavar slides 
(see Appendix 1) Showed that the crystals were prisms and hexagonal 
plates, and tha.t t h ^ exhibited a great variation i n sise. A t y p i c a l 
selection I s shown i n Fig. Zl i n which the average size vas estimated 
as 20^ , By the time the a i r streaa encountered the probe i t 
hcd iittained a temperature of about -.20*^  C. The fitrrangessent of the 
appuratus i s shown i n Fig.12. 
(b) The Probe Unit. 
Stationazy probes veve used because i t was considered that t h e i r 
surface temperatures could be controlled and determined more readily. 
There were two jrrobes which consisted of solid brass cylinders 4 mm 
i n diameter f o r 4 mm of t h e i r length and k am i n diameter f o r the 
remaining length of IC mm. EaCh 10 mm length f i t t e d i n t o u perspex 
sleeve of external diameter 4 mm and tapped at one end. The sleeves 
were screwed side by side into the end of a brass rod of diameter 12 mm 
and length l3 cm. This arrangement ensured optimum thermal contact 
between the red and the probes,, while maintaining e l e c t r i c a l insulation. 
A brass plate 5.0 x 7.5 cm was fixe d at r i g h t angles to the rod and 
thermally insulated from i t . A br^s's c o l l a r and two sockets were 
joined t o iiie plate. Short pieces of coaxial cable were soldered 
between the probes £.nd the sockets. Aluminium eheet wts bent bo 
form an open-ended box around the prbbes, aid t h i s i.ctcd fes an 
eleetroatatic screen. A diagram of the probe u n i t i s shown i n Pig.15. 
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(c) The Operation of the Apparatus. 
For most of the work only one probe was used. k smooth l&yor 
of ice was formed on i t by dipping i t alternately i n liciuid nitrogen 
and cold dendneralised water, u n t i l the ice was approximutely J mm 
t h i c k i The probe u n i t was clanped to one of the adjustable rods 
attached to the Hanc^ y Angle bridge and the proDe was connected to t4»e 
electrometer c i r c u i t , i n wliich the 10^^ ohm resistance was again 
Incorporated. The probe screen and the crystal-producing apparatus 
were earthed. The probe was placed about 1 cm from the end of the 
tapered tube. Crushed s o l i d carbon dioxide was packed t i g h t l y i n t o 
the brass cylinders. The cylinders were closed with rubber bungs 
and the gaseous ciirbon dioxide was conducted by tubing out of the 
opposite side of the Icboratoiy to which the fresh a i r was dravm i n . 
The fail motor was switched on and a stream of crystals was blown past 
. the probe. An electrometer deflection showed that the probe was 
being charged. 
In the preliffiinaiy "tssts the fan was op^arated i n t e r m i t t e n t l y 
f o r several hours. I t was noticed during t h i s time that the sign 
and magnitude of the charging v&ried considerably. &t f i r s t the 
probe was chai'ged negatively but as time went on i t became charged 
p o s i t i v e l y . The rate of charging increased somewhat when more sol i d 
carbon dioxide was added to the cylinders. This was bect-use increasing 
the amount of so l i d carbon dioxide caused a greater number of crystals 
to be produced, as was shown by Formver slides. I t was also observed 
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that/jtime v/ont on, not only were less cryst^ils being produced, but 
that they were accompanied by a greater ;;roportion of minute water 
droplets. • Under co n i i t i c h s whoa a great numoer of crystals were 
being produced i t was observed, by diverting the crystal stream i n t o 
the illumincuted r e f r i g o r a t c r ccmpcrtment, thJb the concentruiiion of 
droplets associated vdth the crystals vias generally extremely low. 
I t wa^ i also sooetiEsc noticed that e r r a t i c charging was produced 
when there was no s o l i d Ci^rbon dioxide i n the qj'linders. This v&s 
unexpected bccauee.no ciyst:;]?? «hculi iiave be^n producad. Formvar 
slides shewed that the chart;ing \ci.s caused by co l l i s i o n s of abgi-egates 
of very many small crystals with the prone. After these tests the 
crystal box was dismantled. I t was seen that the brass cylinders were 
covered with a f r o s t deposit a few millimetres thick. rhis deposit 
had undoubtedly reduced the efficiency of the system f o r producing 
ice crystals. The deposit was removed and the box reassembled. 
When the a i r streum was passed them, there was no electrometer deflection. 
The cylinders were r e f i l l e d , and when crystals were blown past the 
probef, a negative electrometer deflection was observed. As time went 
on, the negative deflections became positive again, tad i n order to 
j-revent t h i s variation the procedure adopted was to dlamantle the box 
and remove the f r o s t de;:0sit from the box at half-hourly inte r v a l s . 
I t wfes fclso noticed that there was poor reproducibility i n the 
.magnitudes of successive' cbservatiens, and that the rate of charging 
decreased s t e t d i l y with time. This effect was also seen to be caused 
by a reduction i n the rate of production of ice crystals, and the 
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magnitude of the e f f e c t i s shown.by the results i n Table 6. 
; ••!J31E 6. 
Correspondence between Successive Readings when Precautions were 
Not Observed. 
Time • Rate of Time Rate of 
(min) Charging (mV) (min) Gharging(fflV) 
0 loco lot 550 
1000 12 230 
3 . 820 1 % 190 
4^ - • ; .710 15 130 
6 560 l6t 100 
• Ik: 450 18 60 
9 380 • 
This effect was found to be due to poor thermal contact 
between the solid carbon dioxide and the cylinder walls, and 
was overcome by packing the coolant doxvn t i g h t l y i n the cylinders 
a f t e r e^ch rending, • 
By talking the precautions mentioned ubove i t was possible 
to dbtain reproducible c i y s t a l concentrations i n the a i r streua, 
as evidsiiced by Formvur slides and also by successive charge 
measurements* The <;herge measuresents i n Table 7 show the extent 
to which r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y could be achieved when tho probe temperature 
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and the a i r stream temperature were kept constant. 
'i^ ABLE 7 : • 
Gorressondence between Successive Readings when Precautions were Observed. 
Time Rate of Time Rate of 
(min) Gharging (mV) (min) Gharging (mV) 
0 .250 15 620 
460 610 
5 • 550 . 18 6so 
540 m 620 
6 550 21 540 
71 , 600 390 
. 9 690 24 
1 
1 
1 
500 1 
10^ -660 1 1 1 
12 650 . 1 1 
1 
1 1 1 
I 3 i 650 1 SO 
1 
670 
(d) An Error i n the Estimation of Flow Kate. 
There were two c o n f l i c t i n g requirecents i n the apparatus. They 
were th a t the ice c r y s t a l box needed to be quickly tind readily dismantled 
f o r r(Sguliir cleaning, and that the apparatus should be a i r t i g h t . 
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The apparatus described above had the advantage that i t could be 
taken apart quickly, but i t was by no means a i r - t i g h t , Vhen the 
flow rate was set to give t i n air-speed of 10 m sec~^ at the end 
of the e x i t tube i t was found that only a small reaction of the a i r 
issuing from the flow-meter emerged from the e x i t tube. This was 
because of leaks a t the j o i n between the box and i t s l i d . I n the 
e a r l i e r measurements the flow meter was removed and the motor speed 
was increased u n t i l i t was considered that s u f f i c i e n t r.ir vas emerging 
from the e x i t tube. However, t h i s a i r speed was not accurately known, 
and since i t was discovered l.^tQr that the rate of charging by the 
ice crystals de-ended upon t h e i r impact vel o c i t i e s i t was clear that 
measurements taken wj th the apparatus i n i t s present state, although 
they were of quail t'..tive s ignifieuiee, had no quantitative value 
because.the imoact velocity was unknown. 
. I n order to be able to measure the a i r speed accur<-itely another 
box f o r producing ice crystals was constructed. This measured £0 x 
JJB X 2 3 cm and was constructed of brass p l r t e s , but otherwise i t was 
physically the same as the f i r e t model. Great care wus taxen to 
ensure that i t was a i r t i g h t and a l l permanent joins were sealed with 
A r a l d i t o . The l i d was secured by 32 bolts and cade a i r t i g h t with 
a rubber' seal. The Icrge number of screws meant that the half-hourly 
removal of the l i d to clean the cylinders was tedious, but nevertheless 
i t was done. This box i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n Fig. 14. Also sbov:n i n 
the photogrT...h are the sloping tube with i t s tapered end and on the 
n 
o 
3) O 
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O 
o 
o 
o; 
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H 
no 
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f a r r i g h t the probe. I t can bo sefjn thtit the sloping tubo was 
joined along i t s length by (mother or«ss tube. The Is^^tter wcs 
incor:oruted f o r tacasurernents cn tho v a r i i t i c n of ch:^rging with 
impact velocity, but f o r purposes c f e;:.rlier exporimontg this tube 
\ici5 kopt closed. Ihe box wds tusood &t prrrcsures of up to 1 atmosphere 
and vcs seen to be a i r t i g h t . Thu;-; the flow rate out of the tuce 
could be measured accurately, tnd quantitative results could be obtained. 
I t tas found i n opercLicn t h i i t t h i s box w:.s less e f f i c i e n t f o r 
the production of ice ctystals than the f i r s t one arid that appreciable 
numbers of crystals could only be produced f o r flow rates corregponding 
to c r y s t al v e l o c i t i e s of I5 a sec"^ or greater. Most of the results 
described.in t h i s chapter were tuken using t h i s more recent box, although 
the f i r s t mstsureavents on the vari u t i c n of charging wito temperature 
difference wore taken using the e a r l i e r model. I t wdli be indicated i n 
the t s x t which model \s^?. used i n a particular experiment by ref e r r i n g 
to them iia.Box 1 and liox 11. 
3. VAfiI.i:TIOK OF CHAaGl:^iG tJlTH TiLM?£RATURE DlKFgHFJfCE. 
(a) Procedure. 
( i ) Estimsution of the Probe Tsmoerature. 
I t w<is not possible to aeasure the tempera.ture of the probe at 
the time as measuring i t s rate of charging because of the e l e c t r i c a l 
effects .which would hnve been caused by having a thermocouple embedded i n 
the i c e . Instead the variation o f the surface temperature with time 
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was determined independently. i. f i n e thermocouple made from 40 S.Vt.G. 
wire was calibrated, and the cold junction embedded i n the surface of 
the ice on the probe. The probe was always situated i n ei region where 
the a i r temperature was -9 ^ 1° C. The £>rope was heated by f i t t i n g 
a 2 kg hea.ted brass cylinder on to the l 8 cm long brass .rod. The 
temperature of the brass cylinder was 100° C, and i t WbS kept on the 
rod f o r a specific length of time ( l ninute) f t e r Xv'hich i t was removed. 
I t was observed that the surface of the probe became gradually warmer, 
u n t i l a f t e r 5 minutes i t had reached t stet-dy tempersture of -3° C. 
At t h i s stsige a hollov/ cylinder was put on to the rod and f i l l e d with 
f i n e l y crushed solid carbon dioxide. The surface temperature of the 
probe wan then measured at i minute i n t e r v a l s . I n order t o ensure 
accurate conpi^ricon with exjrerimental procedure-, a stre::m of a i r 
containing ice crysts-ls WiiS blown past the probe f o r 5 seconds t i f t e r 
each roadinf. After the lowbst temperature had oeen attained, the 
probe was allowed to warm up. ihe v.hol6 procedure was repeated and 
six sets of readings were obtained. Ihe average values of these are 
plotted on Fig. I p , "-ind i t can be seen that the values range from -3 
to -30° C. The standard error on each point was ^ 0.3° C. Thus 
by always adopting the same procedure f o r heating and cooling the probe. 
I t s surface temperature was always known p r i o r to blowing a stream of 
ic e crystals past i t . 
( l i ) Heasura;r.£nt of the Rate of Charging. 
. The probe was warmed to -5° C and the coolant Wi.s placed on the 
rod,as described above. The following precautions wore taken to ensure 
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t h a t a t t he r equ i r ed moment a s t reaa o f I ce c r y s t a l s o f u n i f o n a 
concen t r a t ion and a t a u n i f o r m temperature were blokn p t s t the 
probe. The t rapdoor i n the tube w&s closed fand the t r f ipdoor a t 
the aide o f the tube vcs opened. The motor vi.3 s\/itched on End 
the strei^'a o f o i y s t i l s croduced was d i v e r t e d through the ho le i n 
the l i d f o r a few occonds u n t i l the excess ive ly co ld c i r which had 
been s tanding i n the box hud been d i s p e l l e d . Then t h t a i r stream 
v;as a l lowed t o pass up the tube and out o f the ho le i n the s ide o f 
the tube . IChen there could be sa id to be & u n i f o r m concent ra t ion 
o f . i c e c i y a t a l s i n the tube , one t rapdoor was q u i c k l y c losed and the 
o t h e r q u i c k l y opened, so t h a t & u u i f o r m stream o f i c e c i y s t a l s blew 
pas t the probe. The i n i t i a l e lec t rometer d e f l e c t i o n was no ted . 
The stream o f c r y s t a l s wjis b l o w i past f d r t b o u t f i v e seconds du r ing 
which t ime the a i r Stream temperature was taken from a thermocouple 
placed i n the a i r s i resm. I t v/as assumed t h i i t the temperature o f 
the c r y s t a l s was the aame as the a i r stream temperature. Vhe motor 
was svdtched o f f and the procedure vuh repeated a t 1 minute i n t e r v a l s . 
From t ime t o t i m e , g l^ss rods 4 mm i n diameter end coated w i t h viscous 
Formvar s o l u t i o n were h e l d i n the a i r stream* A f t e r a few readings 
hud been taken the surface o f the probe was inGcected. Graphs were 
p l o t t e d o f the measured r a t e o f charging o f the probe aga ins t the 
measured temperature . These were the s emi -quan t i t a t i ve measurements 
and are shovin i n f i g s . 16 and I J . Q u a n t i t a t i v e measurements were 
ob ta ined f o r c i y s t a l iisjpact v e l o c i t i e s o f 20 m sec"^. For negat ive 
charging o f the probe, the probe was kept a t the temperature o f i t s 
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environraeut, which was about -10° C, and be fo re c i y s t a l s were blown 
pas t i t s su r face temperuture wus measured w i t h a f i n e thermocouple. 
The charging o f the probe VJLS then measured as b e f o r e . For neasurements 
o f p o s i t i v e cha rg ing , the probe was cooled down to - S I t o - 3 3 ° C. 
The numbers o f c r y s t a l s c o l l i d i n g w i t h the probe were determined by-
exposing Fomvar -co i i t ed g l t o s rods t o the stream o f i c e cr>st;:.l5 f o r 
measured t imes . These r e s u l t s a re shown i n Tables 8 iJid 9* 
( i l l ) Precs^utions. 
Since the a i r stream temperature was of i t sured by a thermpcouple 
j-Ci'snanently i n s e r t e d i n t o the tube i t was necessaiy to show whether 
the presence o f the thennoccuple exerted any i n f l u e n c e on the 
e l e c t r i f i c j i t i o n measurenents. ] t was concluded, f rom several readings , 
t h a t t h e presence o f the thermocouple made no de tec tab le d i f f e r e n c e . 
Since Latham u i d Stow (3965.^had shovn t h & t e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n was 
produced upon the evjiporo.t ion o f i c e i n an a i r stream i t was necessary 
to show whether the e l e c t r l c i i l e f f e c t s which had been observed were 
due t o t h e c o l d i i . i r o r t o the i c e c r y s t a l s . ^^f ter removing a l l i c e 
depos i t s f rom the Gp;:aro,tus, d ry a i r f rom a c y l i n d e r was olown through 
i t and pas t the p robe . S o l i d carbon d iox ide was pu t i n the brass tubes 
and i n t h i s w^y' the dr> a i r teicperLiture wtts v a r i e d f rom ebout -10° C 
to ^25° C. The e lec t romete r was p u t on i t s most s e n s i t i v e sca le , 
the no i se l e v e l be ing - 0.05 J i^?..' i io d e f l e c t i o n was observed when 
c o l d d r y a i r wi!.s.blown pas t the profce, and i t . was concluded t h a t the 
e l e c t r i c a l e f f e c t s were caused by the i c e c iy s i t u l s and n o t by evaporat ion. 
( i v ) G u a l i t a t i v e Resul ts (Box I ) 
The r e s u l t s shovred t h a t when the probe w&r- warmer then the i c e 
c r y s t a l s i t was charged n e g a t i v e l y , . a n d as i t was cooled down by 
the s o l i d carbon d i o x i d e i t became charged p o s i t i v e l y . I t wds a l so 
shown t h a t having obta ined p o s i t i v e charging o f the probe, the negat ive 
charg ing cou ld be again obtained by warming i t up . This showed t h s t 
the sign, o f the charging o f the probe could be c o n t r o l l e d by a d j u s t i n g 
i t s temperature and v/as n o t the r e s u l t o f some time-dependent e f f e c t 
i n the streajn o f c r y s t a l s o r elsewhere. Although i t could n o t be 
t e s t e d whether the c r y s t a l s were a t a l l charged be fo r e encounter ing 
the probe, the f a c t t h t t the probe cou ld be charged e i t h e r n e g a t i v e l y 
o r p o s i t i v e l y showed t h a t the charge imparted t o the probe hy the 
c o l l i d i n g c r y s t a l s was n o t so le ly due to the c r y s t a l s being i n i t i a l l y 
charged. 
I n s p e c t i o n o f tho pr-obe a f t e r a few reudings had been taken showed 
t h a t some o f the c r y s t a l s hsd adhered t o Idle probe, forming a ve ry t h i n 
smooth w h i t e I n y s r on the f r o b e I c e . Hosier and Hal lg ren (I96O) 
measured the fltotion o f c r y s t a l s which adhered t o probes o f s i m i l a r 
s iae t o t h i s , and app ly ing t h e i r r e s u l t s , iz would be expected hero 
t h a t l e s s than 10% o f the impinging c r y s t a l s adhered t o t l i e i c e . 
Conssquently the e f f e c t Wf.s n o t considered l i k e l y t o e f f e c t q u a n t i t a t i v e 
estia.-.tes t o £n ucp r^c i t i b l e e x t e n t . However, the adhering c r y s t a l s 
nay be o f s i g n l f i c i j i c e i n &hs*t they a l t e r e d the surface s t r u c t u r e o f 
the probe which migh t g ive r i s e t o the a d d i t i o n a l e l e c t r i c e f f e c t s 
Electrometer 
Reading 
x 1 0 0 mV. 
DO. +14 X 
Measured 
Temp. Diff. 
Fig. 16 Preliminary Measurements on the 
Variation of Charging with Temperature 
Difference. . 
Electrometer 
Reading 
xlOO mV. 
-14 -10 +10 +14'C 
Measured 
Temp. Diff. 
Fig.17 Variation of Charging wi th Temperature 
Difference when Further Precautions Taken. 
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observed by Wugono and I'akuhashi (1:?63). 
( v ) • S e a l - c u a n t i t a t i v e Hesul tg ( 8 0 ^ 1) • 
Two d i f f e r e n t se ts o f r e s u l t s were obtained because the f i r s t 
measurements were taken be fo r e i t was r e i l i s s d t h a t i t was necessary 
t o take steps t o ma in t a in a constant c i y s t a l concent ra t ion between 
successive readings . The f i r s t measurements t o bo taken i n d i c a t e d 
a l i n e a r v a r i a t i o n o f the r a t e o f charging w i t h the temperature d i f f e r e n c e , 
as can be seen i n the two sets o f r e s u l t s p l o t t e d on F i g . 16. The l i n e s 
do n o t go through t h e o r i g i n bu t show a b ias towards negat ive cha rg ing . 
When precaut ions were taken t o ensure constant c r y s t a l concen t ra t ions , 
the r e s u l t s vere ve iy d i f f e r e n t . Three sets o f readings aro chofcu i n 
F i g . 17' These r e s u l t s show t h a t s t a r t i n g w i t h the probe warmer then 
t h e c x y s t a l s the r a t e o f negat ive charc ing remained f a i r l y constant over 
a wide range o f measured temperature d i f f e r e n c e s eiid t ha t the r a t e o f 
charging o f the probe suddenly changed f rom negat ive to p o s i t i v e , f rom 
one read ing t o the n e x t . ^''ifter t he next one o r tv:o re ; . i ings the r a t e 
o f p o s i t i v e charging h&d bepomc constent f o r successive measurements i n 
the same manner as the nega t ive charg ing , exce,..t t h a t the mugnitude o f 
the p o s i t i v e charge sc:.ti.ruted was g r e i i t e r . The impl icc^ t icn o f these 
r e s u l t s i s t h a t when a stream o f u i r -iit one temperature was d i r e c t e d a t 
t he probe a t !» d i f f e r e n t temperi i ture , the surface o f the probe approached 
the tempera-ture o f the a i r too r a p i d l y f o r the observed e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 
t o be r e l a t e d to the i n i t i a l temperature d i f f e r e n c e , and t h a t the observed 
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r a t e s o f charging above correspond t o small temperature d i f f e r e n c e s . 
I t has a l r e i i ' i y been expla ined t h a t the r e s u l t s shown above 
were o n l y semi - t . -uant i t i i t ive because the impact v e l o c i t y o f the 
c r y s t a l s was n o t accura te ly known. Q u a n t i t a t i v e t jgtimates are 
made i n the f o l l o w i n g s e c t i o n , 
( v i ) Q u a n t i t a t i v e Resul ts (Box I I ) 
i m s 8. 
Heasureiientg o f the Negat ive Charj^ing o f the Probe by Ice C r y s t a l s . 
Ri;te o f 
Charging 
(mV) • 
Probe 
Temperature 
C t y s t a l 
Tempei'ature 
( ° C ) 
Temperature 
D i f f e r e n c e 
( ° c ) .. 
Ko.ot* C r y s t a l s c t - jght f)n 
700^ square. 
T " 
1 Exposure 
Time 
j ( sec . ) 
- 8.5 6.4 -19.0 10.6 560 1 s.o 
- 6.5 .• - 9.6 -19.3 10.2 700 5.5 
-10.0 -14.6 -23.4 d.d 640 1.6 
-28.0 -14.6 -25.2 10.6 80c 1.0 
-20.5 -12.6 . -25.4 12.8 740 1*5 
-12.5 -12.0 -26.3 14.3 640 2.3 
- 5.0 -11.4 -23.5 : 12.1 700 3.0 
-10.0 -12 .5 -21.8 9.5 640 1.1 
^18.0 ' - 8.7 -20.5 12.8 540 1.5 
- 6.0 " . - 9.2 -20.1 10.9 380 2.9 
- 4.0 , -10.0 -13.4 S.4 400 3.5 
- 6.0 -10.0 -21.0 11.0 260 2.0 
- 9 4 -
lABLE 9. 
Measurements' o f the P o a i t l v e Chsr^ing o f the Probe by I c e C r y s t a l s . 
3a te o f 
Charging 
C r y s t a l 
Tempercfcure 
Teraperi.ture 
D i f f e r e n c e 
( ° C) 
K o . o f c i y s t t l s 
Ci.ught on 
.700 yi* square 
Exposure 
l ime 
( s e c ) . . 
J +17.5 
+36 .. 
+40 
+34 
+30 
+28 
+ 6 • 
-26.8 
-23 .6 
-26.4 
-22,8 
-20.4 
-21.8 
- 2 1 . 6 
9 
•12 
10 
12 
11 
11 
1000 
1500 
860 
400 
580 
1500 
1200 
1.6 
1.5 
1.0 
l . S 
2.0 
1.5 
The temper4.ture. o f the probe was maiata inod constant between 
- 3 1 and - 3 3 ° G. Ths c u l c u i a t i c n v;as performed as f o l l o w s i 
, The number o f c i y s t a l s enoountering the probo every second 
i s A - N where A i s the area o f the probe and K i s the 
a • . t ., • • . 
number o f c i y s t o l s which f e l l on a saapl ing area a i n t ime t . 
T h i s causes a charge s e j a r u t i o n o f 3V x 10 e . s . u . pec ' v:hcre 
V i s the e lec t rometer d e f l e c t i o n i n m i l l i v o l t s . 
Hence the average charge separated per c r y s t a l c o l l i s i o n i s ' 5 V x 
t 16"* a 
e . s . u . 
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SubEJti tuting the r e s u l t s o f Table 8 i n t h i s expression g ives 
the mean charge separated per c r y s t a l c o l l i s i o n t o be (2.2 - 0 .3) x 
l O " ^ B i S . u . The r e s u l t s o f T^ble 9 g ive the est imate as (3 .0 ~ 0.8) 
X l O " ' ' e . s . u . 
The ive r i ige r e s u l t i s t h e r e f o r e t h a t when i c e " c r y s t * l s o f mean 
diEjnoter 20yi» c o l l i d e v i t h L. s i n u l a t e d h : i i l s tone a t 20 sec" ' , 
the mean che.rte separcLted por c r y s t a l c o l l i s i o n was (2.5 - 0.5) x 
10""^  o . s . u . The corresponding aieiicured temperature d i f f e r e n c e vas 
« p p r o x i m a t e l y 10° C. 
( v i i ) Summary. 
I t-was shown t h a t the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n o f the j robe was caused 
by: c o l l i s i o n s w i t h i c e c r y s t a l s and no t by the passage o f c o l d a i r . 
I t should be mentioned.here t h a t i t has no t been proved t h i . t the 
charg ing W£:s s o l e l y due t o i c e c r y s t a l s rebounding f rom the . robe j 
the re mt<y be o the r processes which cause a separa t ion o f charge 
iuid which.depend upon the presence o f i c e c r y s t a l s , f o r example the 
t e a r i n g - o f f o f i c e c ry r . t a l s which have adhered t o the su r face . I t 
was a l s o shown t h a t whether the probe became charged p o s i t i v e l y o r 
n e g a t i v e l y by the i c e c r y s t a l s was detervained s o l e l y by the su r face 
temperature o f the probe. The f i r s t r e s u l t s apparent ly showed t h a t 
the magnitude o f t h e charge ser^aruted va r i ed l i n e a r l y w i t h temperature, 
bu t when g r e i i t e r care wi..n taken over the experimental technique, i t 
wiis shown i n F i g . 17 t h c t the magnitude o f the charging vu3 independent 
o f t h e measured temperi i tura d i f fers^nce and t h a t the changeover f rom 
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charging o f one s igh t o the o ther occurred r a p i d l y . Th i s i m p l i e d 
thn t ' on ly a smal l teinperature d i f f e r e n c e was opera t ive w h i l e these • 
Bieiisureiients w<3re oeing m'-;-ie, i n d t h i s vjas subs tan t ia ted by the r e s u l t s 
o f T:.ble 10 i n which a strer.a o f i c e c i y c t a l s was blown past the probe 
f o r 100 seconds, and the e lec t rometer d e f l e c t i o n was noted every 10 
seconds. These r e s u l t s 
TABLE^ 10. 
V R r i E t i c n o f the Ilegr^tjve Chargi'ij;- o f the Prore v: i th Time. 
Time (soc) 0 10 . 20 30 
1 
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Rate o f 10 9 9 9 12 14 12 11 12 14 
Charging 
(mV) 15 ? 9 • 9 8 8 8 12 
. . 1 
11 13 
1 
15 
could s i m i l a r l y hfive been ob tc ined f o r p o s i t i v e charging o f the probe. 
They show t h a t the r a t e o f charging a f t e r 100 seconds when the 
. temperature d i f f e r e n c e must have been very s a a l l was approximately 
the same as thei i n i t i a l r a t e o f charg ing . 
The msui charge se^jarated par c r y s t a l c o l l i s i o n was found to 
be 2.5 X 10"^ o . S i U . and a l though the i n i t i a l temperature d i f f & r e n e e 
was measured as being u,bout 10° C, i t appeu.rs t h a t the a c t u a l e f f e c t i v e 
vfi^luo say have been much l e s s , i he charge est imate i s g r ea t e r than • 
t h a t o f Latham 'dxid Mason.by u f a c t o r o f 50> « i^id the s i g n i f i c a n c e o f 
t h i s i s d iscussed a,t the end o f t h i s chaoter . 
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4 . VARIATION OF CHAHGiriG KITH IMPACT VELOCITT. 
(a) I r r t r o d u c t i o n . 
A method was devised vheve'z^ the v e l o c i t i e s o f the i c e c r y s t a l s 
were increased w i t h o u t i n c r e a s i n g the r a t e a t which they c o l l i d e d 
w i t h the sfcaticnary probe. The p r i n c i p l e was t o coo l a i r f rom a 
c y l i n d e r , mix i t w i t j i the a i r streum con ta in ing i c e c r y s t a l s and t o 
blow the m i x t u r e past the probe. The v e l o c i t y o f the i c e c r y s t a l s 
was Increased simply l)y I n c r e a s i n g the supply o f d ry a i r . 
(b) . Ex i j e r imen ta l . 
( i ) M o d i f i c a t i o n s t o Apparatus . 
A 4 cm i n t e r i i a l d iameter brass tube , 6o cm i n l eng th was welded 
t o the s ide o f the main tube , u i d a t tached by a 25 mm diameter rubber ' 
p ipe t o ahother brass tube o f 5 cm i n t e r n a l diameter and 90 cm l o n g , 
which l a y on the f l o o r o f the r e f r i g e r a t o r . This l a t t e r tube was 
connactad v i a a f l o w - a e t e r t o a c y l i n d e r o f d ry a i r . 
( i i ) ,Procedure. 
i t was f i r s t o f a l l shown t h a t & f t e r d r y a i r f rom the c y l i n d e r 
had passed through the tubes j j i d reached the main tube i t had a t t a i n e d 
the temperature o f the r e f r i g e r 5 i . t o r , which was about 4 ° C warmer than 
the b i y s t a l s . This showed t h a t the temperature o f the c r y s t a l s was 
n o t g r e a t l y a f f e c t e d by m i x i n g i n the dry a i r . I n the f i r s t set o f 
readings the smooth i c e d probe was muinta ined a t the same teaporuture 
a s . i t s surroundings i e . -9°C. A stream o f i c e c r y s t a l s was blown pas t 
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tho probe a t 20 n sec"^ and the f i r s t reading was taken when no d iy 
a i r was mixed w i t h the a i r ytream c o n t a i n i n g c r y s t a l s . A f t e r the 
e l ec t rome te r d e f l e c t i o n h i d been noted the dry a i r supply was turned 
on and a d j u s t e d u n t i l i t s f l o v - r a t e was equ iva len t t o an a i r v e l o c i t y 
o f 30 m sec""'" a t the e x i t tube . The d e f l e c t i o n corresponding to t h i s 
impact v e l o c i t y o f 30 m sec""^ v.a.s t ucen , £.nd the procedure w.s rer.eated 
w i t h d ry a i r v e l o c i t i e t i o f 20 au~. 40 m sec"^, thus g i v i n g c r y s t a l 
impact v e l o c i t i e s c f up t o 60 a sec""*". I n the secona se t o f readings , 
the probe was cooled dovn t o about - 3 0 ° C. When c r y s t a l s were blown 
past the probe p o s i t i v e charging o f the probe was recorded. Readings 
were t&ken as above f o r impact v e l o c i t i e s i n the rau^e 20 t o 60 m sec"^. 
Each se t o f readings was taken as q u i c k l y as pos s ib l e , imd a complete 
se t ot f o u r readings could be taken i n 5 t o 10 sec. Several sots were 
taken and a re shown i n ':?6blea 11 and 12. 
( i i i ) Resu l t s . 
TABLE 11. 
Enhancement o f the Negative Charging o f the Probe by i nc r e s s ing the 
l E i : a c t V e l o c i t y o f the I c e C r y s t a l s . 
Impact v e l o c i t y (ro sec"^) 20 30 40 60 ' 
18 50 150 s8o 
20 95 170 500 
Rate o f charging 
15 50 90 160 
o f probe (aV) 10 40 100 150 
11 • 55 85 170 
• 5 16 24 40 
3.5 15 35 80 
t ' • 
0.4 1.4 
1 
£.9 7.0 
18-
14H 
'u 10 
(D 
O 6H 
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o 
SI 
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(D 
> 
0 
6^ 
c 10 
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we charging 
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> 1 
Impact Velocity 
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-ve charging 
Fig. 18 Variation of Charging with Innpact Velocity: 
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TABLE 12. 
Enhancement o f the P o s i t i v e Jhara ing , o f the Probe by inc reas ing 
the Impact V e l o c i t y o f the I c e C r y s t a l s . 
1 — 1 
, - l l ' Impact v e l o c i t y ( a sec J 20 30 40 60 
. ... j 
• 
30 130 280 700 
• 
20 60 130 320 
, Hate o f charging 
10 60 150 340 
o f probe (mV) 
8 55 120 220 
60 140 260 400 
120 340 550 340 
130 350 600 1000 
120 300 1 580 920 
For each se t o f readings i n Tables 11 ahd 12, each reading was expressed 
as a r a t i o r e l a t i v e t o the r a t e o f char^-ing a t 20 m sec"^. The 
averages o f these i - t i t ior . are g iven below i n Ttible 13, and are p l o t t e d 
i n Fig .18. 
TAljlE 15. 
The Enhancement o f the Charging o f the Probe r e l a t i v e t o an Impact -
V e l o c i t y o f 20 m sec -1 
Impact V e l o c i t y (m sec"^ "^ ) 20 30 40 ' 60 
Averages f o r P o s i t i v e Charging 1.0 3.8 8.0 
•I 
16.2 
Averages f o r Negti t ive Charging. i .o 3.6 
• 
7.8 \ 15.7 
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( i v ) Discuss icn . 
The r e s u l t s have shown t h u t when the probe was being charged 
'r ' 
n e g a t i v e l y by i c 9 Q i y s t a l s , i nc reaa inb t h e i r l a p i i c t v e l o c i t y increased 
the r a t e o f negkl^ive' charg ing , and s i n j i l n r l y the p o s i t i v e charging 
o f the probe i ^ s piahaiiced by i n c r e a j i i n j the impact v e l o c i t y o f the 
' i c e o r y s t a l s . y • ^ ijiere w=i3 u very marked dependence o f charging on 
Impact v e ^ o c i l y , and i t can be seen t h a t i nc r ea s ing the impact v e l o c i t y 
f r o m SJ | 4O 60 y'secT^ cfeuscd the r a t e o f charging t o increase by a 
f a o t ^ of 1 6 . / . Vable 13 shows t h a t there 1? a remarkable correspondence 
between t h f ' a v e i j ^ g e values f o r charg ing o f bo th s igns , which i s b e t t e r 
than wouVi h&y/& been ex.;e,cted f r o m Tables 11 and 12. These resul '-s 
are aa. c x t e n ^ c a o f the work o f Latham and vStow ( I965 B) and Latham 
and M l l e r (^ 965) • L a t h ^ and Stow showed th£;t when i c e specimens 
' - 1 
impacted a t p . 5 cm sec the charge separated was about three times 
h i g h e r thanywould have been expected f rom the temperature g rad i en t 
t h e o r y . . Lidth&jn end K i l + a r measured the e l e c t r i f l c a t i c n o f an i c e 
sphere by i c e c r ^ ^ t a l s i n the v e l o c i t y 4 t o 20 m sec"* , and showed 
t h a t between 10 a' aeo"^^ and 20 m sec*' the average charge separated 
p e r c r y s t a l co^ais^on increased by a f a c t o r o f about 5. The present . 
r e s u l t s i n d i c f t t e t ^ ^ between SO m sec"^ and 60 JB seo"^ the ayerage 
charge oeparaited . ihcreases by a f a c t o r o f 4 . 2 i which i s q u i t e c lose 
t o t h e Value o f Ip^asL and M i l l e r , , a l though r a t h e r d i f f e r e n t f r o m 
the f a c t o r o f 2 .5 <ierlve4 t he r e s u l t s of Latham and Stow f o r 
an increuse i n ^^00^ty from 10 t o 20 cm sec" . The r e s u l t s f b r 
c r y s t a l impact-veXofJsities, i n the range 20 t o 60 m sec '"^^ ' ^ ° * ^ ^ " ^ 
I' ', t • ' • 
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v e i y much s i g n i f i c a n c e i n themselves t o atmospheric problems bu t 
they have served t o s u b s t t n t i a t e the r e s u l t s o f o the r workers and 
have a l s o i n d i c a t e d t h a t the acgni tude o f the charge separated i s 
n o t a x p i i c a b i e s o l e l y i n t e r se o f the temperature g r a d i e i i t t heo ry . 
^ , EFFECT OF COKlAMlfi^iKTS PL? £1£CTRIFICAT1: :N . 
(a) I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
I n o rde r t o determine whether there was any d i f f e r e n c e i n the 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n produced by cr^ 's ta ls impacting on a probe coated w i t h 
pure i c e and a probe coatdd w i t h eontas inated i c e , two probes were 
exposed isiniultaneously t o the same stream o f c r y s t a l s . One probe 
was coated w i t h the pure water and the o ther w i t h va r ious d i l u t e 
s o l u t i o n s . The solutiL-ns used were sodium c h l o r i d e i n concent ra t ions 
o f 10 and 100 m^n l " " ^ , and lO"'^ W and 10"* N n i t r i c a c i d . 
(b ) - prev»ar£tion .of the I c e Surface . 
The contsisiiinsited i c e l a y e r was formed .hy p u t t i n g a smal l amount 
o f t he soiut ic-n on t o tht? probe and d i p p i n g i-& i n t o l i q u i d n i t r o g e n . 
Th i s procedure vas repeated u n t i l the probe was u n i f o r m l y coated. 
I t was necessary t h a t the s o l u t i o n should be f r o z e n oa t o the .^robc 
r a p i d l y because siov; f r e e z i n g would have r e su l t ed i n a h igher 
conben t raUon o f i m p u r i t y i n t h e . o u t e r i c e l a y e r . Chargin g 
measurements were then made by two d i f f e r e n t methods. 
(c) F i r s t Method. 
(1) Procedure. 
. In the f i r s t method the electrif ication of both probes 
v;as ae^sured on the sano electrometer. Some sets of readings 
were taken with the probe i n i t i a l l y at -9® C, viisich was the 
temperature of l^e surrounding a i r , arid others were taken with 
the probe i n i t i a l l y -30° C. Cxystals were blowi pust the probe 
for a few seconds each minute. The probes were ccmnected alternately 
to the electrometor for two-minute periods, readings being taken 
at one-minute intervals. The results which are shown in Tables 14 
and 15 are for a solution containing 100 mgm l " ^ of sodium chloride. 
The readings in Table l6 were taken when both probes were coated 
with pure l ea , and show tiie correlation between successive readings. 
The reason itAiy succcsslvo readings for the same probe are different 
i s that the precautions iseuticned in- 2(c) for maintaining const£.nt 
crystal concentratlcns were not observed here. 
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( i i ) Results. 
TABLE 14. 
The Positive Changing of the Pure and lapure lee Probes. 
Tiae (laia) 0 1 2 
^—. 
3 ^ ' 5. 6 \ 7 8 9 
Reading for 
Inpure Ice 
(laV) 
Reading for 
Pure Ice 
(mV) 
40 
50 36 
18 16 
18 13 
1 
I-
f. 
8 
Impure Ide 
Pure Ice 
45 
31 25 
22 14 
15.5 9 
8 
Impure Ice 
Pure Ice 
? 
11.5 7 
5.5 5. 
5.5 6.5 
3.5 2.5 
• 
3.5 
Impure Ice 
Pure Ice • 
24 
29 26 
20 19 
18 18 
15 
— • • 
Impure I ce 
Pure Ice 
32 
40 30 j 
27 26 
25 18 
14 13 
13 • 
Impure Ice 
Pure Ice 
48 ! 34 24 
58 36 i 82 16 
15 9 
8 
- 1 0 4 -
TABtE 1 5 . 
The Seeative Gharrin^^ of the Pure and Impure Ice Probes. 
Time (oln) 0 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 
Reading for 
Impure lee (mV) 
Reading for • 
Pure Ice (oV) 
1 6 
1 3 7 
14.5 7.5 
4 ,5 2.5 
5 
Impure Ice 
Pure Ice 
50 
25 9 
1 2 , 8 
6 5 
1 0 
TABLE 1 6 . 
The Correlaticn of Two Ideatioally Coated Probes. 
Time (mln) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Probe 1 (mV) 
Probe 2 (mV) 
18.5 16.5 
BJO 16.0 
17.5 15.0 
15.5 13 . 0 
1L5 IG.O 
10.5 9.0 
^111) Discussion. 
Although the results were veiy erratic i t can be seen in gener^il 
that the presence of 100 agm^~^ of sodium chloride in the ice reduces 
the charging of the ?:robe' when the probe i s colder then the crystals 
Electrometer 
Reading mV. 
-12i 
-8H 
.4^ 
0 A 
A O 
A" O 
A 
A 
. 0 
A Probe 1 
o Probe 2 
Time min 
8 10 12 
Fiq19.1 Correlation of Identical Probes. 
Electrometer 
Reading mV. ] 
+ 30 
+20-
i 
V 
> i o -
Acontaminated ice 
o pure ice 
Time min 
2 4 6 8 
Flg.19.2 Comparison of Pure and .Impure Iced Probes. 
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and that I t increases the chsirglng when the probe i s varmer than 
the oiysts la. This conclusion wiis supported by ^nxfaiobl comparison 
with tlio Observed correlation of the succesive deflections of both 
probes contaminated with pure ice . The results of Table I t were 
plotted in Fig , 19.1, and the f i r s t set of readings in Table 14 
were plotted in F i g . 19.2. Fig 19.1 shows that even with Identical 
ice surfaces the readiii^s 3how quite a large scatter. However i f 
the readini,a obtained from cne orobe uere eysT-caatically diffei-ent 
from the reailiUj^s of the other probe, i t would have been possible 
to drew on& curve through etch set of readings for each probe, 
thereby producing two 3e^ &,r&ue curves. I t was not possible to 
draw two curves through the disti^ibution of points 6hown in F ig . 19.1 
and so only one was drawn. Tais indicated that no difference could 
be detRCted in the icagnitude of the electrif ication of each probe. 
F i g , 19-2 i s a different matter. I t shows that a single smooth curve 
CQiuiot bo dvaxa through a l l the points and that the distribution 
favours the construction of two saocUi curves showing & systematic 
difference in the magnitude of the electrification of each probe. 
I t was therefore concluded from Fig . 19.2 that when the probe Mas 
colder thita the crystals the rate of positive charging of the probe 
was reduced by the presence of sodium chloride i n a concentration of 
100 ngm i."^. I t cLc also be seen from Table 15 that when the probe 
was warmer than the c iystels , the rate of negative charging of thb 
i^ robe was increased by the presence of sodium chloride. 
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(d) Second Method. 
(1) Procedure. 
I n the second method each probe was attached to a separate 
electrometer and readings were recorded simultaneously as I t was 
thought that this would show the differences in the rates of charging 
of the probes in a more definite manner. Although both electrometers 
had nominally the same resistances in paral le l , one had a tolerance 
of 1% and the other of 20$ , and they shoved different readings for 
the same laput voltage. In ox^er to eliminate this difference and 
also the possibil ity of the probes having different surface areas, 
the connections of the probes to the electrometers were interchanged 
after a number of readings h&d been t^ken. The results are shown 
in Tables 17 and 18. 
( i i ) Results. 
TABLE 17; 
Simultaneous Measurements of the Negative Charging of the Ice Probes. 
Time (min) 0 1 2 3 
Impure Probe Reading (mV) 
Pure Probe Reading (mV) 
10 28 11 16 
10 20 8 12 
As above but with the 
connections to the 
electrometers interchanged. 
4 5 6 7 
JjO 19 8 10 
25 9 6 3 
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TADLE 18 
Simultaneous He&sureaents of the Positive Charging of the Ice Probes 
Time (ftin). 0 1 2 s 
Impure Probe Reading (i^ V) 8 3 2 2 
pure ?robe Rtt&dlng (mV) 16 . 3 6 4.5 
kB above but v;lth the 4 •5 6 
connections to the 4 2 1.5 
eleetTOmeters Interchanged 
•4 
12 .4 3.5 
In each of the above pairs of measurements, the reading for the 
impure probe 1 was divided by the reading for the pure probe P. 
The Awerage value of the ratio was evaluted for both Table 17 
and Table 18. 
For negative charging the average value of ^/P was 1.64 - 0.26 
For positive charging the average vailue of was 0.44 - 0.06 
( i l l ) Discussion. 
The results of simultaneous measurements have shown that when 
a probe was .warmer i^an the Ice cxystals the rate of negative charging 
was increased by about 60^ when sodium chloride In a concentration of 
100 agm f was present, and the rate of positive charging was reduced 
by about the game amount. 
-loS* 
One uadesiftible factor was that during each set of readings 
both probes becasic coated with a thin layer of Ice ciystale. The 
layer of i ce czystals was vety tjiin, but the resultant effsct xust 
have been to reduce any effect of isipurity. To what extent the 
preseiice of the Is^er of czystals masks the iapurity effect cannot 
be estimated, but i t can be said that sodiuH chlcride in a concentraticn 
Of 100 nga€~^ did not have i*ny dominating effect on the charge separated 
or this vi:ouId have been apparent at the beginning of each sat of results 
when the orobe ice was not coated vdth c iystals . 
(e) Results for other Solutions. 
The exoeriisental procedures described above were repeated for 
t "^ 1 —3 
solutions containing 10 ngm c~ of sodium chloride and 10" and 
-4 
10 N oolutiona of n i t r i c acid. 
The results showed that i'or these solutions no effect of inpurl-ty 
on charging could be detected witii any certainty. 
( f ) General Sumcary. 
Pertiaps the most significant conclusion froa these results i s 
that the electrif ication of hailstones by ice exystals i s not doxinated 
by the presence of impurities, and that even quite large concentrations 
of is^jurity are not suff ic ient to al ter the sign of the charging 
resulting from the sign of tho temperature diffomnce. I t was shown 
that sodium chloride in a concentration of 100 Jsgn^ "^  affected the 
magnitude of the charging by about 60;o, end that the effect of sodium 
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Chiorlde i n a concentration of 10 mg*»^^ could not be detected. 
Since the concentration of sodium chloride normally found in clouds 
i s 3.6 mgi»i^^ i t was concluded that the presence of this concentration 
of impurily would have a negligible influence on the possible charge 
triuisfer between ice particles in the atmosphere. The purpose of 
working with n i t r i c acid was to investigate the observations of Reiter 
(1965) that the effect of the presence of nltKtte ions on electrification 
was far greater than temperature gradient effects. However, i t was 
later realised in the course of these experiments thiit exj;eriments in 
Which ice was contsininated with n i t r i c acid were not conpareble with 
Reiter'3 exjierloents l a w:iich only the ni tr i te ions v;ere present in 
the Ice . i<'ii^ully, i t was concluded that the experimental techniques 
described j^hove were not suitable for iaaking accurate quantitative 
measurements, and that i f the effect of contaminants on charge trrjisfer 
were to be investigated further, other techniques involving contacts 
between larger .ice specimens should be adopted. 
6. . A DISCuSSl'.'N OF THE RESUITS OF RliSHQLDS 8RC0K LiiO GOUfilig. 
LAIBAM AUD HASOiN. TJtD THE PRKSEMT fiESmrS. 
(a) A Conparlsop between the Present Results and those of Latham 
and Mason. 
Latham and Mason showed th£..t the sign of the charge separated 
by loe cxystals rebounding from an a r t i f i c i a l hailstone could be 
explained in terms of the temperature gradient theoiy, and that the 
magnitude of the charge varied l inearly with the measured temperature 
- H Q -
difference. The magnitude of the aean charge separated per crystal 
was found to be 5 ^ 10 e.s .u. for a neasured temperature difference 
of 5^ 0. They also showed that the charge separated per cxystal 
was the same for c iys ta l impact velocities i n the range 1 to 30 n sec"^, 
and also that contaminating the probe ice with spdiun chloride in a 
Concentration of 3.6 mgmf"^ had the same effect as heating the probe 
by a further 2° C* The present vrork was designed to repeat the 
experiments of latham and Mason, although there were differences in 
experimental detai l . The results were not the saae. I t was shown 
in the present studies that although the charge separation could be 
explained in terms of the temperature gradient theoiy, the nagnitude 
of the charge did not vary linearly with the measured temperature 
difference in spite of veiy careful precautions. The results 
i l lustrated in F i g . 1? indicated that the charge aeasureoents were 
related to only a small temperature difference, instead of the i n i t i a l l y 
measured temperature difference, and this conclusion was substantiated 
by the results in Table 10, The value derived for the mean charge 
separated pur crystal coll ision was 2.5 x 10*^ e.s .u, for a measured 
temperature difference of about 10° C and a crystal impact velocity 
of 20 m seo'^. I t wag shown that the mean charge separated varied 
with the impact velocity, and that the charge separated at velocities 
of 60 m sec"^ was about 16 times higher than at 20 m sec"^. The 
effect of sodium chloride in a concentration of 100 mgro ('^ in the 
probe ice was to cause the negative charging to be enhanced by 
about. 60i£f and the positive charging to be reduced by about 60|. 
- I l l -
There was no detectable difference, for concentrations of 10 mgm 
or less . 
I t may be possible to explain some of the differences by the 
differences In the probes used In the experiments. The probe used 
by Latham and Mason consisted of an insulated hollow metal cylinder 
with a ^ mm coating of ice . The size of the probe was not specified 
but judging from Figure 1 in the I96I B paper, i t s diaraeter v,ould 
seem to b© much larger than 5 m* A small e lectric heater was situated 
Inside the probe. The probe used in the present experiments consisted 
. of an Insulated solid brass cylinder of diameter 4 mm, the temperature 
. of which was varied by conduction along a 12 mm diameter brass rod. 
Other types of probe had been tried including & ^ mm diameter hollow 
probe containing an internal heater. Some measurements on the variation 
of charging with temperature difference had been made using this probe, 
and i t had been concluded from these that the internal heater was not 
a satisfactoxy way of maintaining a constant temperature difference 
between.the probe surface and an a i r stream. The reason for this 
arises from the fact that the interior of the probe i s unventllated, 
vheras the probe surface I s highly ventilated by the a i r stream. 
The effect of ventilation i s to increase the rate of heat transfer at 
the surface by a factor which i s a function of the R^nolds number of 
the probe in the iair stream. Consequently, to maintain the surface 
of the probe at a significantly higher temperature than the a i r stream, 
the a i r inside the probe would have to be raised to a high enough 
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temperature to compensate for the conduction of heat from the 
ventilated surface. This would meoii, however, that the surface 
temperature of the probe could not be measured, because a thermocouple 
would be Influenced both by the surface temperature and also by the 
Air strieam, and i f the aii- stream were turned off, the probe i?ould 
heat up sufficiently for the ice to melt. I t was concluded that the 
only wsy a probe containing an internal heater could be operated was 
to supply the heater with a veij,'- small current, so that in the absence 
of an a i r stream a steady surface temperature could be achieved and 
measured. However, upon blow i^ng cold a i r ^^ aat the probe, the heat 
contained in the probe would be rapidly conducted away, and could not 
be replaced at a suff iciently high rate by the heater. latham and 
Mason measured the charge acquired by the probe after drawing ciystale 
past i t for 30 seconds, and i t would seem that a hollow probe, which 
was only being heated at a relatively low rate, would approach the 
a i r temperature vexy rapidly and the average teraporature difference 
over the 30 seconds would be veiy small. I t was therefore concluded 
that a solid brass probe which was heated by conductien from a relatively 
large mass of brass and vhich had a gred.ter heat, content than the hollow 
probe, was a more satisfactory means of maintaining a temperature 
difference between the probe and the a i r stream. However, even in 
spite of th i s , the results shown in Fig. 17 indicated that the surface 
temperature of the probe varied too rapidly in the presence of an 
a i r stream for the measured rate of charging to be related to the 
measured temperature difference. However the average effective 
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temperature may have been higher here than in the earlier experiments. 
Apairt from the consti'uction of the prcbe, the size of the j^ robe 
used by lathas and Mason eppecred to be litrger than the one used in 
these experiaentSb Also, the a ir streac was drav.-n past the probe 
in the ear l i er experiments, v/heread here, the a i r w«is blown at the 
probe. I t seems l ike ly that these two effects woul d cause the 
probe used by Latham and Wason to have a smeller collection efficiency 
for ice cryst-als than the one used here, although i t cannot be estimated 
here how small this would be. There I s periiaps soae evidence for 
the smaller collection efficiency in that Lathoja ii.nd Mason considered 
that the structure of their probe was the same throughout, and only 
observed that cxji-stals adhered tc the probe near to the freezing point. 
In the present experiments, a smooth iced probe soon became coated vith 
ice crystals at a l l temperatures. This thin layer of ci^'stals may 
have altered the surface structure of the ice in such a manner as to 
cause an enhancement of the charging, as was observed by Magono and 
Takahashl (1963). The fact that Lath:.m and Hason did not detect 
.any dlffereace in the mean charge separated per ciystal in the velocity 
range 1 to 50 m seo'^ may have been due to the di f f iculty in obtaining 
accurate Fonjivar replicas of the aurabers of ciir'stals at the higher 
velocities and also to the collection efficiency of the probe becoming 
smaller at the higher velocities. 
Latham and Mason showed a greater depeudence of the magnitude 
of the charging on contamlnction t+iaii was shown here. This nay 
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have been because in the present case the effect of impurities was 
masked by the thin surface layer of crystals . Latham and Mason showed 
that the presence of sodium chloride in a concentretioa normally found 
in clouds had an electrical effect equivalent to heating the probe by 
2** C, whereas i t was concluded in the present experiments that the 
effect of such small quantities of contaminiont could not be detected. 
In the above discussion an attempt has been made to describe some 
of-the differences between the present work and that of latham and 
Mason, in an attempt to reconcile the diffsreaco in the estimates for 
the separation of charge. To summarise, the differeiices which are 
considered to account for the value of Latham and Mascn being less by a 
factor of 5^  than the value obtained here are the size, surface structure 
and- method of heating of the probe, and the method of causing crystal 
impacts. Unfortunately, only one of these, the effect of surface 
structure, can be evaluated quantitatively, and from the results of 
Magono and Takahashi, this would account for a factor of 6. 
Numerioal estimates cannot be cade of the other quantities because of 
insuff ic ient information, and i t can be only suggested that their 
combined effect i s to account for the remaining factor of 8. 
(b) The Results of Reynolds. Brook and Gonrley. Latham sad Mason, 
and the Present Results. 
The estimate of the average charge sci,aretcd por crystal coll ision 
—4 
was fpund hy fiQrnolds Brook and Gourl^ to be 5 x 10 e .s .u . Similar 
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experiments to theirs' were performed in this laboratory, aid i t was 
shown that the mean charge separated by the rebounding of ice crystals 
from a pre-cooled or preheated probe was lO"^ e.a.u. when the wi.ter 
droplet," concentration was veiy low. This Vc:iue could be augmented 
to 5 X lO"^ e .s .u . when supercooled water droplets were present, under 
which condition i t was not necessary to pre-heat or prc-oool the probe. 
-9' 
Latham and Mason estimated that the charge separated was 5 x 10 
e . s .u . , whereas the estimate made in this laboratory was 2.5 x lO'^ e.s .u, 
This value of 2,5 x 10"^  e .s .u . corresponds quite well with the value 
of 10*"^  e . s .u . from the previous experiment, bearing in mind that 
although the Impact velocity of c iystals in the earl ier experiments 
was half of that i n the later experiments, the mean diameter of the 
czystals was twice as large in the earl ier work. I t i s considered 
that the values of 2.5 x 10"^  and 10~^  e .s .u. were derived from 
experiaental ecttditions where only veiy small temperature differences 
were operative, and i t i s also considered that this i s a pa r t of 
the explanation of the low values found by Latham and Mason. 'the 
Complementary part of the explanation hus been given in 6 (a ) . 
The advantage of the technique of Reynolds Brook and Gourley 
was that tdiere was continuous heating of the surface of the probe by 
the freesing of supercooled water droplets, whereas in the case of 
Latham and Mason the rate of supply of heat cnist have been small in 
comparison with the rate of conduction of beat aw^ from the probe 
surface. I t can be said that in the experiments of Reynolds et a l 
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the maxiiBum possible temperature diffet'ence between the probe and 
the crystals was about 20° C, but i t i s a d i f f i cu l t matter to deduce 
• : . the order of. magnitude of the temperature difference which was 
operative in the experiments of Latham and Mason. I t would be unwise 
to speculate on whether the order of magnitude of the effective 
temperature difference was 1, lO" or 10" G, 
Retuming to the results obtained in this laboratoiy, a number 
of factors have been suggested to reconcile the value of Latham and 
Mason with the value of 2,5 x lO"'' e .s .u. found here. This value 
obrresppnda quite well with the value of lO"^ e.s.u. found by another 
method. This value was augmented to 5 x lO"^ e.s .u. when supercooled 
water droplets were present. Thus, the experimental results in this 
labonatoiy gave results which were two orders of magnitude sn^iller 
than the estimate of Reynolds, Brook and Gourley, I t has been suggested 
in Chapter 4, that the estimate obtained in this laboratory might have 
been enhanced i f supercooled water droplets could have been supplied 
to the probe at a greater rate. I t was also mentioned that errors 
in the estimation of crystal concentrations might also be significant. 
In conclusion, i t has besn possible to reconcile the results of 
Latham and Mason vdth the results obtained in tliis laboratory, which 
were tv;o orders of magnitude less than those of Pteynolds, Srook and 
Gourley. Any attempt to produce closer correspondence than this 
vdtb these results vfoul.d be based on speculation. Ls was concluded 
at the end of Chapter 4, the results' have shown that the sign of the 
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oharge separated by' the collisions between ice particles can be 
explained qualitatively in terins ot* the teaperature gradient theory, 
but the actual rsrignitu^e of the charge se^jarated i s nuch higher. 
Af?K;D3X 1. 
ForravT?.r Slide Technique. 
Samples of csystale w e r e obtained using a nethod originated by 
Schaefsr (1946). CrJ^stal conceiitratlcns, f o r a o and sizes were 
observed by foriniriig permanent plastic replicas of then on jnicrosccpe 
slides mid v i e w i n g the slides xaider a oicroscope. i. FoMnvar solution 
•v;aa joade up by adding a snail quantity of a ^nthotic plcstic resin 
called polyvinyl formal to ethylene dichlorlde in u bottle, and 
shaking vigorously unti l the solute had dlasolved. I t was necessary 
for the ethylene diohlorlde. to be co.-aplctely .anhydrous, otherwise 
glutinous streaks'formed when the l iquid was coded. The bottle of 
l iquid waa stored g-ooppored In. the refrljierutoi'. l.hen some replicas 
were to be jiade, s o n e Forwsar solution \ ;6a poured into a ccbiker :ind 
a few clean alcroacope slides vvere insFiersed in I t and l e f t for a few 
minutes. Slides vera tiiisen out of. the beak«r a n d crystals in the 
cloud f e l l on to them a n d became completely i B u s o r s e d In the solution. 
The slides were l e f t in the refrif-erator unti l the solvent had 
completely evaporated, leaving a hard plastic f i l a bearing a permanent 
Impressica of the ice crystals . Slides w e r e then removed, and, 
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after allowing the condensation tp evapor&te, they were examined 
under the microscope. The most useful aagniflcation was found to 
be 150 X. 
In order to obtain satisfactory results, i t was necessary to 
observe the following precautionsj-
1, The concentration of the solution was quite c r i t i c a l . I t 
was found that for small ciystals such as were foimed here that the 
ideal concentration was 0.2^ by weight of the resin in the solvent. 
Concentrations weaker than this tended not to vet the glass in a 
uniform f i lm, and the plast ic films which formed at higher concentrations 
were too thick, 
2, The temperature of the solution was also very important. I f 
i t were too low a uniform film could not form. Solutions were kep t 
at the raised end of the refrigerator compartment at about -3" C. 
3. Care was taken to prevent dust and Ice particles from fal l ing 
into the solution because these caused a glutinous suspension to 
form. Also the l iquid collected pi*efereatl.ally ar^aund dust particles 
on a s l ide . 
4. The solution standing in the beaker evaporated quite quickly 
and was repliiced every two or three dcys to ensure that the correct 
concentration of solution wi.s maliitained. 
Kobayashi's (1955) technique of replica production VKS tried. 
This consisted of allowing crystals to land on a slide already covered 
with a hard plastic f i lm. The slide was placed close to the surface 
of some cold ethylene dichloride in a beaker, and some of the vapour 
condensed on the s l ide , dicsolving the plastic f i lm. The ci^j-stals 
became immersed in this solution, which was then allowed to evaporate, 
leaving behind "impressions of a l l the ciystala which had fallen on 
to the s l ide . Although this method would have given more accurate 
quantitative results, i t was found to be more d i f f i cu l t to apply than 
the more direct method. Consequently the latter vfas adopted. 
In la ter work when i t was necessary to sample crystals moving 
in an a i r b last , the above precautions did not have to be followed 
so carefully. For crystals moving at 10 m sec"^ the ideal concentration 
of the Formvar solution was found to be in the range 2 - %. 
Slides were photographed using a Cooke microscope fittedy^*^ reflex 
housing for quarter-plate photography. Using l l ford R-40 panchromatic 
plate, and cutting down the illumination with the green f i l t er , the 
correct exposure was 15 seconds. Some results are shown in Figs.20 
and 21. 
Appearance and Sizes of Ciystals., 
Of the crystals formed from a supercooled cloud in the refrigerator, 
the majority were imperfectly foraed hexagonal plates and they varied 
inf in i te ly in detai l . There were also some prisms which were smaller. 
F ig . 20 shows a typical selection. Crystals with diameters up to 
100 yi« were observedj and the mean size was about 40 . On occasion 
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very unusual ^ m e t r i c a l plates vrhich did not have a hexagonal shape 
were fonaed,-
Fig 21 shows the size and type of eiystals which were produced 
in the box cooled with cylinders of solid carbon dioxide.. Since 
the ispresslons l e f t on the glass sampling rods were not suitable 
for photography, a coated nicroscepe slide vjas passed qulck!^ through 
the stream of crystals,, producing the i l lustrated pattern. I t can 
be seen that there i s a considerable variation in sizes and also 
that there i s a greater proportion of prismatic crystals , some almost 
square in cross^section. I t was d i f f i c u l t to assess the average sise 
but this WCLS estimated as 20 ^ . 
Fig . 20. Examples of Crystals Formed by Seeding a Cloud 
I n ihfc Ee frige rater* 
i 
F i g . 21. Examples of Crystals Forred In the Cold Box. 
GHAFrER 6. . . . 
AP?;;Ri'.TL S^ FOR paODl'CING OKlgOy-MLY 5I2KD SUPgRCOOlitlD DflOPUFS. 
• 1. lim^UC^JlCi.. 
Uniforaly sized water droplets in the diameter rang« 
were nroducdd by a: vibr&tiog needle devics. The droplets, which 
wei'e ejected hori^sontally, passed through stabilising tunnels, after 
which they entered i^. vertical tube closed at th«f lower end. There 
wag a temperature inversion of the a i r in the i-tube which caused the 
fa l l ing dro'^lets to be cooled. 
2. -IHE VlflfLMirC NEEDLE DEVlCii:. 
(a) lQtry:uetirn. 
This instrument i c i l lustrated in Fig. tl- and Fly . kS. The 
^.i-inciple of oper-tiai i s the suxe *s . th£ n o d e l described by Jayaratns, 
MaGOK c.ncl >:oodD (1965), froas which i t differs only in details , 
Qnifonnly sized w:.t3r dro^Octa w e r e produced by exciting a rcscnLnce 
in a fine bore h y p o d e i T s l c n o e u l c throuah vhich w;:ter -^as being forced. 
This \f'Zo ochiovsd by att-achir.g u steql diaphra^cs to the a e o t i l e and 
cauoing i t to vribrate by bring near to i t an slectromuyiet connected 
to an a . J , supply of the required frequency. 
(b) Constraptlon PetalIs . 
An ordinary glass Ijypoderaic syringe without the plunger was 
used. A brass tube w a s woldod to the screw cc'^^ to enable rubber 
tubing to be cttvched. The needle us«d i.;as of the finest bore 
F i g . 22. The Vibrating Needle Device. 
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av&ilable, being 30 S.W.G. 140 diameter bore and 4 cm long. The 
needle mount was of the luer type. I t was turned down and cemented 
into a stainless eteel tube which was fastened to the bottom of the 
syringe by a system of collars and 3 cm bolts. This extension gave 
more rooia for the attachment of a diaphragm and ensured that the 
needle could not be forced off by the pressure head. /.s the diaphragm 
had to be as l ight as possible i t was made from razor blade steel 
ground into rectangular shape measuring 3 x 35 mm. I t vas reinforced 
with strips of wood and .a cyl indrical brass cantilever was cemented 
to the centre, perpendicular to the plane of the diaphragm. The 
cantilever was I . 5 ram in diameter and of length 11 mm, A Vc B.A. 
thread was made on the end and a 50 S..W.G. hole was dri l led through 
the end of the cantilever, perpendicular to i t s length. The hypodermic 
needle f i t ted through this hole and the cantilever i/as tightened on to 
the needle by a washer and 12 B.A. nut. Details of the f i t t ing are 
shown in the inset of Fig. 23 . 
The electromagnet was formerly part of a telephone earpiece.. 
I t was attached to the end of a horizontal bar incorporated in a fixed 
frame. The bar could be laoved backwards and forwards by a micrometer 
screw, but could neither twist about i t s own axis nor rotate about the 
vortical* This micrometer device was mounted on a rod having a key-way, 
which f i t ted into a socket mounted on the base-plate. This enabled i t 
to be clamped at various heights relative to the base-plate without 
rotation. This arrangement pemitted the necessary degree of movement 
of the electromagnet relative to the diaphragm. The coi ls of the 
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electrooagnet had a resistance of 14 ohms and were therefore energised 
from the low impedance output terminals of an audio oscil lator. 
The needle and electromagnet were aurrounded by an earthed brass 
cage whichj when viewed from the side, was trapezium-shaped for purposes 
of drainage. The cage was attached to the hypodermic syringe. The 
sides of the cage were of wire gauze and easily detachable. The purpose 
of the cage was to screen the needle from external charged bodies which 
othervTise could have exerted some electrical influence on the needle 
and caused the droplets to receive spurious charges. Water droplets 
passed out through a hole in the front panel. There was also a hole 
in the rear panel which allowed the electromagnet to be moved freely 
to and £tou 
A 12 mm diameter brass rod was fastened perpendicularly to the 
base plate and the hypodermic syringe was clamped to this and adjusted 
unt i l the components were in their correct positions. The components 
of the device were placed as close as possible to the base plate to 
minimise flexing effects which would have caused a variation in the 
magnet-diaphrago separation and hence a variation in the amplitude of 
osci l lat ion of the needle. 
(c) Operation of tlxe Vibrating Needle Device. 
Before operating the. device a l l glassware and tubing was thoroughly 
cleaned in an aqueous solution containing % hydrogen fluoride, 33j6 
n i t r i c acid and 2^ Teepol and then rinsed several times in tap-water 
and f ina l ly in demlneralised water. The syringe was then f i l l e d 
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with deiitineralised water i:tnd connected to a l&rgo aspirator half 
f i l l e d with the same. Ihe demlneralised water had ija average 
conductivity of 10"^ ohm""'' cm* ,^ . For the prelirainaiy tests the 
aspirator was connected to a compressed a i r supply which gave pressure 
beads of up to S atmospheres. In order to establish the optimum 
operating conditions of the device a number of tmts and consequent 
adjustments were made. In the f i r s t series no water was being passed 
through the needle. 
1 he electromagnet was connected to the 5 ohm output of an 
Advance J2B audio osci l lator. 'uith the diaphragm approximately 
3 to 4 mm from iiie electromagnet, 5 »o 0^ volts were applied to the 
coi ls and the frequency [altered. For p.;rtlcular frequenciee the 
needle tip was cttuoed to oscil lute through amplitudes of sev&ral mm. 
The results of the f i r s t aeries of tests ure summ-risad belowi 
(1) The needle t ip oscill-ited In a straight l ine provided the 
cantilever was firmly fixed. 
( i l ) The pesonaooe was very sharp. Oscil luticas were completely 
daioped when the frequency was altered by 10 o/s. 
( i l l ) The iHindanental resonant frequency of the unloaded needle 
was l60 c / s . nhen the needle was loaded with a tii::pliragm this 
resonant frequenoy bec^ we somewhat less , decreasing as the cass of 
the diaphragm laoreased. However, resonances coulri be excited at 
higher fre;uencie!5 prevldefl the diaphragm was not too ma-^sive. 
The'clrculiir diaphragm supplied as part of the earpiece weighed 
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about 4 gn, and using this , resonances above 100 c/s could not 
be obtained. The i*ectangulur diaphragm, v4ilch has already been 
described, was constnicted so as to be as l ight as possible. I t 
weighed 540 mgm and worked successfully at frequencies of up to 800 c/s , 
( iv) i n order to obtain the maximum amplitude of oscil lation 
for a given applied voltage, the vertical position of the electromagnet 
relative to the diaphragm had to bo c r i t i c a l l y adjusted. The maximum 
amplitude was obtained when the electromagnet w:.s in the position 
shown i n F ig . 25 * 
(v) Resonances were excited In the frequency range 200 to 300 c/s . 
depending on the position of the point of support of the cantilever 
on the needle. Contrazy to expectation, i t was found that the nearer 
the cantilever was fixed to the needle mount, the lower was the resoni^t 
frequency. The lower l imit of frequency was about 200 c /s . On fixing 
the cantilever further away from the mount, the frequency increased, 
but the system became more compliant and the diaphragm tended to 
st ick to the magnet. The upper l imit of frequency was about 300 c/s. 
A working frequency of 25O i 5 c/e wae decided upon. 
In the next series of tests water was forced through the device 
under varicus heads of pressure. The break-up of the l iquid thread 
at the needle tip was observed with a stroboscopic lamp. The 
following observations were notedt 
(vi) The resonant frequency increased slightly as the flow 
rate was increased. 
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( v i i ) By c r i t i c a l adjustment of the flow rate and the amplitude 
of oscillation,, single stable streams of uniformly aiaed droplets of 
diameters up to S50y«. could be obtained. More generally, however, 
several streams of droplets v/orc produced. Their sizes were in the 
diameter range 50 to 300 ^ . The smallost droplets could not be 
obtained as stable streams, but occurred as a shower of several 
unstable streams. Stable streans of droplets dc\m to 100^ diameter 
could be reaidily selected. Sometimes the smallest droplets did fonn 
in stable streams, but these could not be produced at w i l l . 
( v i i i ) In order to deteioine the optimum working pressure, 
prasaures of up to 3 atmospheres were applied. I t was found that 
flow-rates were too high ut high pressures and too rauiy streams of 
droplets were produced. A mercuiy manometer was inserted in the 
a i r l ine and i t was found that the optimum px^ssure head was 20 to 
25 cm of mercury, 
(Ix) The droplet trajectories were vexy sensitive to mechanical 
vibi^tions of the apparatus .aid to draughts. From the point of 
view of vibrations ib was seen to be desirable to have the apparatus 
instal led on a r igid support in a ground-floor room. The effect of 
draughts was eliminated by suitable screening. Khen these disturbances 
were eliminated, the positions of the droplets could b© completely 
"frozen" in space in the sti^obo.scopic light for coasideraole times, 
(d) Attempts to Produco Smaller Droplets. 
The f i r s t method which was tried to produce smaller droplets 
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vas to dip the needle tip in molten wax and to clear the bore with 
a fine wire. ihe wax should have reduced adhesion between the needle 
and the water and this might have caused the producticn of smaller 
water droplets. However, this was net observed in practice, and on 
the few occasions that this method was tried i t actually seemed that 
the wax inhibited the producticn of small droplets. 
The second method was the one used successfully by Jayer&tne, 
Woods end Mason In which a short length of very fine bore steel tubing 
was inserted into the end of the needle. This was tried in this 
laboratory with short lengths of steel tubing of internal diameter 5 0 ^ 
This was not successful because of the d i f f i cu l ty of cutting off a 
short length of tubing without closing the end. I t was considered to 
be an impossible ta-Dk using conventional workshop tools and the matter 
was not pursued any furtherj because of time limitations. 
(e) Suggestions for Further Development of the Device. 
Smaller droplets could be produced either by increasing the 
resonant frequency of the needle or by reducing i t s bore. I t 
might be possible to increase the resonant frequency by putting a 
wide bore hypodermic needle around the 30 S.V.G. needle. 
I t would be worth investigating the effect on droplet sizes 
produced by inserting; small lengths of very fine tubing, which may 
have to bo prepered a comaerc!i;il compiJiy. I t should be noted, 
here that i f even smaller bores ire going to be used, extra precautlcais 
w i l l have to be taken to Keep the water free of dust particles . I t 
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would also be desirable not to use i\ibber tubing, as i t was observed 
that small particles somebiaes detcched themselves and assisted in 
the blocking of the needle bore. 
The effect of the length of the cantilever on the resonant 
frequency hus not been investigated. 
F ina l ly , i t might be possible to increase the efficiency of the 
electromagnet by using only one of the coils and by replacing the 
magnetic iron core by a soft iron core. This night result in a 
larger amplitude of vibration for a given applied voltage. 
5. LUE OTHEfl APPARATUS. 
(a) General Design. 
The.requirements of the apparatus were that i t caused droplets 
to become supercooled and to impinge on u i ice-coated probe at relative 
velocities of the order of 10 m sec"^. Such impact velocities could 
be achieved either hy drawing the droplets past ^he probe in a stream 
of a i r or by allowing droplets fa l l ing at their terminul velocities to 
istrike a rotating probe. ihe f i r s t method did not seem to be practicable 
in this laboratory because of the limited supply of cold a i r and because 
of' the relat ively long thermal relaxation times of the droplets. 
Consequently i t was decided to use a rotating probe and to cool the 
droplets by causing them to f a l l into a vert ical tube closed at the 
lower end and standing in the refrigerator. There vas a teaperature 
inversion of the a i r in the tube which caused cooling, i^ nd the o.ir in 
the tube couid be cooled further by surrounding the tube wi th methylated 
w 
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s p i r i t s c h i l l e d with so l id carbon dioxide. 
(b) The Main Tube. 
The main tube conslEted of concentric brass tubes of In terna l 
diameters 5,7 ciid 7.7 cm, trA 1«5 cm long. ihey were welded together 
a t both ends. The tube was li.gged and covered v l t h polythene sheet. 
LI the top end was velded an i n l e t pipe f o r the refrigerated l i q u i d , 
and holes f o r ' t h e escaping gas. . At the bottom end was welded a short 
length .of brass tubing wi th a few turns o f an in te rna l coarse p i t ch 
thresd. The tube wsis held i n the v e r t i c a l jposi tion inside the r e f r ige r&tor 
by Handy Angle supports which were arranged so as to prevent vibrations 
o f the r e f r i g e r a t o r being transmitted to the tube,, and also to tdlow 
the tube to be removed frequent ly and s t i l l be repli^ced i n the same 
v e r t i c a l p o s i t i o n . 
(c) The Probe. 
(1) Construction. 
P ig , 24 shows the probe i n i t s brass casing but with two of the 
panels removed. The probe consisted of f o u r brass, rods of 4 mm 
diameter and length 3.8 cm joined t i t rfght angles to a perspex rotor 
which was attached to a small d.c^i motor. The overell diameter of 
the probe A*ei8 11.4 cm. The rods were e l e c t r i c a l l y connected to a 
v e r t i c c l p i n a t the bi^ce o f the ro to r . The p in dipped i n t o a ciercurj' 
Well which vjas connected to the electrometer c i r c u i t . Tho dectro=eter 
c i r c u i t was.the same as described in.Chapter 4. The probe was ^ 
/ 
enclosed i n a .brass case o f overa l l dimensions 13 x I6 x. 7 co* A 
. »• 
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small, i l l u in inu t i on source was included i n the case. The purpose 
o f t h i s was to i l luminate the compartment so thjit the progress of 
f a l l i n g droplets could be observed. There was a hole i n the top of 
the case through which droplets f e l l , Lmd the hole v/as so positioned 
tha t when the probe rotated, the ends o f the rods traversed a dlcimeter 
o f the hole , A 4 cm length of brass tube was welded to the top of 
the casing. Around the top of the tube were two or three turns of 
a coarse p i t c h thread Vfhich enabled the brass case 'uo be easi ly seirewed 
on to or unscrevred from the zsciin tube. k handle was provided on the 
case i n order to f a c i l i t a t e thi.=3 operation. 
( i i ) " Operation. 
The probe case was screwed on to the main tube which MUS earthed. 
The probo v;as set i n motion and the f l uc tua t i on l eve l o f the electrometer 
when on i t s most sensitive range v.'as observed. The noise l e v e l varied 
from one occasion to the next but was generally t o.S to 0.4 mV. The 
noise leve l was greatest a t very low temperatures which were obtained 
when , the coolant was used, and sometlcies becarce as hi^^h as - 1 mV. 
The v e l o c i t y of ro ta t ion of the probe was al tered by adjust ing 
xesistewces which were i n series wi th the motor. The speed quoted 
i n the calculct icns was tlie speed of the probe t i p . Speeds i n the 
range 5 to 20 a sec"*^  were used. 
(d) The Rest of the Apparatus. 
The res t o f the apparatus was b u i l t on to the top of a cupboard 
o f convenient height , and was thereby situated about .2^ m above the 
F i g . 25. Ge:'.oi;.J Viev of the Apparatus. 
f l o o r . The v ib ra t ing needle device, a water reservoir and a stroboacopic 
lamp were b u i l t on to a separate platform overhanging the r e f r i ge ra to r . 
Also on the cupboard were the audio fre.iuehcy o s c i l l a t o r and a vera able 
d.e. supply which w:.s used to apply potentials to the needle. 
I t has been stated that the droplet t ra jec tor ies were severely 
a f fec ted by s l i g h t draughts,, so i n order to prevent t h i s , a tunnel i n 
the shape o f an inverted L was b u i l t on to the platform and placed above 
the main. tube. I'hus as soon as the droplets were produced thqr entered 
a region i n which the a i r v ts r e l a t i v e l y undisturbed. Tho dl2ie!islon0 
o f the v e r t i c a l section of the tunnel were 6 x 14 x &) cm, and the 
clearance between i t and the top of the tube was about 1 cm. The 
hor isonta i section' o f the L was adjustable i n length to cater f o r 
droplets o f d i f f e r e n t sizes end t r a j ec to r i e s . There were small holes 
i n -the top through which the f a l l i n g droplets could be observed. For 
the smallest droplets t h i s section was reooved, and the droplets were 
shielded by a smaller aluminium screen. 
A general view of ,the apparatus i s shown inFic .^5 
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CHiirTER 7. 
TiiEOHETICAI DETEPwiyATlCX OF D:-;DFIET TgPiR^.TORFS. 
• 1. SI^ TRGD'JCTIQH. 
.Before proceeding with the charge rneasarements i t wt-s f i r s t 
of a l l necessGiy to determine whether the droplets would be supercooled 
v;hen tbey encountered the probe. ks no method of neasurlag the droplet 
temperatures seesied fei;sifc3e, a theoret ical apprcu.ch was adopted. 
I t was re i i l i f l ed , however, thut such an approach could not give veiy 
accurate results because there were so many uncsntroilsd parameters 
fe'hich .effected the tempersture o f the droplets, 
2. MEASgRh^mT OT nii lAPSE RATE 1.%' THE I'L^BE. 
The f i r s t step was to f i n d bou the a i r tempers*ture in the 
main v e r t i c a l tqbe varied wi th height . A thermocouple was cuspended 
along the centre*! axis o f the tube and the a i r temperature was measured 
i i t 15 cm in t e rva l s . Roon teapera.ture \vis noted. The teaperuture at 
the bottoa of the tube was then c l t e r ed , e i ther by running the r e f r ige ra to r 
continuously f o r several hours or by switching i t off f o r several hours, 
tind the readings were m-.eated. The rvjsulta were expressed graphical ly 
by p l o t t i n g the d i f f e r r n o e in teniper.~.ture between rooa tesperature and 
that a t the bottoE of the tube agairist the hei^jht measured from the top 
o f the tube. The resul ts are shown in Fig. 26. These results showed 
CO 0 
D) 
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tha t the temperature i n the tube varied l i n e a r l y with height, and 
tha t the &ctu£l value of the lapse rate depended only on the difference 
between room tcEperatvire and the a i r teaper&ture i u the bottom o f the 
tube. ' These resul ts were obtained when tfao a i r i n the tube was s t i l l , 
but i t was obsei*vod that when the probe was ro ta t ing aiii Ghe small 
i l l v f l d a a t i o n source switched on, the temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n remained 
v i r t u a l l y uns-ffoctedj i t was only close to the probe that the temperature 
was al tered s l i g h t l y , bjt about 0-5° C. On the basis of these results 
F ig . 27 W40 div;wn i n which the lapse rate was p lot ted a^a la j t the t o t a l 
teapePc:ture d i f f e rence . P i ^ . 27 shows that ths Ispse rate varied 
l i n e a r l y r^ita the t o t a l temperature d i f ference , and thus f o r any 
pa r t i cu la r vultie o f the t o t a l t e m p e r a t u r e ' d i f f e r « n c e , the lapse rate 
could be determined by. interpblauion. 
• : 5. CALCJLATlC'j: OF 11HYN0ID5 AND TEEMINAL VELOCITIES. 
The he-t f l u x a t tho surface o f a f a l l i n g sphere i s increased 
by v i r t u e o f i t s notion iiy a f a c t o r which i s a fUncticn of the Reynolds 
nuffiber and which i s col led the ven t i l a t ion c o e f f i c i e n t . Therefore 
i n order to determine themai re.laxaticn i t was necesaary f i r r i t to 
deternilne Reynolds numbers. 3ecause droplets f e l l through a i r o f 
vaiying teiacert\ture, i t ws^ also necessaiy to deterndne t e m i n a l 
-V. " 
v e l o c i t i e s . • I n the calcalations certain approxiraatlons were made. 
The f i r s t approximation r ises from the f a c t that the Reynolds number 
and t endna l ve loc i ty of a water droplet of a par t icu lar radius f a l l i n g 
i n a i r r*re not unique, but vaiy considerably depending on the var ia t ion 
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o f the vlscosilgr end density o f the a i r wi th teaperature, &tmos:>herlc 
pressure and hua id i ty , Table 21 i n Appendix 2 shows how the Reynolds 
numbers o f droplets f a l l i n g t t the i r terminal ve loc i t ies vary j u s t 
with.temperature. The Reynolds number and terminal ve loc i ty of a 
drople t a r f e c t i t s thermal re laxat ion, and so unless the phj 'sical 
condit ion o f the a i r i s known and maintained precisely, the estimation 
of both the posi t ion of the droplet i n space and i t s surface teiaperature 
a t £X)y time w i l l be subject to l&rge errors . The f i r s t approximation 
i n these calculations was to consider the Reynolds number and terminal 
ve loc i ty e.s constant f o r a pa r t i cu la r dropliet size, even though droplets 
f e l l through a i r i n which the temperature varied wi th height end the 
other physical quant i t ies varied from dey to day. Tho Reynolds nusbers 
and terminal ve loc i t i e s of droplets were derived f o r a i r a t 0 ° C, which 
was considered to be a suitable intermediate temperature. 
A cooling droplet loses heat by conduction to tue a i r , and unless 
the aSr i s of the exact humidity, there w i l l also be a heat f l u x due 
to evaporation o r condensation. Droplets f a l l i n g i n laboratory a i r 
are evaporating, JiAd assume the wet-bulb teaperature of t h e i r environment, 
which may be several degrees colder than the diy-bulb teaperature a t 
room temperature. However, as the a i r becomes colder, the difference 
betv;een the wet .and diy-bulb temperatures becomes smaller and a t -10^ C 
the d i f ference l a only 1,5° C f o r a r e l a t ive humidity o f 50|. Thus 
the second approximation was tha t no serious error vould be incurred 
by cOttSldering tha t the droplet cooled to the diy-bulb teaperciture of 
( 
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the environment, Ahy error incurred by t h i s assumption would 
mean tha t droplet temperatures were lower than t he i r estimated 
valuesw VithoQt t h i s assumption the caleulatioas would have been 
d i f f i c u l t . 
Room temperature varied throughout the invest igat ions , and i t 
might have been thought that i f the temperature of droplets entering 
the v e r t i o a l tube^varied from day to day, the temperature of the 
droplets when t h ^ reached the bottom of the tube would also be 
d i f f e r e n t on d i f f e r e n t days, Hcv.'ever, using the theozy shown i n 
Appendix 3, a graph was p lo t t ed which shotted that t h i s i s not so, and 
that f o r i d e n t i c a l lapse rates droplets which, oxi entering the tube, 
have surface temperatures i n the range 15 to 30° C, w i l l reach the 
bottom a t vexy nearly the same temperature. 
The Reynolds number o f a sphere f a l l i n g a t i t s terminal veloci ty 
i n a i r i s given by t -
2 3 1 
Cp Re a 4 A J}j» g 
24 
wheret- Re - Reynolds number / f ^ = density of a i r 
Cp = dirag c o e f f i c i e n t i | = v iscos i ty o f a i r 
p = density of sphere a = radius o f sphere 
The fo l lowing proqedure (see Mason, Physics of Clouds, Page 420) 
vjas used to calculate Reynolds numbers-^ 
(a) The values of C « Re^ were found f o r water droplets o f 
24 
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various r a d i i f a l l i n g i n a i r a t 0*^  C. 
(b ) . Using the empirical relat ionship 
Cp fie = 1 + 0,197 Re°*^ ' + 2.6 x lo"* Re 
, 24 
the values of Re corresponding to specif ic values of Re 
. 24 • , 
were found. 
(e) Using the resul ts of (b) a graph was p lot ted of Cp Re^ 
- .• ' 24 
against Re. 
(d) Using t h i s graph, the values o f Re appropriate to the 
2 
values o f Cp Re found i n (a) were read o f f . 
• • • - . 24 
Having thus found the R^nolds numbers of droplets a t 0° C, 
t h e i r te iminal ve loc i t i e s and v e n t i l a t i o n coe f f i c i en t s were found. 
The exoression f o r the terminal ve loc i ty i s j V = n Re 
. „ • 1 
. The empirical expression f o r the ven t i l a t ion c o e f f i c i e n t (see 
Hason 195^ ) i s given by C = 1.6 + O.S. R ^ . There i s some 
doubt, however, as to ^iiether t h i s expressicn i s v a l i d f o r Re <10 
and i t has been suggested that i n such cases C = 1. The values o f 
Re, V and C are shown i n Table 19. 
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TABLE 19. 
The Reynolds Numbers. Terminal Veloci t ies and Vent i la t ion Coeff ic ients 
of Water Droplets f a l l i n g i n A i r at 0 ° C. 1000 mb Pressure.. 
a ( ^ ) j Re j V(cco sec"^) 1 c 
20 0.2 6.6 1.7 
30 0.5 11,1 ! 1.8 
40 1 18.6 E 1.9 
50 2 26.6 I 2.0 
60 3 53.2 2.1 
70 4 57.9 2.2 
80 6 . 51,3 2.3 
90 8 59.2 2.4 
100 10 66,4 2.5 
110 13 78.5 2.7 
120 16 88.5 2.8 
ISO 19 97.0 2.9 
140 22 104 5.0 
150 25 111 3.1 
160 29 120 3.2 
170 33 129 3.3 
180 57 137 5.4 
190 42 147 5.5 
! 200 
( 
47 156 3.7 
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4, CAIGULATIOK OF THKMAL RELAXATION TIMES. 
The relaxat ion time of a droplet iig the time taken f o r the 
temperature d i f fe rence between t.''e droplet and i t s surroundings 
to become ^^e o f i t s former value. I t i s given fay the fo l lowing 
expression (see Mason 19^6) 
2 
psa 
5 C ( K ^ + £ ) 
where 3 i s the spec i f i c heat o f water, K. i s the thermal conductivi ty 
o f a i r and £ i s an evaporation tens. As i t would have been a 
d i f f i c u l t matter to determine the rate of evaporation of the droplets 
t h i s tenn has been neglected, and so the relaxation tines showa 
i n the table are greater than the actual values. The values o f 
the re laxat ion times are shown i n Column 2 of Table 20. I t i s 
u se fu l to know also the corresponding relaxation distances, and these 
are shown i n Column, 3. Columns 4 and 5 'shov the saae quant i t i es , 
but f o r G = 1 , 
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TABLE. 20. 
The Thermal Relaxation Times of Water Droplets f a l l i n g i n a i r a t 0 C 
1000 mb Pressure. 
a ( /^ ) 
i 
1 <T^  (sec) 
1 
(cm) (sec) dr- (cm) 
20 0.014 0.092 0.02s 0,15 
30 0.029 0,32 0.052 0,58 
40 0.049 0.91 0,092 1.7 
0.072 1.9 . 0.14 3.7 
0.099 3,5 0.21 7 
70 0.15 4,9 0.28 11 
80 0.16 8,2 0.S7 19 
90 0.19 11 0.47 28 
100 0,23 15 
no 0,26 20 
120 0.30 26 
150 0.54 53 
140 0,58 40 
150 0,42 47 
i6b 0,46 55 
170 0.51 66 
iBo 0.55 75 
190 0.59 87 
200 " 0.63 98 
( 
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5. CAICULATICS OF SUltFACE TEf'lPERATDRES. 
A water droplet loses heat by conduction a t a rate 
n = 4i^a CK^ ^T^ - Tg, 
d t 
where I s the a i r temperature aad Tg i s the surface temperature 
o f the d rop le t . The heat which i s l o s t i n cooling from an i n i t i a l 
temperature TQ to Tg i s feiven by 
Q = 4 a^ ya s (Tg - TQ) 
5 
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g t h i s second equation with respect to time and 
eombining i t wi th the f i r s t equation gives 
dTg = 3 C K ^ , ( 1 ^ - Tg) 
d t yjsa^ T 
When the droplet f a l l s i n a i r i n which there i s a constant lapse 
ra te , i t reaches a steady state condition w i t h the temperature 
o f i t s surface lagging behind the l o c a l a i r temperature by a constant 
amount., I f t h i s temperature lag i s cal led Tj^, then at any time 
T. = T- + T- Also from f i g . 26 the var ia t ion o f the a i r temperature 
A l> S. 
w i t h t ime, as s^en the droplet i s T = «lvt + ^ , where pi is 
the lapse ra te , ^ i s a constant and v i s the droplet t e rn ina l 
v e l o c i t y . 
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Therefora Tj^  = fli V 7* . = ti djs where is the. 
relaxation distance. This result implies that vhen a droplet, 
looiag heat by co&ducticn only, fa l ls through air vhich has a cc^ ustant 
lapse rate, i t lags behind the air to&sperature by an aaoiuit equal 
to the product of the lapse rate and the relaxation distucce. Since 
these quantities have been evaluated, the temperature li-:g and hence 
the surface teoaerature of any droplet Oiin be found. Ji typical 
value for the lapse rate was 0.25° ^ qn*"^ . The largest droplets used 
had a radius of 1^ 0 ^ . The oorreSj^ oudiag relaxation distance was 
47 cm, and therefore the temperature lag was approximately 12° C. 
Therefore, providing the temperature at the bottom of the tube i s 
colder than -12° C, and provlding the la^se rate does not exceed 0,25° C 
cnT^, a l l droplets of radii 1 ^ ^ or smaller will be supercooled. 
6. CAICULATICN OF TKE HIGHER DEGREES OF SUP£aCOOIl:;G. 
The above results have been evaluated for W5*ter droplets frilling 
through a closed tube in vhich there was an a ir Invarsicn, Higher 
degrees of supercooling were achieved using the liquid coolant. 
On such occasions the teaperature distribution inx the tube was not 
as reproducible as before, and so the ervors in estimating the droplets 
tesnperatu3Pes were larger. Fig. 28 shovg a l^pical vsrlttion of 
teaperature with height Vihen the tube was being cooled by refrigerated 
methylated spixlts. This tenperature distribution, ^^ich was measured 
about 5 minutes after the coolant was added, regained fairly constant 
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for at least, a furtbsr I5 roinuteo, which vas aatlafubtory slnoe 
a l l readings fcere taken during the f i r s t few ainutes. Fig. kd 
could bo ap roximated to a linear variation of teiai;erttture with 
height for the top 60 cm of the tube, followed by b region of constant 
temperature for the lower 75 cm. I t was on this bbsie th&t the 
droplet towperatures wex'e deteraiined. The procedure was to deteraine 
tlie lai-se ri.te in the uiiper purt of the tube fron the individual 
temperature aeasureir.ents, aiid to estlra>'.t9 the t-ecia te»j'>erature in the 
lot:Gr part. Xhe result was evaluated usintj the i:recedinjf equations. 
7. 00?jCLljSlQK. 
I t fifts concluded that tho droplet surface tea>!etnture3 estimated 
in this cliapter vei'e subject to substantial errors because of the 
aany variables which occurred in practice, *nd -rfhich could not be 
included in tho .C£.lculations. I t would have been desiruble in 
practice to buve eliminated these vuriables by being ^ble to maintain 
constant conditions in the laborstoiy, and tne calcul.'.tiyns would 
have been u.voided under condi tions where droplets attained thermul 
equilibrium vith their surroundings, Tho factors vhich were neglected 
in tho ccicuiritlonff which era probfibly the lar,^est source of error 
pre that the failing di-oplets aro eva,»oratin^ and are cooling to 
their local wet-bulb tea^emture. However, both these effects cause 
droplets to bo cooler than their calculated teunperatures, and since 
the theory, without taking these effects into account, has indicated 
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the conditions mder which droplets will beeoiae supercooled, then 
under such ccmditions droplets will stall be supercooled, but to 
a somewhat greater extent. I t i s considered that the largest 
supercooled droplets used will not bo more than about 2° C colder 
than their calculated tesperatures for relative humidities of about 
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AFPiiNDIX 2. 
TABLE 21, 
Variation of Reynolds Huabers with Temperature of Water Droplets 
Falling: at Their Tenaioal Velocities in Air. 
Droplet 
Radius ( JK ) 
i 
1 -20 
Temperature °C 
0 +20 
20 0,2 0.2 0.1 
50 0.6 0.5 0.4 
• 40 1.2 1.0 0.9 
50 2.4 1.9 1.6 
60 3.5 3.0 2.6 
70 5.1 4.4 3.8 
80 7.2 6.2 5.4 
9.4 3.5 7.0 
100 11.9 10.5 9.0 
110 14.8 12.8 11.1 
120 18.0 15.7 15.5 
ISO 21.7 18.7 16.3 
140 25.5 22.0 19,2 
150 29.7 25.5 da, a 
160 33.7 29.3 25.8 
170 38.3 33.3 29.5 
• 
180 i 43.1 37.7 33.2 j 
190 ! 4b.3 42.0 57.2 ! 
200 53.5 47.0 41.4 ( 
The £ff6ot of Room Temperature on the Cooling of the Droplets. 
The purpose of the procedure described below was to determine 
the magnitude of the temperature difference between droplets at 
the bottom of the tube which had had verj' different temperatures on 
entering the tube. On Page l(f-0 the following expression was obtained 
for the rate of cooling of falling droplets of surface teaperature 
Tg in a ir of uniform temperature 
•^8 = \ ' '^ 5 
dt 7^ 
For air in t<ihioh there i s a uniform lapse rate el , this expression 
becomes dTg = ^v t + J5 Tg 
dt 
where p i s a constant, and v i s the terminal velocity of the droplets. 
This is a differential ei^ uation of standard form, but when boijndaiy 
conditions are included the solution becomes complicated. 
Instead, an approximate solution was obtained by integrating the f i r s t 
equation, including the boundazy conditions that at t = 0, 
Tg = T q , and then by applying the step by step procedure described 
below. 
The solution of the f i rs t equation i s 
= "^A " e ' M ' ) + TqO 'Vr 
Droplet ^ 
Jemperatures C 
Lapse 
Temperature 
Depth crh 
0 20 40 60 80 160 , 120 140 
Fig. 29 The Variation of Droplet Temperatures wi th 
Depth in the Tube for Various Entry Temperatures. 
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The main vertical tube was divided into 1 0 cm lengths, and 
the procedure was then to apply the above equation to calculate 
the surface temperatures of I50^ radius droplets, entering the 
tube at temperatures of I5 , 2 0 , 25 and 50^  C , at the end of each 
1 0 cm length of f a l l . The equation was written in i ts more 
particular fom; 
where T^ ^  Is the mean air temperature over the nth 1 0 cm length 
and T _ ^ and Te ^ j . 1 the surface temperatures at the beginning o,n T X 
of the nth and (n + 1 ) th 1 0 en lengths respectively. An approximation 
was made -tiiat over each 1 0 cm length of the tube a mean temperature 
T J ^ , which was the aveir&ge of the temperatures at the ends of the 1 0 cm 
length, was operative. The various values of T^ were kno'«n for a 
particular lapse rage. The values of the exponential function were 
known for droplets of this size, so the temperature 1^ ^ could be 
calculated from the in i t ia l temperature T^, i.nd similarly Tg g from 
T- n and so on. In this way the surface temperatures of droplets 
at the bottom of the tube were deduced for various values of T^. 
The results are plotted in Fig. 29» .and show that droplets entering 
the tube wltti surface temperatures between I5 and 2 0 ° C will a l l 
reach the bottom of the tube within 0 ^ 8 ° C of each other. This 
i s a consequence of the length of the tube, and i t can be seen from 
the graphs that of the tube were only one third as long, the temperature 
differences between these droplets would be about 5° C. The 
graphs also show that a constant temperature lag between the 
droplet surfaces and the surrounding air i s developed. 
The conclusion drawn from the results Was that the procedure 
described In Chapter 7 for determining droplet surface temperatures 
at the bottom of t^e tube, itfas applicable without serious error for 
droplets entering the tube at different temperatures which were 
determined by the room temperature; 
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CHA?TER 6. 
UXPEfflMajTAl WOnK Oi: IJiiTLR QfiO?I£TS. 
1. INTRQDOCTIOH. 
Water droplets in the radi-js range 50 to I50jtt were made to 
fa l l through the main vertical tube in which they became cooled. 
The (Quantity of charge separated when th^ encountered the probe 
and the dependence of the charging on impact velocity, droplet 
temperature and droplet size was measured. The charge separated 
by droplets which were in the process of freezing was also measured. 
2. GLN'ERiJ. P50CEDORE. 
, A thin smooth coating of ice was pre^ a^red on the probe rods 
by alternately cooling them in liquid air and dipping them into 
cold deioineralised water. The thickness of the ice was approximately 
\ mm. The apparatus shovn In Fig. 25 was aligned so that water 
droplets would fa l l through the stabilising tuimel and main tube 
and would strike tlie probe situated at the bottom of the main tube. 
M area of the floor of the probe casing had been painted white, 
and v;hen the small illumination source contained in i t had been 
switched on i t was possible, by viewing from above, to observe 
the droplets throughout their entire fa l l . To ensure that the 
droplets f e l l dov:n the tube without touching the sides i t was 
necessazy to move the vibrating needle device by hand to the required 
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position. On a few oceasioas droplet stre^ ims were less stable 
than on others, and continual udjustjaent of this position was 
neoessaiy. I t was observed that practically a l l droplets f e l l 
ou to an oval area of floor, approximately 5 cm x 5 cm. 
I t was of primaiy Importance to ensure that the droplets which 
were produced were uncharged. An induction can vhich consisted of 
an eleet^statically screened miniature film can attached to the 
electrometer was used to collect the water droplets which were 
produced by the needle, The resistance in parallel Kith the 
electrometer input circuit was lO'^ ''' ohms. I t was found that the 
droplets were dni tially negatively charged, and that I50 yn radius 
droplets gave electrometer deflections of up to 30 mV showing that 
droplets were being produced with mean Charges of up to 4 x 10"^ e.s.u. 
Smaller droplets had smaller charges. Uncharged droplets were 
obtained by applying the necessaiy d,c. voltage between the needle 
and the electromagnet. By crit ical adjustment of the voltage the. 
electrcmetor reading was reduced to zero. The charge on the droplets 
could not be said to be exactly zero^ because of ihe noise level of 
the eleotrometer induction can system. The noise level M&S about 
««5 -1 
+ 0,05 mV or 1.5 X 10 ^ e.s.u, sec , and since 250 droplets were 
being produced each second, the maximum possible charge per droplet 
-8 
was -t- 6 X 10~ e.s.u. Thus i t could be said that each droplet had 
zero charge to within approximately 100 elesteatary charges. 
Sometimes the aero level drifted aed this was attributed to instabilities 
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In the satellite (attendant) streams. Usually, however, a stream 
of nsutral droplets could be naintalned for several hours. 
The sizes of droplets were found by allowing a few of them to 
fa l l into a drop of paraffin oi l on a microscope slide, and ouiekly 
measuring the diameters under a microscope. The diameters were 
expressed to the nearest 10^. 
3. VAIUATION OF CHARGING KITH DROPLET TEHPKMTCfiE. 
(a) Exoerimental Procedure. 
The f i r s t experiments were performed with the largest droplets 
of radius I 5 0 ^ . Droplets of this size were comparatively easy 
to work vith because their trajectories were hardly disturbed by 
slight a ir currents, A sequence of measurements was t!;ade in the 
following manner. 
The refrigeriitor was allowed to warn up to about - 5° C. 
Room teaperature was taken. The illumination source near to the 
probe was switched on and the >robe was set in motion at 10 a sec*^. 
The noise level of the probe was'observed, and the temperature adjacent 
to i t was measured. A stream of droplets was selected aitd the net 
charge adjusted to be zero. The droplets were mcde to impinge on 
the probe. I t was observed that a continuously yazying electrometer 
reading was obtained. The deflection showed timt the probe was 
being charged by the droplets and the fact that i t varied was because 
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a varying number of droplets was encountering the probe. A simple 
geometry calculation was done to determine the maximum collection 
efficiency of the probe for droplets of different sizes. The 
calculation showed what fr&cticn of droplets VQVQ struck by tho 
probe when they foil through the volume swept out by the probe and 
how this depended on the fall-speeds of the droplets and the angular 
velocity of the probe. The results arc sho'u!ii in Table 22. In 
estimating the quantity of charge separated per droplet collision, 
the procedure adopted wes to observe the fluctuating electrometer 
deflection for some minutes, noting down the maximum deflection. 
I f this metximum value wag recurrent i t was assumed that this value 
corresponded to the maximum rate at which droplets could strike the 
probe. iifter the mcociaua values had been recorded the probe was 
switched off and a check was made to see i f the droplets were s t i l l 
uncharged. The results were rejected i f the droplets carried any 
detectable charge, and further TS&diza-^s were taken. 
The refrigerator cJomprossor was switched on and as the refrigerator 
cooled down over a period of hours towai'ds -id*^ C, the v.hole procedure 
was repeated at temperature intervals of three or four degrees. In 
order to make droplets more highly supei-cooled than was possible 
using the refrigerator alone, chilled methylated spirit was poured 
into the space between the concentric tubes. The methylated spirits 
had been cooled by direct contact with pieces of solid carbon dioxide, 
and oontained a great deal of dissolved gas which was released upon 
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contact with the waimer surfccus. l-Jhen tiie gas had escaped 
through the holes in the top of the tube the holes were closed to 
prevent any remaining ^as from mixiu^ with the air In the midn tube. 
After' the cool?Jit had been standing in the tube for about five 
minutes until a stable temparature distribution hcd been produced, 
•the teaperature of the a ir adjacent; tc the probe was taken, and the 
whole charge measurement procedure was repeated. kSter one or two 
readings had been taken, the tube vfas removed and the cooltJit poured 
out. 
The entire sequence described above wis repeated several times. 
A Watanabe Type 2L pen-recorder became available during the course 
of these measurements, and this enabled perm&nent records of the 
rapidly varying electrometer readings to be taken, and this greatly 
facilitated the work. The surface temperatures of the droplets were 
calculated as described in Chapter 7 ^^1. a l l the results were tabulated 
in Table 25. 
In order to investigate the effect on charging of heating the 
probe relative to the falling droplets, a brass panel was removed 
from the probe casing and replaced by a perspex one. The probe was 
then illuminated by an infra-red lamp. I t was found to be necessary 
to screen the perspex panel with wire gauze, to ,^-revent large electro-
.meter deflections when switchine; on the lamp. The probe was heated 
from. -17° C to - 7 ° C and a record was made of the rate of charging 
by the falling, droplets. . 
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An attempt was made to determine the nature of the fragments 
which carried ftway the charge which was equal and opposite to the 
one given to the probe. This was difficult because of the confined 
space in the probe casing and because the probe would be throwing 
off particles in a l l directions. A panel was removed from the probe 
casing and some sheet aluminium attached at right angles to i t . 
This alumihium had been bent into a shape which ensured that when 
several microscope slides were placed upon i t they faced in several 
different directions. Klproacop© slides coated with 5 to 10j& super-
cooled Formvar solution were placed on bent sheet. The brass 
panel was replaced in order to maintain the teaperature inversion, 
and in so doing, the Formvar slides were brought close to the rotating 
probe. Some of the fragments thrown off from the probe when droplets 
impinged on i t xrare caught on the slides. The slides were left until 
the plastic had hardened, and then they were z^ moved aiad examined under 
the microscope. > 
(b) Precautions. 
I t was necessary to make a few checks to bo certain that the 
electrification of the probe was really caused by collisions with 
uncharged droplets. Results showed that i f the droplets were 
supercooled the probe became negatively charged, so the dtoylets 
were given positive charges of the sace magnitude as t^ ie observed 
negative charging to see whether the probe would become positively 
charged. However the negative charging of the probe persisted, and 
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i t was on:^ when the drojplets were given quite high positive charges 
that the probe became positively charged. There was also the question 
of whether droplets could became charged before encountering the probe 
by rebounding from the side of the vortical tube, but i t was observed 
that on the occasions that droplets did hit the side t h ^ tended to 
adhere and freeze slowly. The possibility of icn capture by droplets 
falling through 2 m of air v;as also investigated, and i t was concluded 
that the amount of charge acquired by this process was too sr«ill to be 
detected. I t was ccncluded from i;hese observations that when the 
droplets encountered the probe the^ were uncharged. 
(c) Results. 
The maxlmam collection efficiency of the probe for droplets of 
various sizes for various probe speeds i s shown in Table 22. The 
measured rates of charging of the probe and the deduced temperatures 
of the droplets are shown in Table 25, The results of Table 25 are 
displayed graphically in Fig.30. 
TABILE 22. 
The Maximum Humber of Droplets per Second which can Hit the Probe 
for Various Speeds of Rotation. 
Droplet Tangentia.1 Velocity of Probe (m sec" )^ 
Radius {|^ ) . 5 10 12.5 20 
150 65 130 loO .195 250 
100 120 240 250 250 250 
! 
t 
; .50 
250 250 250 250 250 
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TABLE 23. 
V a r i a t i o n o f Charging w i t b Teaperature &>r 1 5 0 R a d i u s Drop le t s . 
Klectro-^-
meter 
D e f l e c t i o n 
Rates o f 
Charging 
( e . s . u . 
RooiB 
Temp. 
0 „ 
Probe Lapse 
Temp. Rate 
Temp. 
Lag 
Drople t 
Teap. 
- 4 . 1 
-1.2 
-2.9 
-2.0 
- 1 . 1 
-2.9 
-2.6 
- 3 . 0 
i -5.2 
-2.7 
- 2 . 1 
[ - 1 . 0 
I - 5 . 0 
i .2.5 
i -2 .5 
, -2.0 
j -2.5 
-2.6 
12.3x10 
5.6 
8.7 
6,0 
3.5 
8.7 
7.8 
9.0 
9.6 
8 . 1 
- 6.3 
- S.O 
- 9,0 
- 7.5 
- 7.5 
- 6.0 
- 6.9 
- 7.8 
- 4 
1 
19 -11.1 o.l8 
- 9.5 0.17 
-15.0 0.19 
-16.0 0.21 
-20.0 0.70 
22 I -10.8 0,20 
-12.0 0.21 
\ -12.0 0.21 
I 
i -14.6 0.23 
I 
' -16 .3 0.24 
-17.9 0.25 
" j - 2 1 . 3 6,77 
" j - 1 1 . 2 0.20 
21 I -10.5 0.19 
' -11.4 0.20 
-12.2 0.20 
» I -13.9 0.21 
29 \ -16.0 0.28 
8.5 
8.0 
cJ.9 
9.9 
33 
9.4 
9.9 
9.9 
10.8 
11.3 
11.8 
36 
9.4 
CJ.9 
9.4 
9.4 
9.9 
13.2 
-2 .6 
-1.5 
- 4 . 1 
-6.1 
-16 
-1.4 
- 2 . 1 
- 2 . 1 
-3.8 
-5.0 
-6.1 
-17 
-1.3 
-1.6 
- 2 . 0 
-2 .3 
- 4 . 0 
- 2 . 8 
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TABLE ,25. (Continued) 
5 , _ . 
t E l e c t r o -
! meter 
' D e f l e c t i o n 
(mV) 
I Rates o f 
; Charging 
1 ( e . s . u . 
sec ) 
Room 
Temp. 
°C 
Probe 
TeEp. 
• 
Lapse 
Rate 
(°c 
cm"" )^ 
Temp. 
\ 
Drople t 
Temp. 
° C . 
-2 .9 - 8.7 29 -14.1 0.27 12.7 -1.4 
-1.9 - 5.7 I t -11 .5 0.25 11.B +0.3 
-0.8 - 2.4 I I - 9.4 0.24 11.3 +1.9 
+1.7 + 5.1 I I - 6.6 0.22 10.5 +3.7 
+1.2 + 3.6 n - 6.9 0.22 10.3 +3.4 
+0.7 + 2 .1 I I - 8.5 0.23 10.8 +2.5 
-1 .5 - 4.5 I I -10.3 0.25 11.8 +1.0 
-2 .1 - 6.3 n -12.6 0.26 12.2 -0 .4 
-2 .4 - 7.2 I I -15 .6 0.27 12.7 -0.9 
-S .8 -11.4 24 -13 .2 0.23 10.8 -2 .4 
-3 .4 -10.2 I I -13 .5 0.23 10.8 -2 .7 
- S . 4 -10.2 11 -17.4 0.26 12.2 -5 .2 
-2 .6 . 7.8 11 -21.0 0.2S 13.2 -7.8 
- l . Q - 3.0 I I -22 .8 0.85 59 -18 
-4 .9 -14 .7 I I -13 .5 0.23 10.8 -2.7 
-4 .6 -13.8 I I -14.0 0.23 10.8 -3 .2 
- 3 . 3 - 9.9 11 -13.4 0.23 10.8 -2.6 
/2 .1 - 6.3 I I -10 .8 0.21 9.9 -0.9 
+1.1 ' + 3.3 n - 8.9 0.20 9.4 +0.5 
+2.0 + 6.0 I I - 6.5 0.18 S.5 +2.0 
+1.4 + 4.2 « ^ - 4.2 0.17 8.0 +3.8 
o 
CM 
1 
CM 
I 
o 
o o 
o 
9 D 
5 
0) 
+-» 
o 
0 
Q. 
E 
Q. 
O 
D 
0) 
Q.I 
O 
L. 
a 
- I 
UJ 
I 
i o 
I 
CM 
CD 
I 
CD 
SO 
c— 
I 
.A 
C 
£-
D 
U 
c 
o 
a 
> 
o 
CO 
d ) 
LL 
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A f t e r u number o f readings had been taken , the probe w:.s 
removed land examined. I t v;as observed to have a glassy r i p p l e d 
s u r f a c e , which suggested t h a t d r o p l e t s had splashed a t i t s sur face 
and c o t s p l i n t e r e d . I f d r o p l o t s had s p l i n t e r e d i t vould have been 
expected t h a t a fev7 sharp i c e f ragments would have adhered t o the 
probe . The Formvar s l i d e s were inspected and i t was observed t h a t 
sma l l water d r o p l e t s v l t h r a d i i dovn t o 10 ^ had been c o l l e c t e d . 
Voiy few d r o p l e t s had been caught on the s l i d e s and the nuaber o f 
thec] was c e r t a i n l y too small t o be r e l a t e d t o the number o f d r o p l e t s 
which had s t ruck the probe. T h ^ merely served t o show t h a t spl i iShlng 
had occu r red . No i c e c r y s t a l s were ever c o l l e c t e d on the s l i d e s . 
The r e s u l t s showed t h a t when d r o p l e t s whose temperatures were 
above about +2** C encountered the probe, the probe became charged 
p o s i t i v e l y , and when the d r o p l e t s were co lder t i ian t h i s i t became 
charged n e g a t i v e l y . The r a t e o f charging o f the probe re?.ohed a 
Baadntuffl f o r a d r o p l e t temperature o f about - 3 ° C, and was much reduced 
when the probe and the d r o p l e t s were much c o l d e r . The conclus ion 
drawn f r o m hea t ing the probe w i t h an i n f r a - r e d l:<mp was t h a t t h i s d i d 
n o t s i g n i f i c a n t l y a f f e c t the r e s u l t s . The r a t e o f negat ive charging 
o f t he probe was reduced by about 30^ on hea t ing the a i r surrounding 
the probe f rom -.l?** C t o - 7 ° C. I f the r e s u l t s had depended on the 
temperature o f the probe ins tead o f the d r o p l e t s , then p o s i t i v e charging 
would have been expected. I t was concluded t h a t the charging (j^peiiQied 
on the temperature o f the d r o p l e t s and n o t o f the probe. The observed 
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r educ t i c t t o f negat ive ch&rging rsiij hiave been cauaed by the e f f e c t o f 
Ijey-tiag on the tessperatui-e d i s t r i b u t i o n it. the tube . 
(cl) G a l c u l a t l c n . 
Tak ing the :!iaximum e lec t rometer d e f l e c t i o n as 4 mV which i s 
- 4 - t 
equival ient to a rc.te o f charging o f 12 x 10 e . s . u . sec the 
niiixlmum r a t e a t which d r o ^ l c t a c o l l i d e d w i t h ttie probe was 150 per 
second. 
Hence, f o r nega t ive charging o f the prpbe, the nean charge se::,arated 
per 150^ rad ius d r o p l e t was 10~^ e . s . u . 
f o r pos i t i i ^e charg ing o f the probe the maxisun observed r a t e o f 
c h a r g i n g , ^nd hence the sean charge separated per d r o p l e t c o l l i s i o n , 
was a p p r o x i o a t e l y h a l f the above va lues . 
(e ) Diseuasi: 'n o f the Resu l t s . 
The f a c t t h a t t h e curve dr&'>m i n f i g . 30 do'es n o t go through 
ttie o ipigla o f the graph may only be the r e s u l t o f the d r o p l e t s h j iv ing 
temperatures 1 t o 2 ° C co lde r than t h e i r ca l cu l a t ed values , and t h i s 
would l e n d t o the conc lus ion t h a t d r o p l e t s above 0 ° C charge the ^robe 
p o s i t i v e l y , i jad d r o p l e t s v h i c h $.ro suiiorcooled charge i t n e g a t i v e l y . 
The p o i n t s r,re w ide ly s c j i t t e r e d , and again the e r r o r s i n the d r o p l e t 
tempeKttures niiy be res :ons ib iG f o r t h i s , since the thensal p r o p e r t i e s 
o f t he a i r i n the l a b o r a t o r y v a r i e d f r o a day t o d £ y . I t should be 
fflSBtioned t h a t each se t o f readings showed a s i a i l a r var icLt ion o f 
charg ing w i t h t eEps ra tu re , and t h a t i n re , ; resent ing a l l the readings 
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on one g r a j h some o f t h i n u t t , - J l has oeen l o s t . 
The reason f o r these r e s u l t s i s obscure. The e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n 
does n o t i.ppear t o be the r e s u l l o f s p l i n t e r i n g , since the r a t e o f 
. charg ing v t s l o v e r , n o t h i g h e r , t t lower temperatures, "he p o s i t i v e 
char i j ing I s i n agrefcmeiit v i t h the observat ions o f F.-^ruday (I845) 
and Sohnc'ke ( l386) . , but the aechanism f o r the charge t r a n s f e r has 
n o t been exp l t ^ned . might be poss ib le t o e ^ l a i n the nega t ive 
charging i n te ras o f the KorkmtJi-heyuolds e f f e c t i n which a smal l 
f r a c t i o n o f the d r o p l e t f r eezes u-on con^&ct w i t h the i c e , ttnd there 
i s a se i j a ra t ioh o f charge across the f r e e a i n g i n t e r f a c e , \«hich r e g i s t e r s 
as an e lec t romete r d e f l e c t i o n when the r e s t o f the d r o p l e t i s f l u n g 
o f f . " However, t h i s does n o t e x p l a i n the r educ t ion o f the negat ive 
c h e r g i n j as the teEper-jiture becomes lowor , and i t would be a t t r a c t i v e 
t o seek an exp l . ina t lon f o r the nega t ive charging v/hich *ou ld a lso 
e x p l a i n the p o s i t i v e cha rg ing . 
4. VAjaATlOM.OF. GHiiaGl.'JG WITH IMPACT VELOCITY. 
(a) Procedure. 
The t a n g e n t i a l v e l o c i t y o f the probe was 'var ied by adjustment 
o f the res i s tances i n se r ies w i t h the motor. The probe was se t 
i n mot ion i n a i r a t about -12° C, and l i s t a n g c n t i u l v e l o c i t y was 
v a r i e d over the . range 5 *o 20 m sec~^. Measarerents o f the r a t e 
o f charging o f t h e probe by the 150yi radius d rop l e t s were performed 
i n the maimer descr ibed I n Sec t ion 3, The r e s u l t s are shown i n Table.24, 
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(b) fiesulta. 
TA3LE 24,. 
The CharKin;^ of t he Probe by 1*^0JA Droplets : i t Varicus I s p a c t V e l o c i t i e s 
; T a n g e n t i a l V e l o c i t y 
1 - 1 • o f Probe (m sec ) 
. 5 10 12.5 .15 20 
ij MaximUD r a t & o f 
!; d r o p l e t c o l l i s i o n s 65 ISO 160 195 £50 
;1 (sec ) 
'i ; : . • 
I 
11 • • 
j. Maximum e lec t romete r 
1 d e f l e c t i o n (nV) 
1.05 1-.65 2.10 2.70 2.90 
( c ) . Conclus ion . 
I t can be seen i n I ' i j l j l e 24 t h a t there i s approximate p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y 
betv/een the r a t e o f c h a r g i f ^ o f t h e probe and the r a t e a t u h i c h d r o p l e t s 
c o l l i d e d Tdbh i t . I t w t^© ^ therefor^ ^<\oncluded t h a t i n tiie range o f 
impact v e l o c i t i e s 5 .•tjO, 20„ ffi sec""*", to^^ aetin charge separated per d r o p l e t 
c o l l i s i o n was cons tan t . 
• . \ . 
5. VAmATiON..OF:.CHAHGlk(St.VJfe DROPLET SIZE. 
( a ) Procedure. I 
S table s a t e l l i t e s ^ ' ^ i i g o f d r o p l e t s \^th r s -d i i down t o 5 0 ^ 
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were produced. The v a r i i i t i o n o f charging w i t h temperature was 
determined f o r each d r o p l e t s i ze i n the same way as b e f o r e . 
However, as the d r o p l e t s became smal le r i t became i n c r e a s i n g l y nore 
d i f f i c u l t t o ge t them a l l to f o l l o w the saice f a l l pa th , because they 
were v e i y suscep t ib le t o s l i g h t a i r moverisnts. The r o t a t i o n o f the 
probe caused seme turbulauoe o f the a i r i n i t s v i c i n i t y , and a t one 
t ime i t was thought t h a t because o f t h i s the ^0 ^  radius d r o p l e t s 
were n o t h i t t i n g the probe. However i t was l a t e r shown t h a t e 
p r o p o r t i o n o f them, a t l ec i s t , were h i t t i n g i t . Stable streams o f 
d r o p l e t s w i t h r d d l i smal le r than 5 0 ^ could n o t be produced, b u t 
smal l showers o f d r o p l e t s o f r a d i i between SO and 40 yw were made 
t o f a l l i n t o the tube . I t was n o t c e r t a i n whet p r o p o r t i o n o f these 
h i t the probe. 
(b) Resu l t s . 
TABLE 2^. 
V a r i a t i n o f Charging? w i t h Drop le t S ize . 
D r o p l e t 
Radius 
V ) ; 
Elec t romete r 
D e f l e c t i o n 
(mV) 
Room 
Temp 
° C 
Probe 
'i'emo 
°C 
Lapse 
Rate 
cm-1) 
Temp 
Lag 
\ 
Drople t • 
Temp. 
° c ! 
90 Nono 23 - 7.0 0,18 2.0 - 5 . 0 ' 
•90 -0.5 n - 9.8 . 0.20 2.2 - 7.6 
90 ^ . 5 5 I I -12.0 o . a 2.3 - 9.7 
90 -« -55 n -17.0 0.25 2.8 -14.2 
90 -0.25 I I -15.0 • 0.24 2.6 -12.4 
55 None ' • . 0 -14.0 0.22 0.6 -13.4 
55 None 11 -18.0 0.25 0.7 -17.3 
SO-35 None 
• ; I 
* 
30-40 Kone 
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The obversa t ion "Sone" aeans t h a t d e f l e c t i o n s were no t s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
g r e a t e r than the no ise l e v e l o f the e l e c t r o a e t e r , v h i c h f o r the 
above readings was + O . I5 laV. 
( c ) Discuss ion . . . . " 
The average r a t e o f charging o f the probe by 240 90y» rad ius 
—/I —1 
droplets? pe r second was found t o be approximately '10 " e . s . u . sec 
and hence the oean nega t ive charge imparted t o the probe per d r o p l e t 
c o l l i s i o n was 4 x 10"'^ e . s . u . The r e s u l t s f o r 9 0 ^ rad ius d r o p l e t s 
d i d n o t i n d i c a t e any systematic v a r i a t i o n with, temperature. I t KLSO 
seemed t h a t sp lash ing v/as the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n mechanism w i t h these 
d r o p l e t s , as Formvar s l i d e s d i d no t reveal any i c e s p l i n t e r s . 
30 
Ko o l e c t r i f i c a t i o n o f the probe by d r o p l e t s i n the r ad ius range 
t o 55 was d e t e c t e d . Th i s meant t h a t the mean charge separated 
per d r o p l e t was n o t g rea t e r than about" 2 x 10~^ e . s .u . Th i s r e s u l t 
d i f f e r s f r o m t h a t o f Lathum and Mason, i ^ e r e the mean charge separated 
f o r d r o p l e t s i n the radius range 20 t o 50 ^ v;as 4 x l O " ^ e.s^u. 
I n the present oxperimonts , hovsever, i t was n o t known what p r o p o r t i o n 
o f d r o p l e t s i n t h i s s ize range h i t the probe, s ince they were v e i y 
suscep t ib l e t o the turbulence cauaed by the r o t a t i n g : robe . I t 
was concluded t h a t & r o t a t i n g probe was n o t a s u i t £ : b l e t a r g e t f o r 
d r o p l e t s o f t h i s s i z e , and t h a t i n f u t u r e experiments supercooled 
d r o p l e t s should be drawn past a s t a t i ona ry probe. 
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' CHj.P.G3MG M D H 0 ? L : : : P -high H-LD hhV; yUJIFATED B E P P R E 
E^:G0DriTEtu:ic IHE PHOBE. ' 
(a ) I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
I n t h e p rev ious ex^e r lxcn t s i t h..d been no t i ced i«nf-n the cool&nt 
had j u s t bocii. poured i n t o the tube t h t i t a . s l i t ,h t i2 i s t wag v i s i b l e . 
i n s i d e i t a t the lov;er end. I t vfas o f t e n n o t i c e d when d r o p l e t s f e l l 
through t h i s m i s t and oncountered the r o t a t i n g probe t h a t the re was 
cons iderable nega t ive charging o f the probe - a t l e a s t an o rder o f 
magnitude g r e&ts r than the o the i : r e s u l t s . This phenomenon d i d n o t 
occur on eveiy occasion and cou ld on ly be observed dur ing the f i r s t 
few minutes i . f t e r adding the c o o l a n t . I t was observed t h a t the 
charging coased fchen' the supply o f d rop l e t s was stopped, t n d so the 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n must have been caused by the d r o p l e t s . I t was surmised 
t h a t the m i s t contained smal l i c e c i y s t d l s which nucleated the supercooled 
d r o p l e t s ' c u u s i rig' them t o f r eeze inwards , and t h a t the r e s u l t i n g charge 
se.-aration vtiO c?.used by c o l l i s i c n s between p a r t i a l l y o r w h o l l y f rozen 
d r o p l e t s and the probe. Ste_ja "were, then taken to i n v e s t i g a t e v.'hether 
t h i s was t r u e . 
(b) I n v e s t i f ^ a t i o n o f the r f f e c t . 
In s t ead o f us ing the coo lan t t o produce a m i s t , s n a i l quL .n t i t l e s 
o f l i q u i d n i t r o g e n were i n t roduced i n t o the colurai o f the tube . 
T h i s produced a c o l u i n o f microscopic i c e c r x s t a l s which ^ je rs in ted f o r 
about a t j i n u t e . I t was observed t h i t these cr^siulz d i d n o t ceuse 
any de t ec t ab l e charging q f the r o t a t i n g probe. \lhen I50 JK radius 
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d r o p l e t s f e l l through thic- f og o f c r y s t a l s and encountered the probe, 
the s t rong nega t ive charging was once more observed. 3 t might have 
been . thought t h a t the nega t ive charge occurred as a r e s u l t o f the 
c r y s t a l s b d j n g charged, i n '.vhich f a l l i n g d r o p l e t s swept up" acme o f 
the c r y s t a l s and t r a n s f e r r e d t h e i r charge xo t he probe. I n order 
t o i n v e s t i g a t e t h i s the Lube was a l lowed t o warm uo u n t i l the 
tempei-ature a t the bottom was - 6 ° C. The correspoTiding lapse 
r a t e was such as t o ensure t h a t none o f the di-oplets v:ould become 
supercooled, and so on f a l l i n g through a column o f i ce c r j ' s t a l s none 
would be nuc l ea t ed . When the d r o p l e t s f e l l through the f o g o f c i y s t a l s 
and encountered the probe the re was no negat ive charging, bu t ins tead 
a s l i g h t p o s i t i v e charging o f the probe. Th i s v;as i n agrefiment v r l th 
p rev ious r e s u l t s obta ined a t t h i s temperature i n the absence o f a 
column o f i c e c r y s t a l s . i t was concluded f rom t h i s t h a t the h igh 
nega t ive charging was no t the r e s u l t o f water d rop l e t s sv;eeping up 
h i g h l y charged i c e c r y s t a l s . 
Evidence o f the p h y s i c a l s t a t e o f the d r o p l e t s was ob ta ined by 
c o l l e c t i n g them on microscope s l i d e s p l .ced on the f l o o r o f thi^^jrobe 
Ci . s e , and examining t h e i r shape. - I t ;vas observed when d r o p l e t s had 
f a l l e n through c o l d a i r c o n t a i n i n g no ci^-stals t h a t *hen they h i t the 
s l i d e s they spread ou t and formed l a r g e patches before f r e e z i n g . 
When the . d r o p l e t s f e l l through the same a i r con ta in ing a column o f 
i c e c r y s t a l s and h i t the s l i d e s they rested on the surface o f the 
s l i d e s l a r g e l y r e t a i n i n g t h e i r spl | ier ical shape. This gave a s t rong 
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i n d i c a t i o n t h a t i n the l a t t e r cc;se the d r o p l e t s were i n the process 
o f f r e e z i n g when they h i t the s l i d e s . I t was a l so seen t h a t the 
d r o p l e t s were i n t a c t — t h a t they were no t sha t te red e i t h e r when 
f a i l i n g through the a i r o r l a n d i n g on the s l i d e s . This showed 
t h a t I t was u n l i k e l y th"Rt the d r o p l e t s were charged by s h a t t e r i n g 
o r s p l i n t e r i n g b e f o r e res-ching the probe. 
I n o rde r t o de te ra ine whether the d r o p l e t s were who l ly o r 
p a r t i a l l y f r o z e n by the t ime they encountered the probe, the f r e e z i n g 
t imes o f d r o p l e t s o f va r ious s izes were c a l c u l a t e d . The t h e o i y o f 
t h i s l a shown i n Appendix 4 . The r e s u l t was t h a t the l a r g e s t d r o p l e t s 
were only p a r t i a l l y f r o z e n . 
I t was t h e r e f o r e concluded t h a t the observat ions o f l a r g e ra tes 
o f nega t ive charg ing o f the probe were caused by uncharged p a r t i a l l y 
f r o z e n d r o p l e t s . 
( c ) Exper imental Procedure. 
The. tube was cooled by the c h i l l e d methylated s p i r i t s . P r i o r 
t o each reading & column o f i c e czya ta l s was formed i n the t u b e # 
Charge measurements were me.de as b e f o r e , u s ing d rop l e t s i n the radius 
range 30 t o I50 ^  and a probe speed o f 10 m sec~^. Results were also 
ob ta ined f o r I50 ^ r ad ius d r o p l e t s w i t h the probe s ts^t lcnary. 
The maximum r a t e i t which d r o p l e t s s t ruck the s t t^ t ionaiy probe was 
determined i n a subs id i a ry experiment by app ly ing known charges to 
the d r o p l e t s and aee-suring the f r a c t i o n o f charge t r a n s f e r r e d t o the 
prbbe . . The assumption was i i i : d e t h a t e l l the charge on the d r o p l e t s 
was t r a n s f e r r e d I n the c o l l i s i c n s . The r e s u l t s o f the main experiment 
are shown i n Tables 26 and 27- . . ' 
(d ) ; Resu l t s . 
T A B L E 26. 
Charge ^^ .fe. a ra ted by Free. ' ing Drop le t s f o r a E e l a t i v e i / e loc i ty o f 10 m sec - 1 
D r o p l e t Radius 
. ) 
Mean i» i r 
Temperature 
( ° C ) :' 
Rate o f 
Charging 
(mV) 
• i 
Charge per 
Drople t 
( e . s . u . ) 
S . . 150. -25 -19 -44 X 10"^ 
1 • 
• 150 -21 • -92 -212 
• 150 -25 -19.5 - 45 
145 -24 ^28 - 64 
145 -25 - 53 
145 -25 -37 - 85 
95 -20 - 5.2 - 7.0 
90 -19 - 5 . 0 - 6.8 
. 90 -22 - 6.9 - 9.4 
55 - 2 1 - 2.1 - 2.5 
-21 - 1 . 7 - 2.0 
-24 - 2.0 - 2.4 
i 30-55 No de tec tab le charging 
30-40 ( a o i f e l e v e l + 0 . 2 nV) 
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Gharjge S-j-ii rLced uy Freeziuf.': D u p l e t s f:..r a Eel&tl-.'e V e l o c i t j o f 
. . - . - i 
y.c-\xi .-.ir r.ate o f Charge oe;arated 
'.i'ea_:cr;j.xure Charging cer Droplet 
(mV) (c-. s . u . ) 
r 1- - 9.2 30 X 10**^ 
- 8.0 26 
-25 - 7.9 . 
" / ' 
-25 . -19.0 62 
-18.5 60 
The i -esul t i n Golmsn 3 .^as der ived us ing the r e s u l t o f the 
3Ubsiditii-y exjerimeat , , i n \ihich i t shown t h c t the ^ret-test 
f r e c t i on o f dropieMS v.hiuh ocald h i I ^he j t & t i o m . x y ^.rooe was 0.37. 
Iho r - suAto ac'.vo .snova T.h--c, thic, process cduced ;_;:preci_t)lf; 
e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n i^nd that t.he ,;robe v»:t3 vlwr^y^ ue,^?.civel^' chur^jcd. 
IhG v<».lues f r o a l i i o l o c£ .?houed t h & t f o r cai impact v e l o c i t y o f 
10 31 ?.oo~~ the j-verv'-ge i h ^ r y e se_ :ir; . ted f o r I'Jj ^ r-i.J.iu=; a r -v le i - s 
vs..-: (8,4 -t- . . .o) X iO -* e . n . u . , f o r 9'^  r^diur- drcpleb^; 'Ata 
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(7.7 + 0.6) X 10"^ e . s . u . end f o r 55 ^ r a d i u s d r o p l e t s was (2.3 + 0.2) 
X 10"^ o . s^u , a l though the number o f observat ions tac sma l l , t he 
i n d i c a t i o n was t h a t the mean q u a n t i t y o f charge sepaK^ted by e<xch 
d r o p l e t increcieicd ep^-rcxlmr.tely as the cube o f the d r o p l e t r a d i u s , 
assuming t h a t a i l o f the sma l l e r d r o p l e t s encountered the probe. 
From Table 27* when d r o p l e t s h i t the s t a t i o n a i y probe a t a r e l a t i v e 
v e l o c i t y o f jib out 1 ni sac"^ the mean charge separated w^s (4 . 1 + 0.8) 
X 10"^ e . s . u . , which showed t h a t the e f f e c t was n o t very s e n s i t i v e 
t o impact v e l o c i t y . 
• ' Tha.^e r e s u l t s ai'e i n q u a l i t a t i v e ugreesifent w i t h those o f Latham 
and Mason which were ob ta ined f o r a r:.nge o f smal ler d r o p l a t s , and 
t h i s suggests a s i m i l a r charge separat ion xechonism. I t i s thought 
t h a t the charge was se:5iarated by the s h a t t e r i n g o f p a r t i a l l y f r o z e n 
d r o p l e t s on the probe, a l though the exper iaen t t i l cond i t ions d i d n o t 
a l l o w v e r i f i c a t i o n o f t h i s . I n the work o f l a t h a a and Hason I t was 
considered t h a t s h a t t e r i n g occur red t f t e r d r o p l e t s had been nucleated 
by con tac t w i t h the su r face o f the probe. The snsximum s i ze o f 
d r o p l e t s which sha t t e red would depend on how the time r equ i r ed f o r 
the f o r m a t i o n o f sn i c e s h e l l ccmpared w i t h the contact t i m e . I n 
the present ex i ie r inents f r e e z i n g had alreucty ccamonced be fo re the 
d r o p l e t s encountered the probe, and i t i s suggested t h a t t h i s enabled 
QQ I n v e s t i i i a t i o n s i m i l a r t o the e a r l i e r work b u t i n a d i f f e r e n t range 
o f d r o p l e t slaes to be c u r r i e d o u t . 
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Two r'o^lvihlsms v h i c h mit ih t e x p l t i n the e l e c t r i f l c a t i c n are 
the teiape^rItui*e g r a d i e n t -ctieory and. the Workmen - Reynolds e f f e c t . 
A p p l y i n g the temperature g r u d i e n t theory t o c vaster d r o p l t t w i t h 
c « - ' h e r i c a l sjQel|. . o f i c b o f thicknaas. X C E , w i t h a temperature 
d i f f e r e n c e T„ c^crpss i t , the raaxiujum charge sei^ar&ted i s 4 ITCL* X 
5 X 10~^^-TljAjtv,s.u. v/here ftp l i the ri^diun o f tho sphere. 
The expressi:*! f o r Tg has been, determined i n Appendix 4 . For a 150yu 
r c d i u s d r c p l e t v i t h itn i c e c h e i l 2 0 ^ t h i c k , ^ud an i i r temper..l-ure 
/ . • ' . 
o f - 2 0 ° J^ji t l io sur face tempor^turo o f the d r o p l e t T vt.. c a l c u l a t e d 
• Q • ^ 
t o be a«]dr.oxia; i tely ^ . 1 C. Jonsequently the acidsua scic-^r^tion o f 
• '• 'i 
chargeVaciiording t o thi^ temperature g rad ien t thcoi;^' i s 7 x 10" e . s . u . 
The ajdtual v:ilue KJTJ bo somewhat t t ' ea ta r than t h i s because of the 
Incrs i iEe i c o n d u c t i v i t y „ o f i c e near to 0 C. I t i s , however, c l e a r l y 
i n s u f f i c i e n t to accoun t . ; for , the 'observed charge sep^^rations o f up t o 
• • iU 
2 X 10'^  e . s . u . p e r {^jroplet. I t should be mentionsd here t h a t i n 
t h e i r ca.lculn,tlonH,.|!k-^hiLni and Ma3on cozisidered th -a the sur face 
temperatures o f ^r^ezang d r o p i e t o t.ippro:ichod the a i r temperature, 
and t h i s gave c4tiffiKtfs tv»o ordsi 's o f magnitude grea ter thraU i n the 
above c j x l c u l t , t i c n . .However tho c a l c u l a t i o n s i n Appendix 4 have 
shown t h a t w h i l e j d r o p l e t s are i u th« yrocess o f f r e e z i n g t h e i r surface 
te3ipcra,tures are c lose t o 0 ° C. The r e s u l t s had shovu t h a t the 
e l e c t r i f ^ c s ^ t i c n w .^s no t c r i t i c a l l y dopendeat on i u v u c t v e l o c i t y as 
had b e w thel ca-gc yiiur^^lhii pro'^o i;:.r. e l e c t r i f i e d by i c e c r y s t a l s , 
and t h i s i^Jicated',.th£|i,.t t b i i r e s u l t s - c o u l d no t ue ex.ilv.iaed i n terms 
o f an enhaivjjed t s ja jo ra turw ^jrvioiiauu tj.fA.\it, ud wtici jos i - s i i i le - in the 
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ice ciy3tu;L v(ork. I t was concluded th&t the temperature gradient 
f I 
theoi> -ii'd net soem oo be i^ Dlt to tccount for the observed electrification. 
/ ' • 
lv)!^ rkinan h.nd Reynolds (IS'^ IO) observed that for very dilute aqueous 
/ / 
aoluiiona the quaatity of charge separtited across the ice-wtter 
boundaiy wag typically 10~^ e.s.u. for each cubic centimetre of liquid 
frozen, end that the ice was usually negative Viith respect to the 
water. For a 15)0^ rt^ dius droplet v,ith a shell 2 0 ^ thick the 
volume of ice formed is 5 x 10~ cm , isiid the corres;-;ondiag charge 
separated i-.cro3£; the boundary i s 0.5 e.s.u. ihis fjnount of charge 
would seem to be ample to account for the observed magnitude of 
charging by the shattering of such droplets on the -^ irobe. Workaan 
itfid iKp;5aiolds had observed that v/hen the onuT'Onium ion vi^ s .:resent in 
dilute' 5cluticns the sign of the charge on t.ie ice formL^Ucn w&s 
reversed. isi stteapt tc verify' whether the present results could 
be asci^bed to the jreaence of impurities was made by addifij? sufficient 
• ' ' \ 
amaoniuffl^  nitraiie to the wtter supply to laike a solution of iionnulity 
-6' 
5 X 10 ^ Kllovang 95y*^  r'-.:iius droplets of this solution to encoianter 
•\ 
the prob^ j, after beiug; nuclea ted, ..j ^ negative electrometer reading 
of about 13 ai7 ;^ a-s obttaasd. Thus there liad been no sign reversal, 
fi.nd no dijfferenca^ between the :nu£ini-cud0 of this und previous results 
W£:-5. dote^table.^/ I t was coacluued that the very sradl ouintity of 
.added Imiuri' i iud not . reduced any detcctayle chalcge in the results. 
However, sine^ the origintl v/ater v.'fes. not of the hi^heot .urily, i t 
is doubtfiil 'Whether this result j n ver>' Gignifici:uit, ts i t a.'iy be 
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th&t cn lapurity or iginsi ly oresent In the vater E^y huve besa 
the dcBiriLting factor. 
I t was concluded t h i t whan ci ir t iai iy frozen vsiter droplets 
encountered r j : iced i-rooe the ii;a{?iitude oi' the charge s&^aratod 
couid be exolalned nore satisfactori ly the V.orkcu.n - Reynolds 
effect than by the tenicer..-ture gradient theoiy. 
The results obteined i n this cJiapter ere not directly comparable 
with those of lathom and Meaon because readings Vfere only obttined 
here f o r droplets i n the radius rKQge 1 ^ to yi* , Flowever i t 
Is thought thi.t results bearing an indirect cos?;f.rlson to theirs 
vere obtaiiied. 
I t vas sho^m for uncharged droplets which hc.d f u l l en through 
cle9.r a i r that the probe bectme positively charged IT the droplet 
tSs^jeraturesvere above 0° C and negatively chcrged i f ohe droplets 
v.'ere sup:^rcooled. I t was concluded that the electr i f ic&ticn Wi.s 
caused by S v l a s h i r - y . Ihe ne|;ative chca-jj'iag bectiie reduced as 
the degree of cupercoolin., of the droplets increa sed. ice uver;.ge 
sjaximuia charge se..£.r;.ted by a IpOyu radius dropict vios 10"^ e.s.u. 
£ad by a 90 JUL radius droplot was 4 x lO"'' e.s.u. ;:o chtr^je sei,£iratlr.n 
\i3S obsorvcd f o r ^ 0 ^ r:*aiu.'5 droi^lyts or f o r dicplfet.3 i u the njage 
30 - 40 ^ * Re&ain^s which wore taken later showed thjit soae or 
e l l of the dropl&ts were h i t t i f i ^ the irobs, buu ths,i 1^ wtB no^ 
kno'im whether a significant rroportion of the 30 - 40yi««iropl6t8 
were h i t t l h g i t . I'he observatlcn fo r 5 3 ^ rudius droplt::is i s 
at variance with the qu-nT-ivr of charjjS x 10"° e.s.u. per 
droplet aeasured by Iath.';a and Xason. This cannct be readily 
expl-lined. 
Droplets i;hich investigations had indicated were unchai'ged and 
In the' ,:roce3s of freezing caused the probe to become negatively 
charged by a process v'hlch gave proximately one order of raa^nltude 
more ehrtrt;e thtn the splashing' process. I t was conr:ldered that 
this was the saae process as was obse;rved by'Lathara and Mason, 
I t was. ca'icluded that the e lectr i f icat ion was nost reo.aaly explained 
i)y the rorkriviU - Reynoldp effect . ' ' 
Culcalauion of Droplet Freezini^ 'I'im&n. 
Thfe follov.iny uppiOcich i s a ooijpletely classical one and does 
not take into cceount the presence of dissolved t,f<-se& in water, 
the• dlfferoace i n deu^ilies of v;atsr'snd ice, or the crystalline 
nature of ice \.hich caixses drcplets to freeze in u complex manner,. 
However, thesu f.ictors cannot cause the freezing to proceed f£.3ter 
thsji i s dictiLted by the rats at which hec^ t con be conducted from 
the droplet surface. 
VJhen a v^tter droplet of radius Ao i s nucleated t t - T° C, a 
Spherical ahcll v.'hose mass i s ' " ' /L of the to ta l aass i s formed 
instantly, and the whole drop acquires a temperature of 6° C. The 
radius of the sphere of l iquid water may be called ^A© . Since 
|J a ^ \ — jT*^"^ , ^ can be approximated to uni ty for 
-<lQy L, the latent he:.t of fusion being SO gm*""^  ..-nd S, 
the G p t j c i f i c hei-.t of water being 1.0 cal gm"'^  °C . Upon 
nucleation the droplet pr'oceeds to freeze invards. ^ f t e r a certain 
time the l iqu id riidius hrs beccne e. ( t ) . .The freezing i t t e and 
the surface tempei'a.ture of the droplet varj'- in order to 2ii;lntiiin a 
balance between the conducticsn of hei'.t from the surffxe, the conduction 
of heat through the ice snell , und the prodjcticn of letent heat at 
the freezing surface. 
'i'he calculiition i.<3 ba^od on thti following three standard 
equations: 
1) Rate of conduction of heat from the surface = 
: 2) Rate of conduction of heat through the ice shell = 
- 4 TT A'c- (Tg - y 
a ( t ) • «o J 
5) 'Rate of uroductlon of latest heat = 
4-17' a( t )^ d a ( t ) />i I 
. d t 
•rfhere C i s the vontilaticn coefficient, i s the theriaal conductivity 
of the a i r , Ki i s th^ thermal conductivity of Ice, p; i s the density 
of ice.and T^, Tg end are the a i r , surface and water temperatures 
res]|)ectlvely, the l a t t e r being measured i n degrees Absolute. By 
equating 1) and 2) , Tg can be foundj 
1 ^ A 
where \ = •• .^1.^^*5 
C K^^ (tto - a(t)) 
Since the thermal 
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ooAduotlvltgr of i s greater than ttiat of air by a factor of 
approxintatei^ 100, i t can be seen that throughout freezing until 
the droplet I s vesy hearl; completely frozen, X will have a high 
nuoerixjal valud. Sino;e = 278*' £ i t can be seen froo the 
above expression that tot high values of A the surface temperature 
of; the droplet will be only a fraction of a degree below 0° C. 
This result may haye soBe bearing on the, attempts >iiich have been 
made to explain the electrification of Shattering waber drops by 
the temperature gradient theoiy. 
Equating S) and 1} acd eliminating fg givest 
a ( t ) [ a (t) + (tto ^ a(t)) CK^ ] da^(t) / ; .L \ , . . 
dt 
Integrating this expression between a« and a(t} s 0 gives 
the expression for the freezing time t.^  : 
3(T 
The only approximation in this expression i s tiiat ^ - 1. 
Using this expression the value of the quantity - t^ (^ ^ - T )^ . 
was evaluated for various droplet sizes. The iinits are see ° C and 
the slgolfioahoe of the quantity i s that i t can be used to deteznlne 
the freezing time at any specified air temperature.' The values are 
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glveh in Table £8. 
TABLE 28. 
The Quantity -t^. (T^ - I^.) for Various Droplet Sizes. 
4r) 
20 1.0 
50 
100 17.4 
150 31.6 
200 47.3 
Thus, from the table, a 150y*, radius droplet takes approximately 
I f sec to freeze when the air temperature is - 20° C. A 150^ 
droplet falling through the 140 cm tube at 111 cm sec"^ was supercooled 
for only a fraction of this time, and therefore i t was concluded that 
droplets of this size were not completely frozen. 
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CHAPTER 9. 
CONCLOSIONS AND SUGULSTIOMS FOR FURTHER WORK. 
The results for the collision of 20yu, size Ice crystals with 
a pre-cooled and pre-heated stationary probe showed that 2.5 x lO"'^  
e.s.u. of charge were separated for a measured temperature difference 
of 10^ C, but the results indicated that because of the ventilation 
of the probe surface, the mean effective temperature difference was 
much less than this. I t was considered Uiat the fact that the mean 
charge was greater than was found by Latham and Mason could be 
explained by the differences in details of t^ e experimental techniques. 
I t was concluded that the presence of impurities in the probe ice 
did not have a dominating influence on the rate of charging of the 
probe, and i t was shown that the charge separated per crystal collision 
increased rapidly as the impact velocity increased. The main 
limitation of the apparatus was in the size of the czystals produced. 
They were approximately 20 in diameter and i t is difficult to 
compare accurately their effect on iced probes with that of nf.tural 
ice czystals of 100^ diameter on hailstones because there will be 
differences in charging due to the different areas of contact and 
also the different surface structures. I t Is thought that l i t t l e 
further information would be gained by adopting these experimental 
techniques in future studies of the electrification produced between 
impacting ice particles, but i t i s considered that further study 
would be valuable. What i s required is to observe the charge separation 
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produced by projecting ice ijarticles at impact velocities of up to 
10 in sec"^ at an unvcntilated probe whose temperature could be varied. 
I f the ice particles were spheres, results might be more reproducible. 
Although this would be a departure from reproducing atmospheric 
conditions i t would help to establish the parameters governing 
electrification more precisely. 
From measurements with a rotating probe i t was concluded that 
there was negligible charging by the accretion of water droplets of 
estimated diameter 3 - 3yi* i that large quantities of charge were 
separated by rebounding ice ciystals in the presence of supercooled 
droplets. When the pre-cooled or pre-heated rotating probe encountered 
ice crystals in which the water droplet concentration was low the results 
were qualitatively in agreement with the temperature gradient theoiy. 
A value of lO'^ e.s.u. for the charfje separated ^er crystal collision 
was obtained. I t was considered that this value corresponded to 
only u smsll temperature difference. Further investigations showed 
that the negative charging of the probe could be augmented to 5 x lO"^ 
e.s.u. per crystal collision i f some supercooled droplets were present, 
although i t was thought that i f a greater number of droplets could 
have been supplied to the probe surface, the mean charge separated 
would have been greater. The rate at which droplets at a low temperature 
sould be supplied was limited by the.size of the refrigerator, which 
also prevented conditlcns in the cloud from staying constant for vexy 
i • • • 
long. I t was difficult to explain the results quantitatively in terms 
of the tecperfituro gradient theoiy because of several unknown factors. 
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Hitherto i t has been recognised that quantitative verification of 
the theozy in experiments of this type has been limited by insufficient 
knov/ledge of the area of contact and time of contact for ice crystal 
impacting-on-haMstones. To these, i t is now - suggested; may be 
added the insufficient knowledge of the temperature difference between 
the surfaces when the probe is ventilated. Even by considering 
values for these factors which were most favourable to the theory, 
i t was seen that the. observed rate of charging was much greater than 
could be explained by the temperature gradient theory. I t is 
possible that an explanation for this may be sought in the increase of 
charging with Impact velocity, although at the present time the reason 
for this enhancement i s obscure. 
In relating these laboratory results to the behaviour of particles 
in' thunderclouds there i s always the problem that the crystals which 
can be prodjaced in the. laboratory are smaller than those to fee found 
in the atmosphere and there is consequently uncertainty as th their 
relative contact areas. I t is probably this which has led workers 
such as Latham and Miller (I965) perform experiments in natural 
clouds containing ice crystals, and which probably gave more meaningful 
quantitative results than laboratory measurements. The mean diameter 
of crystals used in the present experiments was 40 yU- , whereas the 
most common sizes in thundercloud are 80 to 175 Ji^ • I t is difficult 
to make an estimate of the effect on the magnitude of charging of 
these increased crystal sizes, but i t is thought that this would not 
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exceed one order of magnitude." Although one can surmise that 
I f sufficient numbers, of water droplets could have been supplied to 
the surface of the probe to heat i t further but not enough for i t 
to. become wet, the charge separation would have been higher, this 
matter has not been proved here, and so the value of 5 ^ lO"^ e.s.u. 
will be taken as the maximum charge separated per ciystal - hailstone 
collision. This i s less by a factor of 100 than the value of 
Reynolds et al which was Just sufficient to account for the electrification 
of a thundercloud, and even by taking into account the larger crystal 
sizes in thunderclouds, the present results cannot be considered to 
account for the electrification of thunderclouds. I t was therefore 
concluded that in the light of the present experiments under atmospheric 
conditions In which there were high concentrations of hailstones, ice 
crystals and supercooled cloud droplets i t was possible that large 
quantities of charge could be separated but that i t was insufficient 
to explain thunderstorm electrification. 
From the work on droplets I t was concluded that when droplets 
in the radius range 90 - IJOyi* struck the iced probe moving at 10 m sec" ,^ 
the electrification observed was associated with splashing. I t was 
shovjn that for droplets above about 0° C, the probe was positively 
charged in accordance witi^ i the so-called Faraday effect, but that when 
the droplets were supercooled the probe was charged negatively, the 
mean charge per droplet decreasing as the degree of supercooling 
increased. The charge separated by this process depended critically 
on droplet size, being 10"^ e.s.u. per droplet for I50 ^  radius 
- I d i -
droplets and 4 x 10"^ e.s.u. for 90yi* droplets. No charge ser-aration 
for 50y(«. droplets could be detected. 
For droplets which were in the process of freezing the electrification 
was.much greater, for 150^ droplets the mean charge separated was 
up to c X lO"* e.s.u, the average value being (8.4 + 2.6) x lO"-' e.s.u. 
The average values for 90 /• and 55j*. radius droplets were (7.7 + 0.8) x 
lO'^ and (£.3 + 0.2) x 10 e.s.u. respectively. The magnitude of 
the charge separated was not sensitive to the impact velocity of the 
droplets on the:probe. 
The above measurements were made for droplets in a range of sizes 
greater than those investigated by Latham and Mason, and i t would 
seem to be of value to repeat experiments using the smaller droplets. 
. I t i s of particular interest to see whether any electrification produced 
would be influenced by the presence of small quantities of impurities. 
Particularly significant might be tlie effect of the presence of the 
ammonium ion In the droplets. The practicsl requirements of such an 
investigation are the production of sufficient uniformly - sized 
supercooled droplets which ideally should be in thermal equilibrium 
with their surroundings, and whose sizes can be adjusted at will and 
kept constant during their fa l l by control of humidity, A relative 
velocity of about 10 m sec~^ between the droplets and the probe must 
be effected. The present measurements have Indicated that for droplets 
with radii less than 50y(», the probe must be atatlonaiy. I t will be 
difficult to satisfy these requirements in an ordinary laboratory, 
- I n l -
and although certain compromises in experimental procedure were 
possible for droplets greater than 50^ radius, i t becomes increasingly 
diff icult to compromise as the droplets sizes become smaller. 
"Substantial electrification has been observed with partially -
frozen droplets and whether these results are of direct significance 
to the electrification of clouds will depend on whether a significant 
number of such droplets encountered by a hall pellet in a thundercloud 
will be In the process of freezing. However the measurements may 
have served a purpose in providing a comparison with the droplet 
shattering work of Latham and Mason. I t was considered that the 
separation of charge which was observed here, and v4iich was also 
observed by Latham and Mason, could be explained more readily in 
tenns of the Workman-Reynolds effect than the temperature gradi ent 
theoiy. 
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